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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Ultracold atomic gases

In nature, two different kind of fundamental particles exist: The bosons which obey Bose-
Einstein statistics, and the fermions that follow Fermi-Dirac statistics. The difference
in statistics of bosonic and fermionic particles manifests itself beautifully at extremely
low temperatures. In this temperature regime the particles adopt wave-like properties
and we have entered the realm of quantum physics. In quantum physics, the intrinsic
angular momentum, also called spin, of each particle is quantized and can have either an
integer or half-integer value, in units of the reduced Planck constant ~. The spin-statistics
theorem [Pauli, 1940] relates the quantum statistics of a particle to its spin and states
that all integer spin particles are bosons, while half-integer spin particles are fermions.
For a composite particle such as an atom, the spin is the total spin of its constituents
which are its electrons and the nucleus. Therefore, if an atom has (half-)integer spin it
behaves as a (fermion) boson.

When atoms are cooled their de Broglie wavelength, which characterizes their spatial ex-
tent, will increase. When the de Broglie wavelength is larger than the typical range of
interatomic interaction, we have entered the temperature regime where an ensemble of
atoms forms an ultracold gas1. Collisions in this temperature regime are referred to as
ultracold collisions. A remarkable property of an ultracold gas is that the (dominant) elas-
tic two-body interactions in this gas can be characterized by a single parameter called the
s-wave scattering length. Essentially all anisotropic interactions, i.e., collisions involving
relative orbital angular momentum, are frozen out at these low temperatures leaving only
the isotropic s-wave interactions.
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Bosons Fermions

EF

Figure 1.1: The occupation of energy levels by identical bosons and identical fermions at
zero temperature. The bosons will all populate the same lowest-energy level. The fermions
populate all the energy levels up to the Fermi energy EF .

1A ultracold atomic gas is generally produced by laser cooling [Metcalf & van der Straten, 1999] and
subsequent evaporative cooling [Ketterle & Druten, 1996].
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The temperature can be decreased even further allowing the ultracold gas to enter the
quantum degenerate regime. This requires that the atomic de Broglie wavelength exceeds
the mean interparticle spacing2. The behavior of the system is now governed by quantum
statistics. Quantum degeneracy has been achieved with both bosonic and fermionic atoms.
In a quantum degenerate bosonic gas, a macroscopic number of atoms will populate the
lowest energy state and form a coherent matter wave, as is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1.1. This phenomenon is known as Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) and is purely
driven by quantum statistics. For the experimental realization of BEC in dilute ultracold
gases [Anderson et al., 1995, Davis et al., 1995] a Nobel prize was awarded to Cornell,
Wieman and Ketterle in 2001. A degenerate atomic Fermi gas was first realized a few years
after the first observation of BEC [DeMarco & Jin, 1999]. The Pauli exclusion principle
however, prevents a degenerate Fermi gas to condense into a single quantum state. These
attainments triggered an enormous growth of the field of ultracold gases.

As the properties of the (alkali-metal) atoms are susceptible to manipulation via ex-
ternal fields3, they can be successfully cooled, trapped, probed, and imaged in vari-
ous ways. Even the scattering length can be tuned at will via a Feshbach resonance
[Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962]. By tuning the scattering length such that it greatly
exceeds the typical range of interatomic interaction, a quantum gas can enter the regime
where it exhibits low-energy universal properties [Braaten & Hammer, 2006]. Universal-
ity allows us to express the consequences of complex short-range physics on macroscopic
observables by a few universal parameters. These properties make that a quantum gas
can be viewed as an ideal playground to study fundamental physics under well defined
and controllable conditions. For instance the ability to shape the trapping potential of
a quantum gas, has led to the creation of an artificial crystal, i.e., an optical lattice to
study the superfluid to Mott insulator quantum phase transition [Greiner et al., 2002].
This ability can also be used to study condensed matter physics described by (Bose)
Hubbard Hamiltonians under well defined conditions, such as the Josephson effect
[Albiez et al., 2005, Shin et al., 2005, Levy et al., 2007]. Other examples of ultracold
quantum gases in reduced dimensionality are the realization of a Tonks-Girardeau
gas [Kinoshita et al., 2004, Paredes et al., 2004] in one dimension and the Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz-Thouless [Hadzibabic et al., 2006, Schweikhard et al., 2007] crossover in two
dimensions. In two dimensions, special interest goes out towards creating an ultra-
cold quantum gas in the strongly correlated fractional quantum Hall regime where
the physics is determined by quasi-particles with anyonic statistics. In essence the
idea to reach this regime is to impose an effective magnetic field either by rapid
rotation [Cooper, 2008, Fetter, 2009] or by laser-induced geometric gauge potentials4
[Lin et al., 2009, Cooper, 2011]. Also quantum gases with strong dipolar interactions and
mass-imbalanced (heteronuclear) quantum gases can give rise to a great variety of new and
exotic quantum phases [Bloch et al., 2008, Ni et al., 2010]. Naturally, this has triggered
the interest of other, traditionally disjoint fields of physics.

The field of atomic quantum gases has rapidly matured and provides a sound ba-
sis for the field of molecular quantum gases which rapidly emerged approximately

2For typical number densities between 1012 and 1015 cm−3 the temperature will be in the nano to
microkelvin range.

3Magnetic, electric, optical, and radio-frequency fields may be used.
4Note that in a similar experiment, a synthetic electric field was realized [Lin et al., 2011].
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a decade ago. The creation of ultracold and quantum degenerate molecular gases is
now of paramount interest. As molecules possess rotational and vibrational degrees
of freedom, their internal structure is rich compared to that of atoms which impli-
cates bright prospects for novel quantum gases. These prospects range from preci-
sion measurements and high-resolution spectroscopy [Sandars, 1967, Hudson et al., 2002,
Hudson et al., 2006, DeMille et al., 2008, Chin et al., 2009], quantum information pro-
cessing [DeMille, 2002], and ultra-cold chemistry to the realization of novel quantum
many-body systems [Krems et al., 2009]. Especially, the formation of polar molecules,
which possess permanent electric dipole moments, offer unique possibilities as their inter-
particle interaction is anisotropic and long-range [Santos et al., 2000] compared to the
isotropic short-range interactions which dominate in ultracold atomic gases. The same
rich internal structure however, prevents that laser cooling of molecules can be achieved
by a straightforward extension of the techniques used to cool alkali-metal atoms. Various
techniques have been developed to produce cold molecules [Carr et al., 2009]. So far, the
most successful techniques have their use of Feshbach resonances in common.

1.2 Feshbach molecules

One of the most successful ways to create a gas of ultracold molecules is to assemble
them by associating pairs of ultracold atoms. If any release of internal energy is avoided
in this process, the molecular gas just inherits the ultra low temperature of the atomic
gas, which can in practice be as low as a few nanokelvins. Two-body Feshbach reso-
nances play a pivotal role in almost all of the association techniques. In essence a Fesh-
bach resonance occurs when a molecular bound state is coupled resonantly to a scat-
tering state of two colliding atoms. This coupling becomes resonant when the binding
energy of the molecular state is close to the collision energy of the atoms which will
make the scattering length diverge. The tunability of the scattering length stems from
the fact that the energy of the molecular state can be varied (by magnetic or optical
fields) with respect to that of the colliding atoms. The ultracold molecules created via
Feshbach resonances are referred to as Feshbach molecules [Krems et al., 2009]. Once a
Feshbach molecule is created, and the molecular energy structure is known, one can in
principle prepare a molecule in any quantum state of interest by ’cruising the molecu-
lar bound state manifolds’ [Lang et al., 2008]. Many types of homonuclear bialkali Fesh-
bach molecules have been produced. The first observations in bosonic atom gases were
23Na2 [Xu et al., 2003] and 133Cs2 [Herbig et al., 2003] and for fermionic atom gases 6Li2
[Cubizolles et al., 2003, Jochim et al., 2003a, Strecker et al., 2003, Zwierlein et al., 2003]
and 40K2 [Regal et al., 2003a]. Currently, the research is concentrated on heteronu-
clear bialkali molecules. The first boson-fermion molecule was observed in 40K–87Rb
[Ospelkaus et al., 2006a] while boson-boson molecules where created in 85Rb–87Rb
[Papp & Wieman, 2006].

Feshbach resonances induced by magnetic fields allow for the creation of weakly bound
molecules in three distinct ways: The first one, is by a magnetic field sweep across
the resonance field which allows for an adiabatic conversion of interacting atom pairs
into molecules [van Abeelen & Verhaar, 1999]. The second one, is by modulation of the
magnetic field where the oscillating field induces a stimulated transition of two collid-
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Figure 1.2: A simplified illustration of experimental schemes to associate and dissociate
Feshbach molecules. The energy of the molecular state (solid line) varies with the mag-
netic field. At resonance, the molecular state is degenerate with the dissociation threshold.
Above the dissociation threshold (gray area) the molecular state becomes a quasibound
state (dashed line). In (A), the field is ramped across the resonance creating a superposi-
tion of molecules and atoms. An oscillating magnetic field induces a stimulated transition
from the colliding atoms to the molecular states (B). In (C), three-body recombination
results in molecule formation. In (D), a fast reverse field sweep converts the molecules
into a quasibound state which dissociates into free atoms. Based on figures shown in
[Krems et al., 2009, Chin et al., 2010].

ing atoms to the molecular state [Donley et al., 2002, Thompson et al., 2005]. The third
one, is by atom-molecule thermalization [Cubizolles et al., 2003, Jochim et al., 2003c,
Kokkelmans et al., 2004]. These three methods are illustrated in a simplified way in
Fig. 1.2. The first two methods are based on time-varying magnetic fields which allow
for both the association and the dissociation of molecules.

The dissociation reaction is often used as an indirect technique for the detection of
molecules, i.e., after the molecules are dissociated, their surplus of energy is converted
into kinetic energy of the constituting atoms which in turn are imaged in Fig. 1.2 (D). In
a wonderful experiment, described in [Volz et al., 2005], it was shown that the dissocia-
tion properties of Feshbach molecules can provide additional spectroscopic information.
A magnetic field sweep was used to prepare the molecules in a state with rotational quan-
tum number ` = 2, i.e., a d-wave shape resonance state. The molecules are dissociated
by rapidly sweeping the magnetic field across resonance. The molecules can dissociate
directly into the s-wave scattering states, or indirectly via a d-wave shape resonance into
the d-wave scattering states. The dissociation rate of these two processes will change dif-
ferently when the final value of the magnetic field ramp is changed as will the relative
phase of these two processes. Hereby, the interference pattern5 between these two (s- and
d-wave) dissociation channels can be varied as shown in Fig. 1.3.

5The interference of different partial waves of cold atoms was also observed in scattering experiments
described in [Buggle et al., 2004, Thomas et al., 2004].
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Figure 1.3: Time-of-flight images of the 87Rb2 molecule dissociation. The magnetic field
values denoted in the figure corresponds to the final value of the magnetic field (above
the resonant value B0) sweep to dissociate the molecules. For low fields, the direct (s-
wave) dissociation channel dominates, while for high fields both direct and indirect (s-
and d-waves) dissociation channels contribute. From [Volz et al., 2005].

As Feshbach molecules are created near the dissociation threshold, they correspond to
molecules in their highest vibrational state. These weakly bound states are in prin-
ciple very sensitive to vibrational relaxation induced by atom-molecule and molecule-
molecule collisions. In these inelastic relaxation processes, internal energy is trans-
ferred into relative translational motion causing either unwanted heating or trap loss.
Note that the quantum-statistical character of a molecule can have great influence
on its collisional stability. Near a Feshbach resonance, the molecules composed of two
fermions show much longer lifetimes compared to molecules composed of two bosons.
It is the Pauli exclusion principle which suppresses vibrational quenching to energeti-
cally lower vibrational states effectively stabilizing the molecular state composed of two
fermions [Petrov et al., 2004]. This stability actually enabled the first Bose-Einstein con-
densation of (weakly bound) molecules [Jochim et al., 2003c], and allows one to explore
the crossover from a molecular BEC to a BCS superfluid of weakly bound Cooper pairs6
[Bartenstein et al., 2004, Bourdel et al., 2004, Regal et al., 2004a, Zwierlein et al., 2004].
As the inelastic losses can be particularly strong near the Feshbach resonance7, the key
idea of many experiments is to introduce an efficient conversion from atoms to molecules
while minimizing the time spent near the resonance. Another possibility to minimize
trap losses and heating of the gas, is to isolate the created molecules from each other.
The molecules can for instance be trapped in a periodic (optically induced) potential.
To create intrinsically stable molecules, the weakly bound Feshbach molecules must be

6The pair condensation of these Cooper pairs, which was crucial for the understanding of supercon-
ductivity in metals, was first described by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) [Bardeen et al., 1957].

7Experimentally, this strong enhancement of trap losses is used to find Feshbach resonances as was
first shown in a Bose-Einstein condensate of 23Na atoms [Inouye et al., 1998].
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transferred to their absolute rovibrational8 ground state. This ground state is energeti-
cally stable against inelastic two-body processes. By a coherent stimulated Raman adi-
abatic passage (STIRAP)[Bergmann et al., 1998] the highly excited molecules can effi-
ciently be transferred to their ground state [Kokkelmans et al., 2001, Lang et al., 2008,
Danzl et al., 2008, Ni et al., 2008].

Closely related to the creation of Feshbach molecules is the creation of other few-
body states. The observation of Efimov resonances [Kraemer et al., 2006], for instance,
provided the first evidence for the existence of Efimov trimer states. These univer-
sal Efimov states [Efimov, 1970, Efimov, 1971] could be created by making the un-
derlying two-body interactions sufficiently resonant9. In another experiment involving
cesium atoms, resonances were observed for dimer-dimer collisions [Chin et al., 2005].
Here, colliding cesium molecules were resonantly coupled to a tetramer (Cs4) state
enabling the creation of more complex ultracold molecules. In [Hutson et al., 2009] it
was shown that Feshbach resonances can also be used to dramatically reduce inelas-
tic losses that may occur because one (or both) of the collision constituents are in
an internally excited state. This development may be very important for attempts to
produce ultracold molecules by evaporative or sympathetic cooling. For more details
on producing ultracold molecules, we refer the reader to three recent review articles
[Köhler et al., 2006, Jones et al., 2006, Carr et al., 2009]. Two other review articles were
published which consider many-body phenomena [Bloch et al., 2008], and Feshbach reso-
nances [Chin et al., 2010] in ultracold gases.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

To create ultracold molecules, Feshbach resonances are of crucial importance. These res-
onances in ultracold atomic gases can be viewed as gateways to the ultracold molec-
ular world. Moreover, in the study of universality, or any ultracold experiment which
requires the interatomic interaction to be modified, Feshbach resonances are ubiquitous.
For all the studies, predictions of the resonance positions and strengths are indispensable.
The established method for this is a full numerical coupled-channels (CC) calculation
[Stoof et al., 1988]. The quality of a prediction for a Feshbach resonance by such a CC
calculation, will depend heavily on the accuracy of the used interaction potentials. There-
fore, vice versa, high-precision measurements on Feshbach resonances can be used to
improve the quality of the interaction potentials. As the interest shifts more towards cre-
ating heteronuclear molecules, the known interaction potentials are not accurate enough
to predict Feshbach resonances via CC calculations. Conversely, the CC method is often
too elaborate and too time consuming to be used to fit the measured data to construct
more accurate interatomic potentials. To circumvent these problems, we have developed
a hierarchical model which can be systematically increased in complexity and accuracy.
This simplified model of resonance scattering can be fitted easily and fast to measured
data to expose the basic underlying Feshbach resonance structure. Hereby, this model
complements the established CC method.

8A rovibrational state corresponds to a simultaneous rotational and vibrational state of the molecule.
9Radio-frequency fields have recently been used to directly associate Efimov trimers near a two body

Feshbach resonance [Lompe et al., 2010].
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This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the basics of two-body scattering of
ultracold atoms will be discussed. The implications of the low kinetic energies of the
particles will be described, as well as the theory to describe Feshbach resonances. This
chapter forms the theoretical basis for the subsequent chapters. We present the asymptotic
bound-state model (ABM) in Chapter 3. The ABM in its most simple form only needs
two bound-state energies and an overlap to predict the position and strength of Fesh-
bach resonances. In Chapter 4 we successfully apply this model for the search of a strong
Feshbach resonance in the Fermi-Fermi mixture of 6Li–40K. In the subsequent Chapter
5 we apply and extend the ABM to predict Feshbach resonances for an ultracold gas of
metastable helium atoms. A combined theoretical and experimental effort to map out the
Feshbach resonance structure for an ultracold gas of 40K atoms is presented in Chapter 6.
The theoretical part consists of a comparison between different simplified models of reso-
nance scattering and the numerically exact CC calculations. An alternative model, which
is discussed in Chapter 7, is presented with the same goal as the ABM. The resonant
state model (RSM) however is described by the generalized bound states; the so-called
resonance states. These resonant states effectively account for scattering states that are
absent in ABM. In Chapter 8, we describe a crossover between two strongly-correlated
many-body states which is induced by a Feshbach resonance, and focus on the correla-
tion induced long-range interaction which comes in addition to the s-wave short-range
interactions.



8 Introduction



Chapter 2
Ultracold scattering

2.1 Potential scattering

When one cools a gas, three-body interaction processes will usually dominate over
two-body interactions. These three-body processes are responsible for the formation of
molecules, which eventually brings the system to a thermodynamically-stable solid phase.
For dilute ultracold gases however, binairy interactions dominate. Here we present a
brief overview of two-body quantum scattering theory where we emphasize the low-
energy aspects of the collisions. For details on quantum scattering we refer the reader
to [Taylor, 1972, Newton, 1982, Belkić, 2004].

Collisions of two particles will be described in their centre-of-mass frame. This is equivalent
to the collision of one particle with reduced mass scattering of a fixed potential V . In
the time-independent formulation of the scattering process, we wish to solve the (basis
independent) Schödinger equation

H|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉, (2.1)

where the complete Hamiltonian is defined by H = H0 + V . If the two atoms do not
interact, they are described by the asymptotic Hamiltonian H0, which generally is given
by the relative kinetic energy operator and internal interaction potentials. For a given
complex number z the resolvent operator G(z) of the Hamiltonian H is defined as G(z) =
(z −H)−1. Knowledge of the resolvent of H, for any z, is equivalent to knowledge of the
set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of H. Needless to say, finding G is precisely as hard
as solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (2.1). The complete resolvent G(z) can however
be related to the known free resolvent G(z) = (z−H0)−1. The free resolvent and complete
resolvent are related by the Dyson equation

G(z) = G(z) +G(z)VG(z). (2.2)

The free resolvent can be used to obtain the formal solution of Eq. (2.1) via the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation

|ψ(±)
α 〉 = |χα〉+G±(E)V|ψ(±)

α 〉, (2.3)

where the first term on the right-hand side represents the unscattered state |χα〉 and the
second term represent the effect of the scattering. For the + (−) sign, |χα〉 is a prepared
in (out) state, where α refers to a set of quantum numbers of this state whose motion is
governed by H0 whereas the second terms exhibits outgoing (incoming) spherical waves.
The ± superscript on the resolvent indicates that its argument is made slightly complex
(E ± iε) and the limit ε ↓ 0 is taken at the end of the calculation. To describe scattering,
the solutions of Eq. (2.1) must be regular, and asymptotically behave as an incoming wave
and an outgoing spherical wave, i.e., |ψ(+)

α 〉. The subscript α on the scattering state refers
to the fact that in the remote past, in the equivalent time-dependent picture, it was equal
to |χα〉.
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A central quantity in scattering theory is the scattering operator S. This operator cor-
relates states which are free (V = 0) before the collision to states which are free after
the collision. The quantity of interest is the probability that an in asymptote |χα〉 will
be observed to emerge with outgoing asymptote |χβ〉. The probability amplitude for this
process is the S-matrix element

Sβα ≡ 〈χβ|S|χα〉 = δβα − 2πiTβα, (2.4)

where the first term, given by δβα, describes the situation associated without interaction.
The second term is the amplitude that a particle is actually scattered, it describes the
transition from |χα〉 to |χβ〉. The transition amplitude is determined by the matrix element
of the transition operator T which reads Tβα ≡ 〈χβ|T |χα〉. The transition operator can
be defined in terms of the complete resolvent as

T (z) = V + VG(z)V , (2.5)

and is related to the scattering operator S by the operator equation S = 1− 2πiT . It is
important to note that once we know the scattering (or transition operator) we have the
complete solution of the scattering problem. We can for example express experimentally
observable collision quantities in terms of S-matrix elements.

The crucially important analytic properties of the S- and T -matrices in the complex energy
plane can be investigated via spectral analysis of the complete resolvent G. The resolvent
is analytic except on the spectrum of H. An eigenvalue belonging to the point spectrum
of H is a pole of the resolvent G whereas the branch cut of the resolvent determines the
continuous part of the spectrum of H. More specifically, the energies of bound states form
the discrete part of the spectrum whereas the energies of the scattering states form a
continuum. Before we further investigate and exploit the intimate relation between the
operators S, T and the resolvent G, we will consider the implications of the low energy
on the collisions.

2.1.1 Partial wave expansion

The inter-atomic potential V (r) describing the interactions between two structureless
atoms is usually isotropic and short-range. Therefore, the potential will only depend on
the relative distance between the two particles |r| = r and, beyond the range of the
potential (distance r0) it will be negligible. The separated atoms are prepared in a plane
wave with relative kinetic energy E = ~2k2/2µ and relative momentum ~k, where µ is
the reduced mass of the pair. A partial wave analysis of this scattering problem takes
full advantage of the spherical symmetry of the system as well a the low relative kinetic
energy of the colliding particles. For low-energy scattering (kr0 ≤ 1) usually only a few
partial waves are needed to accurately describe the scattering process.

As the in state is a plane wave state, it is completely specified by its momentum ~k.
Therefore, the label specifying the in state equals α = k and we choose the energy nor-
malization for the in state, i.e., 〈χk|χk′〉 = δ(E−E ′)δ(k̂−k̂′). The scattering states |ψ(+)

k 〉,
which are also energy normalized, can be expanded as

|ψ(+)
k 〉 =

√
µk

~
∑
`,m`

|ψ(+)
k`m`
〉Y ∗`m`(k̂), (2.6)
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where Y`m`(k̂) is a spherical harmonic. The notation is based on [Zhang et al., 2010].
This expansion is called the partial wave expansion, where the various partial waves
` = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . are designated s, p, d, f, . . . waves. The scattering wave function is now
found to be

〈r|ψ(+)
k 〉 =

√
2µk

π~2

∑
`

2`+ 1

4π
P`(k̂ · r̂)i`

ψ
(+)
k` (r)

kr
, (2.7)

where we have used the addition theorem of spherical harmonics. The Legendre polynomial
P`(k̂ · r̂) is of order `, and is a function of the angle between the vectors k̂ = k/k and
r̂ = r/r. Since the interaction potential is isotropic, there will be no coupling among
partial waves and each of them can be described separately by the radial Schrödinger
equation for a specific orbital angular momentum ~`(

− d2

dr2
+

2µ

~2
V (r) +

`(`+ 1)

r2
− k2

)
ψk`(r) = 0, (2.8)

where ψ(+)
k` is abbreviated as ψk`. We point out that the energy normalization of the

complete scattering state implies that the reduced wavefunction ψk` is normalized as∫
drψ∗k`(r)ψk′`(r) = π

2
δ(k − k′).

Of special interest to us is the asymptotic behavior of the particles after a collision. Under
sufficiently strong conditions on the potential [Taylor, 1972], the scattering wave function
must obey

ψk`(r) ∼
i(`+1)

2

[
e−ikr − (−1)`S`(k)eikr

]
, (r →∞), (2.9)

where conservation of particle flux implies that the partial wave S-matrix element must be
unitary. The S-matrix is therefore completely specified by the scattering phase shift δ`(k)
via S`(k) = e2iδ`(k). For elastic scattering, the scattering phase δ` is a (real) parameter that
incorporates the effect of the whole potential on the collision event. This phase represents
the phase difference of the scattered wave compared to a free wave (a ’scattered’ wave in
the absence of interaction). The elastic cross section can be expressed as σ(k) =

∑
` σ`(k)

where the partial wave cross section equals

σ`(k) = g
π

k2
(2`+ 1) |1− S`(k)|2 . (2.10)

where g is a symmetry factor, which equals g = 1 for bosons or fermions not in iden-
tical states, g = 2 or g = 1, respectively, for two bosons in identical states in a ther-
mal gas or a Bose-Einstein condensate, and g = 0 for two fermions in identical states
[Chin et al., 2010]. The spherical symmetry of the interaction potential allows us to con-
sider uncoupled partial waves however, the true strength of the partial wave analysis is
displayed when considering threshold behavior.

2.1.2 Threshold behavior

Two-body threshold behavior was systematically studied by [Wigner, 1948] who empha-
sized that the longest range interaction forces govern the energy dependencies of observ-
ables near the dissociation threshold (k = 0). Therefore, no matter what the short-range
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interaction is, the energy dependence of these observables (e.g. the cross section or scat-
tering phase) will be the same as long as the longest range interaction is the same. In
low-energy limit i.e., the energy is sufficiently low that the de Broglie wavelength of the
particles is large compared to r0, observables can often be expressed in terms of power
laws in the wavenumber k as we will see next.

If the interaction potential obeys
∫∞

0
drr2`+2|V (r)| <∞ [Newton, 1960], the partial wave

S`-matrix elements follows the following low-energy behavior:

S`(k)− 1 = O(k2`+1). (2.11)

This result, together with Eq. (2.10), directly implies that the elastic partial-wave cross
section σ` will vary as

σ`(k) = O(k4`), (2.12)
in the low-energy limit. This signifies the importance of the partial wave expansion in the
low-energy limit; only a few partial waves will contribute to the total cross section. An
ultracold collision is therefore usually defined as a collision which is dominated by s-wave
scattering. This is equivalent to the definition that the thermal de Broglie wavelength is
large compared to the range of the interatomic interaction.

For a spherically symmetric potential which behaves as V (r) = −Cn/rn at long range we
find that the threshold behavior will depend on `. For the case ` < (n− 3)/2, tan δ`(k) ∼
k2`+1 and the results remain unaltered. For ` > (n−3)/2 we find tan δ`(k) ∼ kn−2, while for
` = (n−3)/2, tan δ`(k) ∼ k2`+1 ln k determines the threshold behavior [Frank et al., 1971].
In this perspective, the centrifugal barrier `(`+ 1)/r2 marks a separation between short-
and long-range potentials [Sadeghpour et al., 2000]. For short-range potentials, the cen-
trifugal barrier governs the longest range interaction and thus determines the threshold
behavior, whereas the threshold behavior of a long-range potential is independent of the
relative orbital angular momentum `.

If we are interested to go beyond the leading energy dependence of the Wigner threshold
laws, we use the effective range expansion [Bethe, 1949]

k2`+1 cot δ`(k) = − 1

a`
+

1

2
r`k

2 +O(k4), (2.13)

where the higher order terms O(k4) will depend on the exact shape of the potential V(r).
The parameters a`, r` only depend on the range and the depth of the potential, they
are shape-independent. For s-waves, the coefficients a ≡ a`=0 and re ≡ r`=0 are called
the scattering length and effective range, respectively. The scattering length is a measure
for the interaction strength and can be thought of as an effective hard sphere diameter
[Verhaar et al., 1985]. The effective range is approximately related to the range of the
potential and can be used to describe an energy dependent correction to the scattering
length description of an interaction. The low energy limit of the elastic s-wave cross section
equals

σ`=0 =
4πga2

(ka)2 +
(
1− 1

2
arek2

)2 . (2.14)

The scattering length therefore completely determines the elastic scattering cross section
in the limit k → 0. Near the dissociation threshold we can accurately express scattering
properties with only a few parameters. This appealing description of the scattering process
is closely related to the idea of universality.
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2.1.3 Universality

The main idea of universality is a description of macroscopic properties by a few universal
numbers without the need of having the complete knowledge of the fine details of the
system [Braaten & Hammer, 2006]. Consequently, two different systems described by the
same universal numbers will have the same macroscopic observables, even though their
short-range physics might be fundamentally different.

In the universal regime, where the scattering length is much larger than the range of
the interaction potential (a � r0), we know that there is a diatomic molecular state
which is weakly bound. This diatomic molecule is said to be in a halo state, and is solely
characterized by the scattering length and the reduced mass of the two atoms forming
the molecule. A aradigm example is the binding energy of the halo state

Eb =
~2

2µa2
. (2.15)

We see that in the limit a → +∞ the halo state will become degenerate with the disso-
ciation energy. Considering the wavefunction of the isotropic halo state, described by

ψ(r) =
1√
2πa

e−r/a

r
, (2.16)

we find that such a dimer exists almost entirely at long range beyond the classical turning
point of the potential. The (average) distance between the two atoms forming the halo
state can also be expressed completely in terms of its scattering length, it equals: a/2.
Therefore, the details of the short range part of the interaction potential become irrelevant.

Once a sample of halo dimers is created its lifetime will be limited by inelastic atom-dimer
and dimer-dimer collisions. The rate at which these inelastic collisions occur is usually
expressed via loss rate coefficients. Simple scaling laws can be used to determine these
loss rate coefficients in the universal regime. For halo dimers composed of two identical
bosons the atom-dimer loss rate coefficient is linear with a [Braaten & Hammer, 2004]
while for a halo dimer composed of two fermions in different spin states it scales as a−3.33

[Weber et al., 2008]. Even the spontaneous dissociation rate of a halo dimer scales as a−3

when the constituent atoms are not in their lowest internal state [Köhler et al., 2005].
The collisional stability of the molecular sample will therefore critically depend on the
interatomic scattering length in the universal regime. In the scaling limit, when a is fixed
and r0 → 0, universality is correct. This is exploited in most descriptions of ultracold
many-body systems, the two-body interactions are incorporated using a point like pseudo-
potential [Fermi, 1936]. The other limit in which universality is correct is the unitarity
limit where r0 is fixed and |a| → ∞ which we will encounter when we describe potential
and Feshbach resonances.

2.1.4 Potential resonances

The study of scattering quantities as analytical functions of complex momenta has proved
to be one of the most powerful techniques of modern scattering theory. It is of great
value for the study of resonances. To fully exploit these techniques we will work in the
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finite-range approximation, where the interaction potential is truncated as

V(r) =

{
V(r), r ≤ rc

0, r > rc
(2.17)

where rc is the cutoff range. Note that at least rc > r0 to be physically relevant. This
approximation can be applied retaining high accuracy [Taylor, 1972] since any atomic
potential is practically indistinguishable from one that is truncated correctly. Moreover,
for a numerical calculation in atomic as well as in nuclear physics a truncation is always
needed [Lind, 1993].

  (A) (B) (C)

Figure 2.1: Construction of a Riemann surface for single channel scattering shown locally
in C near the origin. First the complex energy plane is cut along the positive real energy
axis (A). The two copies of this cut complex energy plane are glued together (B). The
upper rim of the cut of one sheet is glued to the lower rim cut of the other and vice versa.
This results in a Riemann surface for single channel scattering (C). Figure adapted from
[Abikoff, 1981].

For real valued energies E the solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation represent
physical (bound and scattering) states of the system, i.e., states amenable to observation.
If we analytically continue the physical scattering state ΨE from the continuous set of real
energies into the complex energy plane, this state will become a multi-valued analytical
function Ψ of energy. Uniformization of this multi-valued function amounts to finding such
a function E(z) that the scattering state is a single-valued function of variable z. Put in
a different way, a multi-valued function can be treated as single-valued if it is defined on
a multi-layered complex surface which is called a Riemann surface denoted by Σ. For the
case of single-channel scattering, Σ contains two sheets which can be mapped onto the
complex k-plane via

E(k) =
~2k2

2µ
. (2.18)

The sheet of Σ on which the analytically continued function Ψ coincides with the physical
solution ΨE along the spectrum of the scattering states is called the physical or first
Riemann sheet. For the single-channel case, the physical (first) Riemann sheet is mapped
onto the upper half of the complex k-plane (Im(k) > 0), whereas the non-physical (second)
sheet is mapped onto the lower half (Im(k) < 0). Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of how
to construct Σ. The complex energy plane is cut along the real axis (from 0 to ∞). Two
copies of this cut complex energy plane are made. We glue these two sheets together by
gluing the upper rim of the cut of one sheet to the lower rim cut of the other and vice versa
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[Sitnikov & Tolstikhin, 2003]. The branch cut for positive real energy axis corresponds to
the Im(k) = 0 line in the complex k-plane.

After the uniformization, it is natural to work with functions of k, where k can be complex
valued. Alternative solutions of the Schrödinger equation can be defined which are simple
functions of k. Two kinds of such solutions are the regular (ϕ`) and Jost (f`±) solutions
which both obey single point boundary conditions

lim
r→0

r−`−1ϕ`(k, r) = 1, (2.19)

lim
r→∞

e∓ikrf`±(k, r) = 1, (2.20)

as opposed to the physical solution ψ`(k, r) which must obey mixed boundary conditions.
The regular solution can be written in terms of Jost solutions as

k`+1ϕ`(k, r)

(2`+ 1)!!
=
i`+1

2

[
F`(k)f`,−(k, r)− (−1)`F`(−k)f`,+(k, r)

]
, (2.21)

where the k-dependent coefficients F` are the Jost functions. Within the finite-range
approximation it can be shown [Taylor, 1972] that the Jost function is an entire function
of wavenumber k. The utility of Jost functions is most clearly displayed in the expression
for the partial wave S`-matrix element

S`(k) =
F`(−k)

F`(k)
, (2.22)

which implies that S` is a meromorphic function1 for all k. The analysis of the zeros of
the Jost function will provide a framework for describing resonances.

If the complete resolvent G` for partial wave ` has poles at k = kn in the complex k-plane,
then the partial-wave matrix elements S`, T`, as well as the scattering function ψ` will
have poles for the same wavenumber [Lind, 1993]. These potential resonance poles k = kn
correspond to the zeros of the Jost function. The physical solution, which is proportional
to the regular solution, will now contain only outgoing waves. Note that we will refer to
all kn as resonance poles even though not all of these poles can produce experimentally
observable effects. To produce a physical observable effect, a sudden increase of the phase
shift δ` by approximately π as a function of energy must be observed [Taylor, 1972].
Therefore, an observable resonance can be caused by poles kn which lie sufficiently close
to the real axis (the physical region) of the complex k-plane.

The resonance poles are divided into four categories, depending on their position in the
complex k-plane they are labeled by the letters a−d, see Fig. 2.2. On the imaginary axis,
we discriminate between anti-bound state (or virtual state) denoted by a (Im(ka) < 0) and
bound states b (Im(kb) > 0). In the lower half of the complex k-plane we find capturing
(or incoming) states denoted by c (Re(kc) < 0) and decaying (or outgoing) states d
(Re(kd) > 0). These latter states are found symmetrically with respect to the imaginary
axis since F`(−k∗) = F∗` (k). Of all these resonances poles those found in the upper half
plane of the complex k-plane correspond to physical states; the bound states. This can
be shown by considering Eq. (2.21) for a pole kb = iκb where κb > 0. The first term will
vanish as F`(kb) = 0, while the second term consists of an exponentially decaying function
f`,+(kb) ∼ e−κbr for large r as we would expect for a bound state.

1That is, analytical except at possible poles.
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Figure 2.2: Planes of complex variables k and E = ~2k2/2µ. All the resonance poles
n = a, b1, b2, c, d can be found on a single complex k plane (A). The two sheets of E are
connected via a branch-cut discontinuity on the positive real axis of both sheets (B). The
physical poles (n = b1, b2) are found on the first sheet, while the second sheet contains
all poles with Im(kn) < 0, i.e., n = a, c, d.

The position of the poles in the complex k-plane will be determined by the interaction
potential V(r). We introduce a scaled interaction potential Vλ(r) ≡ λV(r) to follow the
motion of the poles in the complex k-plane as a function of the strength parameter λ,
see Fig. 2.3. This was first studied for the case of a rectangular well potential (` = 0, 1)
by [Nussenzveig, 1959]. By increasing λ we will effectively make Vλ deeper, which means
the bound states will become more strongly bound and the kb poles will move up in the
k-plane. The kc, kd poles will approach each other and eventually collide below the origin
of the complex k-plane (at k = 0) for ` = 0 (for ` > 0). One of the poles will move upward
and the other one downward in the k-plane. For s-wave collisions this implies that the two
states will become two virtual states, where one will move upward and become a bound
state whereas the other will move further away from the physical region2. The centrifugal
barrier shifts the bifurcation point to the origin of the k-plane which will alter the pole
trajectories. After the collision of the kc, kd poles at the origin for ` > 0, one state will
immediately become a bound state and the other one a virtual state. The centrifugal
barrier enables the decaying states to produce physical observable effects as these poles
can closely approach the physical region (Re(k) ≥ 0) of the k-plane. The decaying state
in the proximity of the physical region is traditionally called a shape resonance, which is
essentially a metastable state trapped behind the centrifugal barrier3. A shape resonance
is therefore a specific type of potential resonance.

Within the finite range approximation, the Jost function can be expressed as a product
of its zeros [Regge, 1958]

F`(k) = F`(0)eikrc
∏
n

(
1− k

kn

)
(2.23)

where we assume F`(0) 6= 0 and the product contains all poles n = a, b, c, d. This enables
2Sometimes the family of virtual states is subdivided into true virtual states and mirror or mirage

states which can never become a bound state [Macri et al., 2007].
3This is analogous to the radioactive α-decay of atomic nuclei described by [Gamow, 1928].
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Figure 2.3: Trajectories of resonance poles of a spherical rectangular well. The black
(gray) arrows ~eR ( ~eI) indicate the movement of the poles as the real (imaginary) part of
the depth of the well is increased. Note that by increasing the imaginary part of the depth,
the potential becomes more absorptive. For ` = 0 (` = 1) partial waves the capturing and
decaying resonances collide below (at) the origin of the complex k-plane, shown in the
left (right) figure. The gray lines show the traveled trajectories as the well was increased
in depth. The dashed lines show the future trajectory if the real depth is increased. The
poles are labeled according to their position in the k-plane. On the imaginary axis we
find a anti-bound (virtual) states Im(ka) < 0 and b bound states Im(kb) > 0. In the lower
half of the complex k-plane we find: c capturing states Re(kc) < 0 and d decaying states
Re(kd) > 0.

us to express the S`-matrix elements completely in terms of the resonance poles kn as well

S`(k) = e−2ikrc
∏
n

(
kn + k

kn − k

)
, (2.24)

which is also referred to as the Ning-Hu representation [Hu, 1948]. A more practical
expression can be obtained by writing the Jost function as F`(k) =

∏′
n

(
1− k

kn

)
h(k)

where h(k) is an entire (smooth) function of k related to the range of the potential r0,
and the product is taken over a few dominant resonance poles. As the scattering phase δ`
is directly related to the S`-matrix element, Eq. (2.24) allow us to express the scattering
length completely in terms of resonance poles kn and a background scattering length abg

summarizing the effect of all non-resonant poles

a = abg +
∑
n

′ i

kn
, (2.25)

where again the prime symbol means only a few resonances are taken into account. This
result clearly illustrates that if the interaction potential contains a zero-energy bound
state, the scattering length will diverge. For a bound state pole kb near the origin of the
complex k-plane the scattering length can be approximated as a ≈ 1/κb. The energy of
this weakly bound state equals Eb = −~2κ2

b/2µ ≈ −~2/2µa2, which is consistent with the
universal relations for a halo state. Since the largest contribution to the scattering length
come from the poles closest to the origin of the k-plane, a better approximation for the
scattering length would be a ≈ abg + 1/κb + 1/κa, where the κa = −ika < 0 contribution
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comes from a virtual state. The energy of the least bound state now equals

Eb ≈
~2

2µ (a− abg − 1/κa)
2 (2.26)

where abg and 1/κa gives rise to corrections on the universal halo bound state energy.
For a certain strength parameter λ the poles can arrange themselves such that a = 0,
and the elastic scattering cross section vanishes. Therefore the atoms will have negligible
interaction, i.e. the particles are transparent to each other reminiscent of the Ramsauer-
Townsend effect [Macri et al., 2007].

2.1.5 Inelastic scattering

To accurately describe the scattering of ultracold atoms, it is essential to take into ac-
count their internal structure. This will transform the discussed scattering problem from a
single-channel to a multi-channel problem. As it is usually insightful to consider a single-
channel, we can truncate our multi-channel problem to an effective one channel problem.
If inelastic losses to other open channels are possible, this effective one-channel problem
should contain an optical (i.e. non-Hermitian) potential.

To describe how an optical potential can be obtained, we will use projection operators. We
consider the projection operator P to project onto the (single open channel) P-subspace,
whereas Q ≡ 1 − P is its complementary projection operator and projects onto the Q-
subspace which contains all other open and closed channels. These projection operators
P and Q are orthogonal to each other and both are Hermitian and idempotent. For an
arbitrary operator A we define

APQ ≡ PAQ, APP ≡ PAP, etc. (2.27)

The total Hamiltonian can be decomposed as H = HPP +HQP +HPQ+HQQ, where HPP

describes the system without the coupling to other channels and will generally contain
a continuum of scattering states and bound states. The terms HQP and HPQ describe
the coupling of states of the two subspaces, and HQQ is nearly as complicated as the full
Hamiltonian describing the multichannel problem. The projection-operator techniques of
Feshbach [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962] can be used to project the complete resolvent
onto the P-subspace

GPP (z) = (z −HPP −HPQGQQ(z)HQP )−1 , (2.28)

where4 GQQ(z) = (z −HQQ)−1. The effective Hamiltonian Heff of the P-subspace can
now be naturally defined as

Heff(E) = HPP +HPQGQQ(E+)HQP , (2.29)

where the effect of the ’other’ channels is accounted for by the second term; the optical
potential. The optical potential is non-local and energy dependent. Usually the optical
potential is well approximated by a local potential with relatively weak energy dependence
[Sternheim & Walker, 1972].

4Note the similarity between the free and complete resolvent as discussed in Sect. 2.1 and the resolvents
GPP and GPP . The latter GPP = P (z −H0)−1P corresponds to the (free) resolvent of the uncoupled Q
space whereas GPP = P (z −H)−1P is the open channel component of the (complete) resolvent.
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Figure 2.4: The effect of an imaginary contribution to a real spherical well potential
of range r0 on the scattering length and cross section. By varying the potential strength
parameter λ we find a potential resonance. For increasing imaginary potential depth the
curves become less transparent. The scattering length becomes complex valued and can
be written as ã = a − ib. For the calculated cross sections we assumed the energy to be
very low, i.e., kr0 � 1. Note that in this low-energy limit σel and kσinel become energy
independent.

In the following we will assume the (local) optical potential to be energy-independent and
purely imaginary. The effective Hamiltonian is approximated as

Heff = HPP + iVP , (2.30)

where both HPP and VP are Hermitian. The optical potential now simulates the effect
of the coupling to a channel with a lower threshold energy i.e. it gives the particles the
opportunity to leave the P-subspace and gain kinetic energy. We are especially interested
in the effect of the operator Vopt on the positions of the bare poles kn of the original
uncoupled one-channel problem described by HPP . Basically the interaction potential
can now be considered to be complex-valued. In the previous section we discussed how
the poles moved as we increased the strength of the real potential. We will indicate this
direction by ~eR. It was shown [Da̧browski, 1996] that if we increase the strength of the
imaginary potential the poles will move in the direction ~eI which can be found by rotating
~eR by π/2 anticlockwise, see Fig. 2.3. The optical potential will thus break the symmetry of
the pole distribution with respect to the imaginary axis. For instance, the bound state pole
kb will attain a real part which means it will acquire a lifetime and thus become unstable.
Moreover, the particle flux is not conserved for the effective problem. Consequently the
S-matrix for the effective problem will not be unitary which will allow the scattering
phase shift as well as the scattering length (for s-waves) to become complex-valued. If we
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write the complex scattering length as ã = a− ib, the low-energy limit of the elastic cross
section can be written as σel

`=0 ≈ 4πg(a2 + b2). Additionally the inelastic cross section

σinel
` (k) = g

π

k2
(2`+ 1)

(
1− |S`(k)|2

)
, (2.31)

will yield σinel
`=0 ≈ −4πgb/k in the low-energy limit. The cross section (elastic and inelastic)

can still be expressed in terms of the (complex) scattering length in the low energy limit.
In Fig. 2.4 we show the effect of increasing the depth of the imaginary optical potential
on a potential resonance. A finite imaginary contribution to the interaction potential will
prevent the real scattering length to diverge for a potential resonance. Near the potential
resonance, the elastic and inelastic cross section will be resonantly enhanced. If we multiply
the inelastic cross section by the relative collision velocity (v = ~k/µ) we find the inelastic
loss rate coefficient Kloss = σinel

` v which will become energy independent in the low-energy
limit.

2.2 Multi-channel scattering

To properly describe the interaction between two atoms one should in principle take into
account the electric and magnetic forces between all electrons and nuclei involved in the
scattering process. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electrons can adapt their
motion adiabatically to the motion of the nuclei which allows one to separately solve the
electronic and the nuclear Schrödinger equation. The spectrum of the electronic motion
will depend on the internuclear distance r. These electronic r-dependent energy curves
serve as input for the nuclear equation: The latter will contain the effect of the electron
motion as a potential energy term. Within the Shizgal approximation [Shizgal, 1973] all
spins are located at the position of their respective nucleus. These simplifications allow a
reformulation of the problem in terms of an effective Hamiltonian [Ahn et al., 1983]

H =
p2

2µ
+
∑
β

(
Hhf
β +HZ

β

)
+ VC + Vss, (2.32)

comprising the relative kinetic energy operator, the sum of single-atom hyperfine and Zee-
man interactions, the two-atom central interaction, and spin-spin interaction respectively.
The effective Hamiltonian will be used to describe the two-body interactions between
alkali-metal atoms in their electronic ground state.

When the atoms are far apart from each other, their motion is governed by the asymptotic
Hamiltonian H0 = p2/2µ +

∑
β

(
Hhf
β +HZ

β

)
. The asymptotically free in (and out) state

is represented by an eigenstate |χkα〉 of H0. These eigenstates are labeled by a set of
quantum numbers to describe their internal state. A possible choice of these quantum
numbers will be referred to as a channel. A channel state |`m`α〉 5 specifies the electronic
and nuclear spin state of the two atoms |α〉 as well as a spherical harmonic |`m`〉 for
the angular part of the orbital motion. The energy δα is the sum of the internal energies
of the two atoms; this will depend on the strength of the external magnetic field. The

5Note we use a slightly different notation [Newton, 1982] compared to the usual definition |α`m`〉
which, however, should cause no confusion.
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asymptotic magnitude of the momentum in a channel with spin configuration |α〉 is defined
via ~kα =

√
2µ (E − δα), which is also referred to as the channel momentum. A channel

is called open (closed) for E > δα (E < δα) i.e. the atoms do (not) have sufficient kinetic
energy to become asymptotically free. This distinction of open and closed channels is
crucial for the description of Feshbach resonances.

The effective interactions between the two alkali-metal atoms will be described by V =
VC+Vss. The central interaction VC represents all the Coulomb interactions between nuclei
and electrons and is isotropic, i.e., it will conserve the orbital angular momentum ` and the
total spin6 F as well as their projections m`,mF . The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
Vss describes the interaction of the intrinsic magnetic moments of the electrons and nuclei.
This anisotropic interaction is not invariant under the independent rotation of orbital and
spin systems and m`,mF are not separately conserved. However, conservation of the total
angular momentum `+F implies that these anisotropic spin-spin interactions are invariant
under the simultaneous 3D rotations of the orbital and spin systems, hereby conserving
the sum of the projections m` + mF . This spin-spin interaction is much weaker than the
central interaction, although it has a much longer range. The interatomic interactions can
give rise to transitions between channels which in turn may lead to trap losses or Feshbach
resonances. We therefore have a multi-channel scattering problem which must be solved
to precisely describe the collision of the two atoms.

Although different partial waves can be coupled by the anisotropic magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction (the total orbital angular momentum is not conserved), it is again very useful
to preform a partial wave decomposition of the full wavefunction. In coordinate space this
decomposition yields

〈r|ψ(+)
kα 〉 =

√
2µkα
π~2

∑
α′

∑
`m`

∑
`′m′`

Y ∗`m`(k̂)Y`′m′`(r̂)i`
ψ

(+)
`′α′,`α(r)

kαr
|α′〉, (2.33)

where 〈r`′m′`α′|ψ
(+)
kα`m`α

〉 ≡ ψ
(+)
`′α′,`α(r). The functions are the coefficients in the expansion

for the scattering wave function and characterize the probability amplitudes of the an-
gular/internal states at a particular internuclear distance r. Within this notation, the
quantum numbers `′α′ specify the component of ψ(+) which belongs to a specific relative
orbital angular momentum and spin state, while the second set `α refer to the quantum
numbers of the incoming beam i.e., they specify the boundary condition. The reduced
wavefunction is a solution of the set of coupled second order differential equations[

− ~2

2µ

∂2

∂r2
+
`′(`′ + 1)~2

2µr2
+ δα′ − E

]
ψ

(+)
`′α′,`α(r) = −

∑
`′′α′′

V`′α′,`′′α′′ψ(+)
`′′α′′,`α(r), (2.34)

which are commonly referred to as the coupled-channels equations. The matrix elements
of the effective interaction are defined as V`′α′,`α ≡ 〈`′m′`α′|V(r)|`m`α〉. As the collision
energy of the colliding atoms is very low and the anisotropic interactions are rather weak,
it often suffices to include only a few partial waves in the sum over `′′. For the in states
often only s-waves are taken into account. A numerically exact approach is possible for
this truncated problem [Taylor, 1972]. As for the single-channel case, determining the
complete S-matrix is equivalent to solving the complete scattering problem.

6Also the total electron spin S and total nuclear spin I are conserved separately by the central inter-
action.
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The S-matrix elements, which are the result of a microscopic description, can be used as
input for a macroscopic description, i.e. describing a trapped gas containing many atoms.
Although we will not go into detail, it is important to realize that resonant two-body
interactions can completely modify the macroscopic properties of an ultracold dilute gas.
The elastic partial cross section for instance, is determined by S-matrix elements as

σelas
`α =

gαπ

k2
|1− S`α,`α|2. (2.35)

If we consider elastic scattering in one channel α, in the presence of a coupling to other
channels with lower internal energy the S`α,`α matrix element is not unitary. Since the
open-channel submatrix is unitary this matrix element is not: |S`α,`α|2 6= 1. The cross
section for an inelastic process in the `α channel equals

σinel
`α =

gαπ

k2

(
1− |S`α,`α|2

)
. (2.36)

The scattering phase shift used to describe interactions in this channel must become
complex. In the low-energy limit this complex phase can be described by a complex
elastic scattering length, where the negative imaginary part is due to the loss of flux
into the other channels. This is similar to the discussion in Sect. 2.1.5. The elastic and
inelastic rate coefficients are found by multiplying the partial cross section by the relative
collision velocity vα = ~kα/µ. By summing these partial rate coefficients and thermally
averaging them over the distribution of relative collision velocities, we obtain total rate
coefficients. These rate coefficients can be used to describe the time evolution of partial
densities [Stoof et al., 1988].

2.3 Feshbach resonances

For particles without internal structure scattering off each other we have seen that phys-
ically observable resonances are possible. These resonances are called shape resonances
and can occur when a quasi-bound state exists behind a centrifugal barrier. The internal
structure of the atoms allows another type of resonance; a Feshbach resonance, which is
absent for single-channel scattering. Both types of resonance are shown in Fig. 2.5. As
with a shape resonance, a Feshbach resonance [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962] causes
an energy dependent enhancement of the collision cross section due to the existence of
a meta-stable state. This meta-stable state can be viewed as a bound state which has
acquired a finite lifetime. For a Feshbach resonance the meta-stable state, having a dif-
ferent magnetic moment compared to the scattering states, can be tuned into and out of
resonance by varying a magnetic field. Feshbach resonances are sometimes also referred to
as Fano-Feshbach resonances since Fano [Fano, 1961], from an atomic instead of nuclear
physics point of view, solved the same problem with a different approach. This illustrates
one of many examples of the almost completely relative isolation of nuclear and atomic
physics several decades ago.

Feshbach resonance are usually treated within a projection operator formalism, similar
as treated in Sect. 2.1.5. The total Hilbert space, describing the spatial and spin degrees
of freedom, is partitioned into a closed channel subspace Q, and a complementary open-
channel subspace P . For ultracold collisions of ground-state alkali atoms, the hyperfine
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Figure 2.5: The different types of resonance. The energy is defined with respect to
the dissociation energy of the P potential. In addition to bound states (BS) a potential
with ` 6= 0 can also contain a quasi-bound state behind a centrifugal barrier which is
called a shape-resonance (SR). Since such a state can tunnel through the barrier it has
a finite lifetime. The potential of the excited channel Q can also contain bound states.
If this channel is coupled to the P channel these bound states can dissociate into the
continuum of scattering states of open channel and hereby cause Feshbach resonances
(FR). This figure is based on figures shown in [Moerdijk et al., 1995] and Chapter 1 of
[Krems et al., 2009].

and Zeeman interactions determine the thresholds of the various channels (different spin
configurations) and thus impose the partitioning into P and Q space. The solutions to
the Schrödinger equation (E − H)|Ψ〉 = 0, consist of the two orthogonal components
i.e. |Ψ〉 = |ΨQ〉+ |ΨP 〉. These components are determined by a set of coupled equations

(E −HPP )|ΨP 〉 = HPQ|ΨQ〉 (2.37)
(E −HQQ)|ΨQ〉 = HQP |ΨP 〉, (2.38)

where |ΨP 〉 ≡ P |Ψ〉, |ΨQ〉 ≡ Q|Ψ〉. Formally an in state cannot exist in Q-subspace as
the atoms have insufficient energy to enter a closed channel. The solution of Eq. (2.38)
therefore equals

|ΨQ〉 = G+
QQ(E)HQP |ΨP 〉, (2.39)

where the superscript + is included to ensure that the scattered wave only contains
outgoing terms. Substitution of this solution into Eq. (2.37) results in the Schrödinger
equation Heff |Ψ+

P 〉 = E|Ψ+
P 〉 for the effective P-space problem. The effective Hamiltonian

is defined as
Heff = HPP +HPQG

+
QQ(E)HQP , (2.40)

where the first term describes the direct process and the second one the effect of coupling
P with Q-space, propagation in Q and re-emission into P . We have now eliminated |ΨQ〉
from the problem.
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To describe the prompt process i.e. scattering in the isolated P subspace, the scattering
state solution |φ(±)

P 〉 and the unscattered state |χP 〉 are defined. These states are related
via the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

|φ(±)
P 〉 = |χP 〉+G±PP (E)VPP |χP 〉, (2.41)

where VPP = HPP − KPP . Here KPP represents the sum of the relative kinetic energy
operator and internal energy of the colliding atoms whereas VPP represents the interatomic
interaction, both projected onto the P subspace. A transition operator TP is defined for
isolated P subspace. The transition amplitude due to scattering which is strictly restricted
to P-space equals

〈χP |TP |χP 〉 ≡ 〈χP |VPP
[
1 +G+

PP (E)VPP
]
|χP 〉 = 〈χP |VPP |φ+

P 〉. (2.42)

Although the direct process is usually considered as the non-resonant background process
of a Feshbach resonance, this process can also be resonantly enhanced by the presence of
a potential resonance [Marcelis et al., 2004].

Now we are able to find the scattering state for the effective problem in P-space

|Ψ(+)
P 〉 = |φ(+)

P 〉+G+
PP (E)HPQG

+
QQ(E)HQP |Ψ(+)

P 〉 (2.43)

where |φ(+)
P 〉 lies in the null-space of the operator (E −HPP ), which means that it is the

homogeneous solution. The transition-matrix elements of the effective P-space problem
can be found by using this Eq. (2.43) together with the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
for |φ(+)

P 〉 Eq. (2.41) which yields

〈χP |T |χP 〉 = 〈χP |
[
VPP +HPQG

+
QQ(E)HQP

]
|Ψ(+)

P 〉 (2.44)

= 〈χP |VPP |φ(+)
P 〉+ 〈φ(−)

P |HPQG
+
QQ(E)HQP |Ψ(+)

P 〉, (2.45)

where the first term is the direct (or prompt) transition amplitude while the second term
(T res) results from the coupling to Q space and can have a resonant contribution in case
of a Feshbach resonance. The operator equation SP = 1 − 2πiT P determines the direct
scattering matrix. Matrix elements of the direct S-matrix are therefore 〈χP |SP |χP 〉 =

〈φ(−)
P |φ

(+)
P 〉. If |φ(±)

P 〉 are eigenstates of SP i.e. the isolated P space is diagonal, their
eigenvalues are equal to e2iδP , where δP is the scattering phase shift for the isolated P
space problem.

2.3.1 Two-channel approach

Coupled channel calculations can be used to determine the complete T -matrix, effec-
tively solving the multi-channel scattering problem. Often however, it is desirable to use
simpler approaches to describe the Feshbach resonances. The problem of two atoms scat-
tering in the energetic proximity of a molecular state can be well described by just two
channels see e.g. [Moerdijk et al., 1995, Timmermans et al., 1999, Mies & Raoult, 2000,
Köhler et al., 2006].
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The resolvent operator G+
QQ(E) can be expanded in terms of eigenstates of operator HQQ

in the one-dimensional Q space as

G+
QQ(E) =

∑
n

|φnQ〉〈φnQ|
E − En

+

∫
dE ′
|φ(+)
Q (E ′)〉〈φ(+)

Q (E ′)|
E+ − E ′

, (2.46)

where |φnQ〉 are the bound states (n = b), and |φ(+)
Q (E)〉 are the scattering states where

we have explicitly indicated their energy dependence. We assume that the Q space con-
tains a bound state indicated by |φQ〉 which can give rise to a Feshbach resonance. If
the energy of this bound state, denoted by EQ is close to the collision energy E of
the scattering state of the P space, the expansion of the Q space resolvent simplifies
to G+

QQ(E) ≈ (E − EQ)−1|φQ〉〈φQ| which is called the single resonance approximation.
Within this approximation, we can eliminate |Ψ(+)〉 out of the problem by multiplying
Eq. (2.43) by 〈φQ|HQP and solving for 〈φQ|HQP |Ψ(+)

P 〉. The resonant part of the transition
operator T res can now be written as

〈χP |T res|χP 〉 =
〈φ(−)

P |HPQ|φQ〉〈φQ|HQP |φ(+)
P 〉

E − EQ − 〈φQ|HQPGPP (E+)HPQ|φQ〉
. (2.47)

Noteworthy the resonance will not occur exactly at E = EQ, since the bare bound state
is effectively dressed by the coupling to the P subspace. The energy difference between
the dressed and bare bound is given by the complex energy shift, defined as

〈φQ|HQPG
+
PP (E)HPQ|φQ〉 ≡ ∆(E)− i

2
Γ(E). (2.48)

We can obtain explicit expressions for the real and imaginary part of the complex energy
shift by expanding the GPP resolvent in terms of scattering state and bound states which
yields

∆(E) =
∑
n

|〈φQ|HQP |φnP 〉|
2

E − En
+ P

∫
dE ′

∣∣∣〈φQ|HQP |φ(+)
P (E ′)〉

∣∣∣2
E − E ′

, (2.49)

Γ(E) = 2π
∣∣∣〈φQ|HQP |φ(+)

P (E)〉
∣∣∣2 , (2.50)

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value integral. The dressing effect on the bound
state will depend on the energy E with respect to the open channel threshold. If the
energy is larger than the dissociation energy of the open channel, the energy width Γ(E)
describes that the dressed state is metastable for E > 0 i.e., the bare Q space bound state
can dissociate into the continuum of scattering states in P space. For an energy below the
open channel threshold E < 0 the energy width vanishes, the bound state is unable to
dissociate and thus is stable. The energy shift of the bare bound state equals ∆(E) and
is present for all energies.

A key feature of a physical resonance is the energy-dependent variation of the cross section.
Now that we have defined the complete T -matrix for the two-channel model, we are able
to determine the cross section. We will consider a system of two coupled spherical wells
since it is amendable to analytical calculation and can give physically relevant results. The
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Figure 2.6: Basic two-channel model for a Feshbach resonance. The open and closed
channel rectangular well potentials (VQ, VP respectively) are of equal range and are cou-
pled within this range. The threshold of the closed channel potential increases by ∆µB
with larger magnetic fields B. Where ∆µ is the difference in magnetic momentum between
the closed and open channel spin configurations. The background process is described by
the potential VP (B). This potential becomes shallower with increasing B and around B1

losses a bound state. Feshbach resonances (black circles) occur in proximity of where the
closed channel bound state cross the open channel threshold. Between B2, B3 we also find
a (wide) resonance which is caused by the background scattering potential (gray circle).

system is depicted in Fig. 2.6. We consider the system with respect to the threshold of
the open P channel. The open and closed channel potentials (VQ, VP respectively) are of
equal range. Within this range they are coupled by a constant interaction. The threshold
of VQ is shifted upwards by the applied magnetic field. This shift ∆µB is caused by the
different magnetic moments of the open and closed channel spin configurations ∆µ via the
Zeeman effect. Around the magnetic fields where a closed channel bound state crosses the
threshold of the open channel, we generally expect to find a Feshbach resonance. The open
channel potential VP (B), describing the background scattering process, becomes less deep
when the magnetic field is increased. This was done to also illustrate the interplay between
an open channel shape resonance and a Feshbach resonance, which occurs between B1 and
B3 in Fig. 2.6.

The elastic ` = 0 cross section for this system of two coupled spherical wells is shown in
Fig. 2.7 as a function of energy and magnetic field. If we consider the uncoupled open
channel problem, we find a strong variation of the elastic s-wave cross section caused by
the potential resonance between B1 and B2. This forms the background landscape for
the effective P-space problem which, does include coupling to the closed channel. Note
however, the coupling causes the potential resonance to be shifted to higher magnetic field
(between B2 and B3). Within the magnetic field rang plotted, three closed channel bound
states have crossed the open channel threshold and cause Feshbach resonances.

By increasing the energy of the incident particles we can reach the point at which the closed
channel ’opens up’, i.e. the energy exceeds the threshold energy of the closed channel.
Within our two channel approach we cannot expect to find Feshbach resonances in this
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Figure 2.7: The elastic s-wave cross section for a two-channel model is shown as a
function of energy and magnetic field. For the purpose of illustration we actual show
k2σ`=0. The left figure shows the background process, i.e. the one open channel case
without coupling to the other channels. The depth of the background potential varies; a
potential resonance is observed. The right shows the cross section with the coupling to the
closed channel subspace. The resonant variation of the cross section is caused by (two)
bound states of the closed channel in the continuum of the open channel. The threshold
of the closed channel varies linearly with the magnetic field indicated by the gray dashed
line. Between the magnetic fields indicated by the arrows (B1, B2, B3) we have traced the
resonance poles (see Fig. 2.10) in the complex ω-plane.

energy regime. If we consider two open channels the in (or out) state can be prepared
in either of the two channels. The P-space has become two-dimensional which means
the projection operator can be written as P = Pα + Pβ. We will now slightly adjust our
notation such that for any operator A we define PγAPγ′ = Aγγ′ where γ = α, β. The
Lippmann-Schwinger equation Eq. (2.41) thus becomes

|φγ(±)
P 〉 = |χγP 〉+G±PP (E)VPP |χγP 〉, (2.51)

where γ indicates the in state, and GPP and VPP are 2× 2 matrices. Therefore, the two-
dimensional vector |χγP 〉 will only contain one element which is defined to be |χγ〉. First we
consider the case of uncoupled open channels (Vαβ = Vβα = 0). The scattering solutions
of this uncoupled problem are

|ψ(±)
γ 〉 = |χγ〉+ G̃±γγVγγ|χγ〉, (2.52)

where we have defined G̃γγ as the resolvent for the Hamiltonian of the uncoupled open
channel problem. Note that G̃γγ 6= Gγγ. The scattering solution of the coupled case can
now be expressed in terms of the uncoupled scattering states

|φα(+)
P 〉 =

(
|ψ(+)
α 〉+G+

αβVβα|ψ
(+)
α 〉

G+
ββVβα|ψ

(+)
α 〉

)
. (2.53)
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Elastic scattering in the α channel can now be expressed via the TP -matrix element

T Pαα ≡ 〈χαP |T P |φα+
P 〉 = 〈χα|Vαα|ψ(+)

α 〉+ 〈ψ(−)
α |VαβG+

ββVβα|ψ
(+)
α 〉, (2.54)

where the first term, the background, described the transition amplitude in the absence
of coupling to the β channel. The second term displays the effect of the coupling to the β
channel.

2.3.2 Uniformization

The description of shape resonances in terms of resonance poles is a physically intuitive
one. For this single-channel problem, we only needed to consider a two-sheeted Riemann
surface. A problem consisting of N coupled channels will, however, contain 2N -Riemann
sheets. Each sheet of this surface corresponds to a different combination of the signs of the
N channel momenta ~ki =

√
2µ(E − δi) where i = 1, . . . , N and δi is the threshold energy

of the ith channel. The channels are ordered by threshold energy as δ1 < δ2 < . . . < δN .
We define the physical sheet as L and unphysical sheets as L(i1,...,ik). If we continue from
the physical sheet L to L(i1,...,ik), all ki1 , . . . , kik change their signs while the other (N −k)
signs remain the same. This is illustrated for the two-channel case in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the analytical continuation between the four energy sheets of a
two-channel problem. If we analytically continue the energy downwards below the lowest
threshold δ1, we will remain on the sheet on which we started (a → a′). If transverse
b → b′ we must cross the branch-cut of the first channel. If we start on the physical
sheet we find that k1 → −k1, or equivalently L → L(1). For the analytic continuation
c→ c′ we will cross both branch-cuts. Therefore, the sign of both channel momenta alters
(k1, k2)→ (−k1,−k2).

The two-channel Feshbach model described in Sect. 2.3.1 can also be described in terms
of resonance poles. Compared to the single channel case, two-channels become slightly
more complicated. We will elaborate on results obtained by [Kato, 1965] who studied the
analytical properties of a two channel S-matrix. Four Riemann sheets are needed which
are defined as L,L(1), L(1,2), L(2). In Fig. 2.8, it is shown how these sheets are connected to
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each other via the branch cuts introduces by the two channels thresholds δ1, δ2. However,
unlike the N > 2 case, the whole energy surface for N = 2 can still be mapped onto a
single ω-plane by the following transformation [Kato, 1965]

E =
δ2 + δ1

2
+
δ2 − δ1

4

(
ω2 +

1

ω2

)
. (2.55)

The ω-plane is the generalization of the momentum plane for the description of the one-
channel S-matrix. The channel momenta can also be expressed in terms of ω as

k1 =
δ

2

(
ω +

1

ω

)
, k2 =

δ

2

(
ω − 1

ω

)
, (2.56)

where δ2 ≡ 2µ
~2 (δ2 − δ1). The four sheets of the Riemann surface are mapped onto the

four regions L,L(1), L(1,2), L(2) into which the ω-plane is divided by the lines |ω| = 1 and
Im(ω) = 0, the bold black lines in Fig. 2.9. In practice, all energies and momenta are
replaced by E(ω), and ki(ω), where i = 1, 2 respectively. The two thresholds δ1 and δ2

correspond to the points ω = +1 and ω = +i respectively. The physical bound states E ∈
(−∞, δ1] of this system are located on ω ∈ [+i,+i∞). The physical continuum E ∈ [δ1, δ2]
maps onto a quarter circle lying in the first quadrant of the ω-plane ω = eiθ, θ ∈ [0, π/2].
The second physical continuum E ∈ [δ2,+∞) is represented by the ray ω ∈ [+1,+∞).
The ω-plane and its correspondence with the four sheeted Riemann surface is shown in
Fig. 2.9. The physical region is indicated by the gray dashed line.
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Figure 2.9: The complex ω-plane mapped out the four sheeted Riemann surface of a
two-channel scattering problem. The physical region (gray dashed line) is subdivided
into three regions: the bound region containing only true bound states (Bnd.), the first
continuum containing quasi-bound states as well as scattering state (Cont.1), and the
second continuum containing only scattering states (Cont.2). These regions are divided
by the threshold energies of the two-channels 1 and 2 which are found at ω = 1 and ω = i
respectively.

To illustrate the Feshbach resonance description in terms of the two-channel resonance
poles, we again consider the system of two (coupled) spherical rectangular wells for ` = 0
as discussed in Sect. 2.3.1. If we consider an energy below the lowest threshold, physical
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states are found at certain discrete energies. These states correspond to bound states
of the coupled system, also referred to as coupled bound states. The external magnetic
field allows the threshold of the closed channel subspace δ2 to be varied with respect to
the open channel threshold δ1. This mechanism will influence the energy of the coupled
bound states and can enable Feshbach resonances. An additional mechanism, enabling a
potential resonance, is the variation of the depth of the open channel potential. In both
cases we find that, when the energy of a coupled bound state approaches δ1, the scattering
length for the effective open channel problem will increase and diverge when the energy
of the state is degenerate with the dissociation energy. This corresponds to a Feshbach
(or potential) resonance.

  

(A) (B)

Figure 2.10: Resonance poles on the ω-plane for a two-channel model at fixed magnetic
field B2. Figure (A) shows the distribution of poles. If the coupling between the two
channels is turned off, we find the the bare resonance poles of the uncoupled open (crosses)
and closed (squares) channel potentials (B).

First however, we briefly consider the case that the magnetic field is fixed at B = B2.
The ω-plane at this magnetic field for the coupled (A) and the uncoupled (B) system is
shown Fig. 2.10. At this field, we find that the coupled system has one more bound state
than the uncoupled one. This is caused by the interplay of the potential resonance (open
channel virtual state) and a Feshbach resonance. It is illustrative to consider both Fig. 2.6
and Fig. 2.10 (B). For the uncoupled case the closed (open) channel has one (two) bound
state(s) below the lowest threshold. There are two bound states embedded in the (first)
physical continuum. If we consider the coupled case, they both have can cause a Feshbach
resonances at a lower magnetic field.

Next we consider the pole trajectories in the ω plane as the magnetic field is varied. It
turns out that the description of a resonance in terms of poles in the ω-plane is quite
similar to that of a potential resonance observed in the single-channel case. We start with
a coupled bound state originally found ∈ L. As we increase the magnetic field, this pole
collides with a pole ∈ L(1), after which one of the resonance poles will move towards the
physical region (Cont.1). The other one moves in the opposite direction as we increase δ,
and thus the magnetic field, even further. A coupled bound state is hereby transformed
to a quasi-bound state which can be physically observable if it is close to the physical
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(A) (B)

B1 ! B2 B2 ! B3

Figure 2.11: Pole trajectories in the ω-plane for a two-channel model. Between B1 and
B2 a Feshbach resonance occurs (A), see also Fig. 2.7. The bound state pole enters L(1)

and collides with a virtual state pole, after which one of them moves towards the physical
region Cont.1 and becomes a resonance. For even larger magnetic fields B2 → B3 we
observe the effect of the potential resonance (B), which is also illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
Again two poles collide, but they will remain further away from the physical region (wide
resonance). The poles become of lighter color as the magnetic field is increased.

region, see This is shown in Fig. 2.11 (A) which describes the Feshbach resonance. As we
additionally vary the depth of the background open channel potential with the magnetic
field, we also observe a potential resonance. Fig. 2.11 (B) shows how the resonance poles
travel through the ω-plane for this case as well. Although quite similar to the Feshbach
resonance case, after the collision, the poles do not approach the physical region as for
the plain Feshbach resonance case. Note that this would be different if it where a ` 6= 0
shape resonance in the open channel, as these poles stay close to the physical region after
their collision.

The two-channel description of Feshbach resonances and potential resonances in the ω-
plane provides us with an elegant tool to study trajectories of physical and non-physical
poles. The ω-plane reveals that non-physical poles close to the threshold of the uncoupled
closed channel potential (which thus lie on the L(1,2), L(2) sheets) cannot influence the
Feshbach resonances observed near the threshold of the open channel. As we just discussed,
this is not true for non-physical poles near the threshold of the uncoupled open channel
potential, which can be seen in Fig. 2.11. We have also illustrated the strong effect that
the interplay of an open channel potential resonance and a Feshbach resonance can have
on the elastic cross section.
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We present an asymptotic bound-state model which can be used to
accurately describe all Feshbach resonance positions and widths in a
two-body system. With this model we determine the coupled bound
states of a particular two-body system. The model is based on analytic
properties of the two-body Hamiltonian, and on asymptotic properties
of uncoupled bound states in the interaction potentials. In its most
simple version, the only necessary parameters are the least bound
state energies and actual potentials are not used. The complexity of
the model can be stepwise increased by introducing threshold effects,
multiple vibrational levels and additional potential parameters. The
model is extensively tested on the 6Li-40K system and additional cal-
culations on the 40K-87Rb system are presented.

3.1 Introduction

The field of ultracold atomic gases has been rapidly growing during the past decades. One
of the main sources of growth is the large degree of tunability to employ ultracold gases as
model quantum systems [Bloch et al., 2008]. In particular the strength of the two-body
interaction parameter, captured by the scattering-length a, can be tuned over many orders
of magnitude. A quantum system can be made repulsive (a > 0), attractive (a < 0), non-
interacting (a = 0) or strongly interacting (|a| → ∞) in a continuous manner by means of
Feshbach resonances [Chin et al., 2010]. These resonances are induced by external fields:
magnetically induced Feshbach resonances are conveniently used for alkali-metal atoms,
while optically induced Feshbach resonances seem more promising for e.g. alkaline-earth
atoms. In this paper we consider magnetically induced resonances only.

Feshbach resonances depend crucially on the existence of an internal atomic structure,
which can be modified by external fields. For alkali-metal atoms, this structure is initiated
by the hyperfine interaction, which can be energetically modified by a magnetic field
via the Zeeman interaction. For a given initial spin state, its collision threshold and its
two-body bound states depend in general differently on the magnetic field. A Feshbach
resonance occurs when the threshold becomes degenerate with a bound state. Accurate
knowledge of the Feshbach resonance structure is crucial for experiments.

The two-body system has to be solved to obtain the bound state solutions. Since the
interactions have both orbital and spin degrees of freedom, this results in a set of radially

http://pra.aps.org/abstract/PRA/v82/i4/e042712
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coupled Schrödinger equations in the spin basis. The set of equations is referred to as
Coupled Channels equations [Stoof et al., 1988], and can be solved numerically. Quite
often it is far from trivial to obtain reliable predictions for the two-body problem, due
to several reasons: the ab-initio interaction potentials are usually not accurate enough
to describe ultracold collisions. Therefore these potentials have to be modeled by adding
and modifying potential parameters. A full calculation for all spin combinations and
all potential variations is very time-consuming. Moreover, one can easily overlook some
features of the bound state spectrum due to numerical issues such as grid sizes and
numerical accuracy. This is also due to a lack of insight of the general resonance structure,
which is often not obvious from the numerical results.

Given the above, there is certainly a need for fast and simple models to predict and
describe Feshbach resonances, which allow for a detailed insight in the resonance structure.
In the last decade various simple models have been developed for ultracold collisions
[Houbiers et al., 1998, Vogels et al., 1998, Hanna et al., 2009], which vary significantly in
terms of complexity, accuracy and applicability. In all these models the radial equation
plays a central role in describing the Feshbach resonances.

In this Paper we present in detail the asymptotic bound-state model (ABM). This
model, briefly introduced in [Wille et al., 2008], and extended in [Tiecke et al., 2010a]
(cf. Chapter 4) was successfully applied to the Fermi-Fermi mixture of 6Li and 40K. In
[Wille et al., 2008] the observed loss features were assigned to 13 Feshbach resonances with
high accuracy, and the obtained parameters served as an input to a full coupled channels
analysis. The ABM builds on an earlier model by [Moerdijk et al., 1995] for homonuclear
systems, which was also applied by [Stan et al., 2004] for heteronuclear systems. This ear-
lier model neglects the mixing of singlet and triplet states, therefore allowing the use of
uncoupled orbital and spin states. In the ABM we make use of the radial singlet and triplet
eigenstates and include the coupling between them, which is a crucial improvement. When
these eigenstates form a complete set, including all bound and virtual states of the poten-
tials for all partial waves, this makes the whole approach in principle exact. In practice,
only a limited number of states (parameters) have to be taken into account, to achieve
already a high degree of accuracy. On this level it would be very interesting to compare
the ABM to other simple models, such as the MQDT approach in [Hanna et al., 2009],
which also starts from an in principle exact approach.

We show how we can systematically extend the most simple version of ABM to predict the
width of the Feshbach resonances by including threshold behavior. Additionally we allow
for the inclusion of multiple vibrational levels and parameter for the spatial wavefunction
overlap. The fact that ABM is computationally light provides the possibility to map out
the available Feshbach resonance positions and widths for a certain system, as has been
shown in [Tiecke et al., 2010a] (cf. Chapter 4). Throughout the paper we will use the 6Li-
40Kmixture as a model system to illustrate all introduced aspects. Additionally, we present
ABM calculations on the 40K-87Rb mixture to demonstrate its validity on a more complex
system, comparing it with accurate coupled channel calculations [Julienne, 2009b]. The
case of metastable helium atoms where each atom has an electron spin of s = 1 and the
interaction occurs through singlet, triplet and quintet interaction potentials we discuss
elsewhere [Goosen et al., 2010] (cf. Chapter 5).

In the following we describe the ABM (Sect. 3.2) and various methods to obtain the
required input parameters. In Sect. 3.3 the ABM is applied to the three physical systems
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and in Sect. 3.4 we introduce the coupling to the open channel to predict the width of
Feshbach resonances. In Sect. 3.5 we summarize our findings and comment on further
extensions of the model.

3.2 Asymptotic bound-state model

In this section we give a detailed description of the asymptotic bound-state model. In
Sect. 3.2.1 we start with a general overview of the model which is described in more detail
in the subsequent sections 3.2.2 to 3.2.6.

3.2.1 Overview

In the ABM we consider two atoms, α and β, in their electronic ground-state. To search
for Feshbach resonances we use the effective Hamiltonian [Tiesinga et al., 1992]

H = Hrel +Hint. (3.1)

Here Hrel = p2/2µ + V describes the relative motion of the atoms in the center of mass
frame: the first term is the relative kinetic energy, with µ the reduced mass, the second
term the effective interaction potential V . The Hamiltonian Hint stands for the internal
energy of the two atoms.

We will represent Hint by the hyperfine and Zeeman contributions to the internal energy
(Sect. 3.2.2). Therefore, Hint is diagonal in the Breit-Rabi pair basis {|αβ〉} with eigen-
energies Eαβ and typically dependent on the magnetic field B. The internal states |αβ〉
in combination with the quantum number ` for the angular momentum of the relative
motion define the scattering channels (αβ, `).

Because the effective potential V is in general not diagonal in the pair basis {|αβ〉},
the internal states of the atoms can change in collisions. To include the coupling of the
channels by V , we transform from the pair basis to a spin basis {|σ〉} in which Hrel

is diagonal. We will restrict ourselves (Sect. 3.2.3) to effective potentials V which are
diagonal in S, the quantum number of the total electron spin S = sα+sβ, where sα and sβ
are the electron spins of the colliding atoms. The effective potential can thus be written
as V(r) =

∑
S |S〉VS(r)〈S|, where r is the interatomic separation. The examples discussed

in this paper are alkali atoms (s = 1/2) which lead to a decomposition in singlet (S = 0)
and triplet potentials (S = 1).

The eigenstates of Hrel (bound-states and scattering states) are solutions of the
Schrödinger equations for given value of `, using effective potentials V `

S (r) in which the
centrifugal forces are included (Sect. 3.2.3). Since the effective potentials are central in-
teractions, a separation of variables can be performed to describe the wavefunction as a
product of a radial and angular part, |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉|Y `

m`
〉. The ABM solves the Schrödinger

equation for the Hamiltonian (3.1) starting from a restricted set of (typically just a few)
discrete eigenstates |ψS`ν 〉|Y `

m`
〉 of Hrel, using their binding energies εS`ν as free parameters.

The continuum states are not used in the model. The set {|ψS`ν 〉} corresponds to the
bound-state wavefunctions ψS`ν (r) = 〈r|ψS`ν 〉 in the effective potentials V `

S (r), with ν and
` being the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively.
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The ABM solutions are obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (3.1) using the
restricted set of bound states {|ψS`ν 〉|σ〉}. This is equivalent to solving the secular equation

det |(εS`ν − Eb)δν`σ,ν′`′σ′ + 〈ψS`ν |ψS
′`

ν′ 〉〈σ|Hint|σ′〉| = 0, (3.2)

where we have used the orthonormality of |Y `
m`
〉. The roots Eb represent the eigenvalues of

H which are shifted with respect to the bare levels εS`ν due to the presence of the coupling
termHint. The roots Eb will be accurate as long as the influence of the continuum solutions
is small. Since the bound-state wavefunctions ψS`ν (r) are orthonormal for a given value
of S and `, the Franck-Condon factors are 〈ψS`ν |ψS`ν′ 〉 = δνν′ . The eigenstates of H define
bound states in the system of coupled channels.

We define the entrance channel (αβ, `)0 by the internal states |αβ〉 for which we want to
find Feshbach resonances with a given angular momentum state of ` = 0, 1, · · · . The energy
E0
αβ(B) of two free atoms at rest in the entrance channel defines the threshold energy,

which separates the continuum of scattering states from the discrete set of bound states.
In the ABM we defineH relative to this energy. With this convention the threshold energy
always corresponds to E = 0, irrespective of the magnetic field. Further, we consider only
entrance channels that are stable against spin exchange relaxation.

Since in the ABM we only consider bound states, and therefore are in the regime E < 0, all
channels are energetically closed. Collisions in the entrance channel would have a collision
energy of E > 0 and the entrance channel would be energetically open, i.e. the atoms are
not bound and have a finite probability of reaching r = ∞ in this channel. Although all
channels are closed in the ABM we will refer to the entrance channel as the open channel,
anticipating on the inclusion of threshold effects in Sect. 3.4.

In the Sections 3.2.2-3.2.6 we discuss the ABM in its simplest form, where level broadening
by coupling to the continuum is neglected [Wille et al., 2008]. In this approximation,
Feshbach resonances are predicted for magnetic fields B0 where a bound level crosses
the threshold, Eb = µrel(B − B0) with µrel ≡ ∂Eb/∂B|B=B0 , and where coupling to the
continuum is in principle allowed by conservation of the angular momentum. To determine
the crossings the diagonalization (3.2) has to be carried out as a function of magnetic field.

The procedure becomes particularly simple when the coupling strength Hint is small com-
pared to the separation of the ro-vibrational levels in the various potentials V `

S (r) because
in this case the basis set can be restricted to only the least bound level in each of the
potentials V `

S (r). In this case the set of levels {εS`ν } reduces to a small number, {εS`},
with |sα − sβ| ≤ S ≤ sα + sβ. In the case of the alkalis only two levels, ε0` and ε1`, are
relevant for each value of ` . Further, as will be shown in Sect. 3.2.6, the least bound states
have the long-range behavior of asymptotically bound states, which makes it possible to
estimate the value of Franck-Condon factors 〈ψS`ν |ψS

′`
ν′ 〉 without detailed knowledge of the

short-range behavior of the potentials V `
S (r). This reduces the diagonalization (3.2) to

the diagonalization of a spin Hamiltonian. Treating the {εS`} as fitting parameters, their
values can be determined by comparison with a hand full of experimentally observed res-
onances. Once these {εS`} are known, the position of all Feshbach resonances associated
with these levels can be predicted. As this procedure does not involve numerical solution
of the Schrödinger equation for the relative motion it provides an enormous simplification
over coupled channels calculations.

In Sect. 3.4 we turn to the extended version of the ABM in which also the coupling to the
open channel is taken into account. The presence of such a coupling gives rise to a shift
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∆ of the uncoupled levels and above threshold to a broadening Γ [Tiecke et al., 2010a]
(cf. Chapter 4). The width of a Feshbach resonance is related to the lifetime τ = ~/Γ of the
bound-state above threshold and provides a measure for the coupling to the continuum.
In magnetic field units the width ∆B is related to the scattering length by the expression
[Moerdijk et al., 1995]

a(B) = abg

(
1− ∆B

B −B0

)
, (3.3)

where abg is the background scattering length. Interestingly, the width ∆B can also be
determined with the same restricted basis set {|ψS`ν 〉}, which does not include continuum
states. In Sect. 3.4 this is shown for the simplest case where only a single level is resonant
and the resonance width can be found from the coupling of two bound-state levels: the
resonant level and the least-bound level in the entrance channel.

3.2.2 Internal energy

To describe the internal energy of the colliding atoms we restrict the two-body internal
Hamiltonian to the hyperfine and Zeeman interactions Hint = Hhf +HZ:

Hhf =
aαhf

~2
iα · sα +

aβhf

~2
iβ · sβ, (3.4)

HZ = (γe [sα + sβ]− γi,αiα − γi,βiβ) ·B, (3.5)

where sα,β and iα,β are the electron and nuclear spins of atoms α, β respectively, γe and
γi,(α,β) are their respective gyromagnetic ratios, a(α,β)

hf is the hyperfine energy and B is
the externally applied magnetic field. The hyperfine interaction couples the electron and
nuclear spin which add to a total angular momentum f = s+ i. In Fig. 3.1 the well known
Breit-Rabi diagrams of 6Li and 40K are shown, the curves correspond to the eigenvalues
of one-body internal Hamiltonian. The one-atom hyperfine states are labeled |fmf〉, al-
though f is only a good quantum number in the absence of an external magnetic field.

By labeling the colliding atoms with α and β, the spin state of the colliding pair can be
described in the Breit-Rabi pair basis |αβ〉 ≡ |fαmfα , fβmfβ〉 ≡ |f,mf〉α ⊗ |f,mf〉β. The
corresponding energy of two free atoms at rest defines the B-dependent threshold energy
introduced in Sect. 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Relative Hamiltonian

The bound eigenstates ofHrel play a central role in the determination of the coupled bound
states H responsible for the Feshbach resonances. The relative Hamiltonian includes the
effective interaction V resulting from all Coulomb interactions between the nuclei and
electrons of both atoms1. This effective interaction is isotropic and depends only on the
quantum number S associated with the total electron spin. For these central potentials
the two-body solutions will depend on the orbital quantum number `, but not on its

1The much weaker magnetic dipole-dipole interactions are neglected.
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Figure 3.1: The single atom hyperfine diagrams for 6Li and 40K. The curves correspond
to the eigenvalues of the one-body internal Hamiltonian and are labeled by the zero field
quantum numbers |fmf 〉.

projection m`. In the absence of any anisotropic interaction both ` and m` are good
quantum numbers of Hrel and H.
We specify the ABM basis states as {|ψS`ν 〉|σ〉}. Here the spin basis states |σ〉 ≡
|SMSµαµβ〉 are determined by the spin quantum number S and the magnetic quan-
tum numbers MS, µα, and µβ of the S, iα and iβ operators, respectively. The sum
MF = MS + µα + µβ is conserved by the Hamiltonian H. This limits the number of spin
states which have to be included in the set |σ〉. The bound-state wavefunctions ψS`ν (r) for
the singlet and triplet potentials, characterized by the vibrational and rotational quantum
numbers ν and `, satisfy the reduced radial wave equation of Hrel for specific values of S
and `, [

− ~2

2µ

d2

dr2
+ V `

S (r)

]
ψS`ν (r) = εS`ν ψ

S`
ν (r). (3.6)

Here V `
S (r) ≡ VS(r) + `(` + 1)~2/(2µr2) represents the interaction potentials including

the centripetal forces. The corresponding binding energies are given by εS`ν . In this paper
we mainly focus on heteronuclear systems, however, the ABM works equally well for
homonuclear systems. In the latter case one would rather use a symmetrized spin basis
|σ〉 ≡ |SMSIMI〉, where I is the total nuclear spin and MI is the magnetic quantum
number for I = iα + iβ as described in [Moerdijk et al., 1995].

3.2.4 Diagonalization of H

In the ABM basis {|ψS`ν 〉|σ〉} the Zeeman term HZ is diagonal with

EZ
σ = 〈σ|HZ|σ〉 = ~(γeMS − γαµα − γβµβ)B (3.7)

the Zeeman energy of state |σ〉. As the orbital angular momentum is conserved, we can
solve Eq. (3.2) separately for every ` subspace. Since the set {|ψS`ν 〉|σ〉} is orthonormal
the secular equation takes (for a given value of `) the form

det |(εS`ν + EZ
σ − Eb)δνσ,ν′σ′ + ηS,S

′

ν,ν′ 〈σ|H
hf |σ′〉| = 0, (3.8)
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where ηS,S
′

ν,ν′ = 〈ψS`ν |ψS
′`

ν′ 〉 are Franck-Condon factors between the different S states, which
are numbers in the range 0 ≤ |ηS,S

′

ν,ν′ | ≤ 1 for S 6= S ′ and ηS,Sν,ν′ = δν,ν′ . Repeating the
procedure as a function of magnetic field the energy level diagram of all bound states in
the system of coupled channels is obtained.

It is instructive to separate the hyperfine contribution into two parts, Hhf = Hhf
+ +Hhf

− ,
where

Hhf
± =

aαhf

2~2
(sα ± sβ) · iα ±

aβhf

2~2
(sα ± sβ) · iβ. (3.9)

Because Hhf
+ conserves S, it couples the ABM states only within the singlet and triplet

manifolds. The term Hhf
− is off-diagonal in the ABM basis, hence couples singlet to triplet.

Accordingly, also the hyperfine term in the secular equation separates into two parts

ηS,S
′

ν,ν′ 〈σ|H
hf |σ′〉 = δν,ν′〈σ|Hhf

+ |σ′〉+ ηS,S
′

ν,ν′ 〈σ|H
hf
− |σ′〉. (3.10)

Note that the second term of Eq. (3.10) is zero unless S 6= S ′. This term was neglected in
the models of Refs. [Moerdijk et al., 1995, Stan et al., 2004]. This is a good approximation
if no Feshbach resonances occur near magnetic fields where the energy difference between
singlet and triplet levels is on the order of the hyperfine energy. However, for a generic
case this term cannot be neglected.

To demonstrate the procedure of identification of Feshbach resonances we show in Fig. 3.2
the ABM solutions for a simple fictitious homonuclear system with S = 1 and I = 2 for an
entrance channel with MF = MS +MI = 0 and l = 0. The example has the spin structure
of 6Li but we use ABM parameters, ε0, ε1 and η01, with values chosen for convenience
of illustration. The field dependence of threshold energy of the entrance channel E0

αβ is
shown here explicitly (dashed line). The energies Eb (solid lines) are labeled by their high
field quantum numbers |SMSIMI〉 and the binding energies in the singlet and triplet
potentials are chosen to be ε0 = −10 and ε1 = −5. The avoided crossings around B = 0
are caused by the hyperfine interaction and is proportional to ahf ; the avoided crossing
between the singlet and triplet levels is proportional to the wavefunction overlap η01. Four
s-wave Feshbach resonances occur indicated at the crossings 1, 2 and 3 (double resonance).
The resonances at 1 and 2 are mostly determined by the triplet binding energy ε1 and the
resonances at 3 by the singlet binding energy ε0.

3.2.5 Free parameters

The free parameters of the ABM are the binding energies εS,`ν and the Franck-Condon
factors ηS,S

′

ν,ν′ . These parameters can be obtained in a variety of manners. Here we dis-
cuss three methods, two of which will be demonstrated in Sect. 3.3 and the third in
[Goosen et al., 2010] (cf. Chapter 5).

First, if the scattering potentials V `
S (r) are very well known, the bound state wavefunctions

of the vibrational levels can be obtained by solving equation (3.6) for εS`ν < 0. Numerical
values of the Franck-Condon factors follow from the obtained eigenfunctions. This method
is very accurate and can be extended to deeply bound levels, however accurate model
potentials are only available for a limited number of systems.

A second method can be used when the potentials are not very well or only partially
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Figure 3.2: ABM calculation for a fictitious homonuclear system with S = 1 and I = 2
for an entrance channel with MF = MS +MI = 0 and ` = 0. The threshold energy of the
entrance channel E0

αβ is shown here explicitly as the dashed line. The energies Eb (solid
lines) are labeled by their high field quantum numbers |SMSIMI〉. The binding energies of
the least bound states in the singlet and triplet potentials are chosen to be ε0 = −10 and
ε1 = −5. The avoided crossing around B = 0 is proportional to the hyperfine interaction
ahf and those between the singlet and triplet levels to the wavefunction overlap η01 and
the hyperfine interaction ahf . Four Feshbach resonances occur indicated at the crossings
1, 2 and 3 (double resonance).

known. For large interatomic distances the potentials can be parametrized by the disper-
sion potential

V (r) = −C6

r6
. (3.11)

Since this expression is not correct for short distances, we account for the inaccurate
inner part of the potential by a boundary condition based on the accumulated phase
method [Verhaar et al., 2009]. This boundary condition has a one-to-one relationship to
the inter-species s-wave singlet and triplet scattering lengths. This approach requires
only three input parameters: the van der Waals C6 coefficient and the singlet (aS) and
triplet (aT ) scattering lengths. For an accurate description involving deeper bound states
the accumulated phase boundary condition can be made more accurate by including
additional parameters [Verhaar et al., 2009].

The third method to obtain the free parameters is by direct comparison of ABM predic-
tions with experimentally observed Feshbach resonances, for instance obtained in a search
for loss features in an ultracold atomic gas. A loss feature spectrum can be obtained by
measuring, as a function of magnetic field, the remaining number of atoms after a certain
holding time at fixed magnetic field. The ABM parameters follow by a fitting procedure
yielding the best match of the predicted threshold crossing fields with the observed loss
feature spectrum. We applied this method in [Wille et al., 2008], where it has proved to
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be very powerful for rapid assignment of Feshbach resonances in the 6Li-40K mixture due
to the small computational time required to diagonalize a spin Hamiltonian.

The number of fit parameters is determined by the number of bound states which have
to be considered. Depending on the atomic species and the magnetic field, only a selected
number of vibrational levels εS`ν have to be taken into account. This number can be esti-
mated by considering the maximum energy range involved. An upper bound results from
comparing the maximum dissociation energy of the least bound vibrational level D∗ with
the maximum internal energy of the atom pair Eint,max. The maximum dissociation energy
of the ν-th vibrational level can be estimated semi-classically [LeRoy & Bernstein, 1970]

D∗ =

(
νζ~

µ1/2C
1/6
6

)3

(3.12)

where ζ = 2 [Γ(1 + 1/6)/Γ(1/2 + 1/6)] ' 3.434 where ν is counted from the dissociation
limit, i.e. ν = 1 is the least bound state. The maximum internal energy is given by the
sum of the hyperfine splitting of each of the two atoms at zero field, the maximum Zeeman
energy for the free atom pair and the maximum Zeeman energy for the molecule

Eint,max ' Ehf
α + Ehf

β + 2(sα + sβ)gSµBB, (3.13)

where Ehf
α,β = aα,βhf (iα,β+sα,β) and we have neglected the nuclear Zeeman effect. Comparing

equations (3.12) and (3.13) gives us an expression for the number of vibrational levels Nν

which have to be considered

Nν ' d
µ1/2C

1/6
6

~ζ
E

1/3
int,maxe (3.14)

where dxe denotes the smallest integer not less than the argument x. The maximum
possible magnetic field Bmax required to encounter a Feshbach resonance can be estimated
from Eq. 3.12 by neglecting the hyperfine energy as

Bmax '
D∗

(sα + sβ)gSµB
, (3.15)

here we assumed an (unfavorable) spin mixture where either the threshold or the bound
level does not shift with respect to the magnetic field. If the hyperfine energy is comparable
or larger than the vibrational level splitting D∗ the expression for Bmax overestimates the
maximum field of the lowest field Feshbach resonance.

3.2.6 Asymptotic bound states

The most crucial ABM parameters are the binding energies εS`ν . However, for accurate
predictions of the Feshbach resonance positions also the Franck-Condon factors have to
be accurate. For weakly bound states these factors are mainly determined by the difference
in binding energy of the overlapping states, rather than by the potential shape. Therefore
good approximations can be made with little knowledge of the scattering potential.
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For very-weakly bound states the outer classical turning point rc is found at distances
rc � r0; i.e., far beyond the van der Waals radius of the interaction potential

r0 =
1

2

(
2µC6

~2

)1/4

. (3.16)

These states are called halo states [Jensen et al., 2004]. Because in this case most of the
probability density of the wavefunction is found outside the outer classical turning point,
these states can be described by a zero-range potential with a wavefunction of the type
ψ(r) ∼ e−κr, where κ = (−2µε/~2)1/2 is the wavevector corresponding to a bound state
with binding energy ε. The Franck-Condon factor of two halo states with wavevectors κ0

and κ1 is given by

〈ψ0|ψ1〉 = 2

√
κ0κ1

κ0 + κ1

. (3.17)

This approximation is valid for binding energies |ε| � C6/r
6
0.

The calculation of the Franck-Condon factors can be extended to deeper bound states by
including the dispersive van der Waals tail. For distances r � rX , where rX is the exchange
radius, the potential is well described by Eq. (3.11) and the Franck-Condon factors can
be calculated by numerically solving the Schrödinger equation (3.6) for the van der Waals
potential (3.11) on the interval rX < r <∞ [Gao, 1998]. The exchange radius rX is defined
as the distance where the van der Waals interaction equals the exchange interaction. This
method can be used for asymptotic bound states, which we define by the condition rc > rX .
If even deeper bound states, with rc < rX , have to be taken into account, the potential
can be extended by including the exchange interaction [Smirnov & Chibisov, 1965], or by
using full model potentials.

To illustrate the high degree of accuracy achieved by using asymptotic bound states we
calculate the Franck-Condon factor for a contact potential (halo states), a van der Waals
potential (asymptotic bound states) and a full model potential including short range
behavior, derived from [Salami et al., 2007, Aymar & Dulieu, 2005]. Figure 3.3 shows the
Franck-Condon factor η01

11 for 6Li-40K calculated numerically for the model potential, van
der Waals potential, and analytically using equation (3.17). The van der Waals coefficient
used is C6 = 2322Eha

6
0 [Derevianko et al., 2001], where Eh = 4.35974 × 10−18 J and

a0 = 0.05291772 nm. The value of η01
11 has been plotted as a function of the triplet

binding energy ε1 for three different values of the singlet binding energy ε0. It is clear that
the contact potential is only applicable for ε/h . 100MHz, hence only for systems with
resonant scattering in the singlet and triplet channels.

The approximation based on the C6 potential yields good agreement down to binding
energies of ε/h . 40GHz, which is much more than the maximum possible vibrational
level splitting of the least bound states (D∗/h = 8.2GHz), hence is sufficient to describe
Feshbach resonances originating for the least bound vibrational level. The black circle
indicates the actual Franck-Condon factor for the least bound state of 6Li-40K. For the
contact, van der Waals and model potentials we find η01

11 = 0.991, η01
11 = 0.981 and η01

11 =
0.979 respectively.
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Figure 3.3: The Franck-Condon factor η01
ν,ν′ for the least bound states of the 6Li-40K

system, calculated as a function of the triplet binding energy ε1 for three different values
of ε0/h = 7.16 MHz, ε0/h = 716 MHz and ε0/h = 7.16 × 104 MHz. η01

ν,ν′ is calculated
for the model potential (dashed blue), the −C6/r

6 potential (solid red) and the contact
potential, equation (3.17) (dash-dotted green). The black circle indicates the actual value
for the least bound state of 6Li-40K (ε0/h = 716 MHz and ε1/h = 425 MHz). The nodes
in η01

ν,ν′ correspond approximately to the appearance of deeper lying vibrational states,
i.e. for ε1/h & 104 MHz, ν > 1.
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Figure 3.4: The energies of all the coupled bound states for 6Li -40K with total spin
MF = ±3. The black solid line indicates the threshold energy of the entrance channel
|1/2,+1/2〉Li ⊗ |9/2,+5/2〉K for B < 0 and |1/2,+1/2〉Li ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉K for B > 0. The
grey area represents the scattering continuum and the (colored) lines indicate the coupled
bound states. Feshbach resonances occur when a bound state crosses the threshold energy.
The color scheme indicates the admixture of singlet and triplet contributions in the bound
states obtained from the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (3.1). The strong admixture near
the threshold crossings at B ' 150 G demonstrate the importance of the singlet-triplet
mixing in describing Feshbach resonance positions accurately. Since in these calculations
the coupled bound states are not coupled to the open channel, they exist even for energies
above the threshold.
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3.3 Application to various systems

In this section we demonstrate the versatility of the ABM by applying it to two different
systems using the different approaches as discussed in Sect. 3.2.5.

3.3.1 6Li -40K

Both 6Li and 40K have electron spin s = 1/2, therefore the total electron spin can be
singlet S = 0 or triplet S = 1. We intend to describe all loss features observed in
[Wille et al., 2008]. Since all these features were observed for magnetic fields below 300 G
we find that, by use of Eq. (3.14), it is sufficient to take into account only the least
bound state (ν = 1) of the singlet and triplet potentials. This reduces the number of
fit parameters to εS`ν = ε0,`1 and ε1,`1 . Subsequently, we calculate the rotational shifts by
parametrizing the ` > 0 bound state energies with the aid of model potentials2 as described
by [Salami et al., 2007, Aymar & Dulieu, 2005]. This allows us to reduce the number of
binding energies to be considered to only two: ε0,01 ≡ ε0 and ε1,01 ≡ ε1. We now turn to the
Franck-Condon factor η01

11 of the two bound states. As discussed in Sect. 3.2.6 its value is
η01

11 = 0.979 and can be taken along in the calculation or approximated as unity. We first
consider the case of η01

11 ≡ 1, this reduces the total number of fit parameters to only two.
We fit the positions of the threshold crossings to the 13 observed loss features reported in
[Wille et al., 2008] by minimizing the χ2 value while varying ε0 and ε1. We obtain optimal
values of ε0/h = 716(15) MHz and ε1/h = 425(5) MHz, where the error bars indicate one
standard deviation. In Fig. 3.4, the threshold and spectrum of coupled bound states with
MF = −3(+3) is shown for positive (negative) magnetic field values. The color scheme
indicates the admixture of singlet and triplet contributions in the bound states. Feshbach
resonances will occur at magnetic fields where the energy of the coupled bound states
and the scattering threshold match. The strong admixture of singlet and triplet contribu-
tions at the threshold crossings emphasizes the importance of including the singlet-triplet
mixing term Hint

− in the Hamiltonian. All 13 calculated resonance positions have good
agreement with the coupled channel calculations as described in [Wille et al., 2008], ver-
ifying that the ABM yields a good description of the threshold behavior of the 6Li−40K
system for the studied field values.

We repeat the χ2 fitting procedure now including the numerical value of the overlap.
The value of η01

11 for both the s-wave and p-wave bound states are calculated numerically
while varying ε0 and ε1. This fit results in a slightly larger χ2 value with corresponding
increased discrepancies in the resonance positions. However, all of the calculated resonance
positions are within the experimental widths of the loss features. Therefore, the analysis
with η01

11 ≡ 1 and η01
11 = 0.979 can be safely considered to yield the same results within

the experimental accuracy.

2Note that this procedure can also be applied with only a C6 coefficient by utilizing the accumulated
phase method.
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3.3.2 40K -87Rb

We now turn to the 40K -87Rb mixture to demonstrate the application of the ABM to a sys-
tem including multiple (three) vibrational levels in each potential and the corresponding
non-trivial values for the Franck-Condon factors. We consider s-wave (` = 0) resonances.
Although accurate K-Rb scattering potentials are known [Pashov et al., 2007], we choose
to use the accumulated phase method as discussed in Sect. 3.2.5 using only three ABM
parameters to demonstrate the accuracy of the ABM for a more complex system like 40K
-87Rb.
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Figure 3.5: The bound state spectrum for 40K -87Rb forMF = −7/2 plotted with respect
to the threshold energy E0

K,Rb of the |9/2,−9/2〉K + |1, 1〉Rb mixture. Solid red lines are
ABM calculations and the blue dashed lines are numerical coupled channels calculations.
Good agreement between the two calculations is found in particular for the weakest bound
levels.

We solve the reduced radial wave equation (3.6) for VS(r) = −C6/r
6 and the continuum

state E = ~2k2/2µ in the limit k → 0. We obtain the accumulated phase boundary
condition at rin = 18 a0 from the boundary condition at r → ∞ using the asymptotic
s-wave scattering phase shift δ0 = arctan(−ka), where a is the known singlet or triplet
scattering length. Subsequently, we obtain binding energies for the three last bound states
of the singlet and triplet potential by solving the same equation (3.6) but now using
the accumulated phase at r = rin and ψ(r → ∞) = 0 as boundary conditions. We
numerically calculate the Franck-Condon factors by normalizing the wavefunctions for
rin < r < r∞, thereby neglecting the wavefunction in the inner part of the potential
(0 < r < rin). This approximation becomes less valid for more deeply bound states. We
use as input parameters C6 = 4274 Eha

6
0 [Derevianko et al., 2001], aS = −111.5 a0 and

aT = −215.6 a0 [Pashov et al., 2007]. Figure 3.5 shows the spectrum of bound states
with respect to the threshold energy for the spin mixture of |f,mf〉 = |9/2,−9/2〉K and
|1, 1〉Rb states. The red curves indicate the ABM results and the blue curves correspond
to full coupled channel calculations [Julienne, 2009a]. The agreement between the two
models is satisfactory, especially for the weakest bound states close to the threshold. A
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conceptually different analysis of the K-Rb system using also only three input parameters
has been performed by Hanna, et al. [Hanna et al., 2009].

3.4 Feshbach resonance width

3.4.1 Overview

The asymptotic bound-state model has been used so far to determine the position of
the Feshbach resonances but not their width. As is well known from standard Feshbach
theory, the width of s-wave resonances depends on the coupling between the resonant
level and the continuum [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962]. For resonances with ` > 0
the width is determined by a physically different process, namely tunneling through the
centrifugal barrier. Here we discuss only the width of s-wave resonances. We determine
the resonance width by analyzing the shift of the resonant level close to threshold due to
the coupling with the least bound state of the open channel. This is possible using again
the restricted basis set of bound states {|ψS`ν 〉|σ〉}, introduced in Sect. 3.2. The possibility
to obtain the resonance width by analyzing the shift is plausible because near a resonance
the scattering behavior in the zero energy limit is closely related to the threshold behavior
of the bound-state. To reveal the coupling as contained in the ABM approximation we
partition the total Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian (3.1) into two orthogonal subspaces
P and Q. The states of the open channels are located in P space, those of the closed
channels in Q space [Moerdijk et al., 1995]. This splits the Hamiltonian H in four parts
(cf. Sect. 3.4.2); H = HPP +HPQ +HQP +HQQ. Here HPP and HQQ describe the system
within each subspace and HPQ(= H†QP ) describe the coupling between the P and Q
spaces, thus providing a measure for the coupling between the open channels in P space
and the closed channels in Q space.

The scattering channels are defined by the Breit-Rabi pair states |αβ〉 = |fαmfα , fβmfβ〉.
In the associated pair basis the diagonal matrix elements of the HamiltonianH correspond
to the ’bare’ binding energies of the pair states; i.e. the binding energy in the absence of
coupling between the channels by V (r). Restricting ourselves, for purposes of introduction,
to a single open channel and to the least bound states in the interaction potentials, HPP

is a single matrix element on the diagonal of H, corresponding to the bare binding energy
of the least bound state of the entrance channel, εP = −~2κ2

P/2µ. The energy εP can be
readily calculated by projecting the pair state on the spin basis {|σ〉 = |SMsµαµβ〉}, and
is given by

εP =
∑
S

εS`ν
∑

MS ,µα,µβ

〈SMsµαµβ|fαmfα , fβmfβ〉2 (3.18)

In the following sections we will show that the width ∆B of the resonance is a function of
the bare binding energy εP of the entrance channel and a single matrix element of HPQ,
denoted by K, representing the coupling of the level εP to the resonant level in Q space.
We will show that the width is given by the expression

µrel∆B =
K2

2abgκP |εP |
. (3.19)
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Hence, once the ABM parameters are known, the width of the resonances follows with an
additional unitary transformation of the ABM matrix to obtain the coupling coefficient K.
In view of the orthogonality of the subspaces P and Q, the submatrix HQQ, corresponding
to all closed channels, can be diagonalized, leaving HPP unaffected but changing the HPQ

and HQP submatrices. In diagonalized form the HQQ submatrix contains the energies
εQ of all bound levels in Q space and includes the coupling of all channels except the
coupling to P space. This transformation allows to identify the resonant bound state
and the corresponding off-diagonal matrix element K in HPQ, which is a measure for the
resonance width. Thus we can obtain the coupling between the open and closed channels
without the actual use of continuum states.

In Sect. 3.4.2 we present the Feshbach theory tailored to suit the ABM. We give a detailed
description of the resonant coupling, and demonstrate with a two-channel model how the
ABM bound state energy Eb compares to the associated P-space bare energy εP , and to
the dressed level in the entrance channel from which one can deduce the resonance width.
In Sect. 3.4.3 we generalize the results such that the width of the Feshbach resonances
can be obtained for the general multi-channel case. For a more thorough treatment of the
Feshbach formalism we refer the reader to [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962] and for its
application to cold atom scattering e.g. [Moerdijk et al., 1995].

3.4.2 Tailored Feshbach theory

By introducing the projector operators P and Q, which project onto the subspaces P
and Q, respectively, the two-body Schrödinger equation can be split into a set of coupled
equations [Moerdijk et al., 1995]

(E −HPP )|ΨP 〉 = HPQ|ΨQ〉, (3.20)
(E −HQQ)|ΨQ〉 = HQP |ΨP 〉, (3.21)

where |ΨP 〉 ≡ P |Ψ〉, |ΨQ〉 ≡ Q|Ψ〉, HPP ≡ PHP , HPQ ≡ PHQ, etc. Within Q space the
Hamiltonian HQQ is diagonal with eigenstates |φQ〉 corresponding to the two-body bound
state with eigenvalues εQ. The energy E = ~2k2/2µ is defined with respect to the open
channel dissociation threshold.

We consider one open channel and assume that near a resonance it couples to a single
closed channel. This allows us to write the S matrix of the effective problem in P space
as [Moerdijk et al., 1995]

S(k) = SP (k)

(
1− 2πi

|〈φQ|HQP |Ψ+
P 〉|2

E − εQ −A(E)

)
, (3.22)

where |Ψ+
P 〉 are scattering eigenstates of HPP , SP (k) is the direct scattering matrix de-

scribing the scattering process in P space in the absence of coupling to Q space.

The complex energy shift A(E) describes the dressing of the bare bound state |φQ〉 by
the coupling to the P space and is represented by

A(E) = 〈φQ|HQP
1

E+ −HPP

HPQ|φQ〉, (3.23)
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where E+ = E + iδ with δ approaching zero from positive values. Usually the open
channel propagator [E+ − HPP ]−1 is expanded to a complete set of eigenstates of HPP ,
where the dominant contribution comes from scattering states. To circumvent the use of
scattering states we expand the propagator to Gamow resonance states, which leads to a
Mittag-Leffler expansion [Marcelis et al., 2004]

1

E+ −HPP

=
µ

~2

∞∑
n=1

|Ωn〉〈ΩD
n |

kn(k − kn)
, (3.24)

where n runs over all poles of the SP matrix. The Gamow state |Ωn〉 is an eigenstate of
HPP with eigenvalue εPn = ~2k2

n/(2µ). Correspondingly, the dual state |ΩD
n 〉 ≡ |Ωn〉∗, is

an eigenstate of H†PP with eigenvalue (εPn)∗. Using these dual states, the Gamow states
form a bi-orthogonal set such that 〈ΩD

n |Ωn′〉 = δnn′ . For bound-state poles kn = iκn, where
κn > 0, Gamow states correspond to properly normalized bound states.

We assume the scattering in the open channel is dominated by a single bound state
(kn = iκP ). This allows us to write the direct scattering matrix in Eq. (3.22) as

SP (k) = e−2ikabg = e−2ikaPbg
κP − ik
κP + ik

(3.25)

where abg is the open channel scattering length, and the P -channel background scattering
length aPbg is on the order of the range of the interaction potential aPbg ≈ r0. Since we
only have to consider one bound state pole (with energy εP ) in P space, the Mittag-
Leffler series Eq. (3.24) is reduced to only one term. Therefore, the complex energy shift
Eq. (3.23) reduces to

A(E) =
µ

~2

−iA
κP (k − iκP )

. (3.26)

where A ≡ 〈φQ|HQP |ΩP 〉〈ΩD
P |HPQ|φQ〉 is a positive constant. The coupling matrix element

between open-channel bound state and the closed-channel bound state responsible for the
Feshbach resonance is related to A.

The complex energy shift can be decomposed into a real and imaginary part such that
A(E) = ∆res(E) − i

2
Γ(E). For energies E > 0 the unperturbed bound state becomes a

quasi-bound state: its energy undergoes a shift ∆res and acquires a finite width Γ. For
energies below the open-channel threshold, i.e. E < 0, A(E) is purely real and Γ(E) = 0.
In the low-energy limit, k → 0, Eq. (3.26) reduces to

A(E) = ∆− iCk, (3.27)

where C is a constant characterizing the coupling strength between P and Q space
[Moerdijk et al., 1995], given by C = A(2κP |εP |)−1 and ∆ = A(2|εP |)−1. Note that if
the direct interaction is resonant, |abg| � r0, the energy dependence of the complex en-
ergy shift is given by [Marcelis & Kokkelmans, 2006] A(E) = ∆− iCk(1 + ikaP )−1 where
aP = κ−1

P , yielding an energy dependence of the resonance shift.

Since we consider one open channel, the (elastic) S-matrix element can be written as
e2iδ(k), where δ(k) is the scattering phase shift. The scattering length, defined as the limit
a ≡ − tan δ(k)/k, (k → 0), is found to be Eq. (3.3) which shows the well known dispersive
behavior. The direct scattering process is described by the scattering length abg = aPbg+aP .
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the threshold behavior in a (fictitious) two-channel version
of the dressed ABM. The threshold behavior is determined by the coupling between the
least bound level in the open channel in P space with the resonant bound level in Q
space. The uncoupled levels are shown as the blue (εP ) and red (εQ) dash-dotted lines,
with εQ crossing the threshold at B̃0. The solid black lines represent the dressed levels,
with the upper branch crossing the threshold at B0. Near the threshold, the dressed level
shows the characteristic quadratic dependence on (B − B0) (see inset). For pure ABM
levels (dotted gray) no threshold effects occur and the coupled bound state crosses the
threshold at B′0.

At magnetic field value B0, where the dressed bound state crosses the threshold of the
entrance channel, the scattering length has a singularity.

The dressed state can be considered as a (quasi-) bound state of the total scattering
system. The energy of these states is obtained by finding the poles of the total S matrix
Eq. (3.22). This results in solving

(k − iκP ) (E − εQ −A(E)) = 0, (3.28)

for k. Due to the underlying assumptions, this equation is only valid for energies around
threshold where the open and closed channel poles dominate. Near threshold, the shifted
energy of the uncoupled molecular state, εQ + ∆, can be approximated by µrel(B − B0).
This allows to solve Eq. (3.28) for E and we readily obtain

E = −
(

2|εP |3/2µrel(B −B0)

A

)2

(3.29)

retrieving the characteristic quadratic threshold behavior of the dressed level as a function
of (B − B0). The energy dependence of molecular state close to resonance is also given
by E = −~2/(2µa2) this allows us to express the field width of the resonance as ∆B =
C(abgµrel)

−1.
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We apply the above Feshbach theory to a (fictitious) two-channel version of ABM, and
the results are shown in Fig. 3.6. This two-channel system is represented by a symmetric
2 × 2 Hamiltonian matrix, where there is only one open and one closed channel. The
open and closed channel binding energies εP resp. εQ are given by the diagonal matrix
elements, while the coupling is represented by the (identical) off-diagonal matrix elements.
The closed channel bound state is made linearly dependent on the magnetic field, while
the coupling is taken constant. In addition to εP and εQ, we plot the corresponding ABM
solution, which in this case is equivalent to a typical two-level avoided crossing solution.
The figure now nicely illustrates the evolution from ABM to the dressed ABM approach,
where the latter solutions are found from the two physical solutions of Eq. (3.28), which
are also plotted. Since the dressed ABM solutions account for threshold effects, they show
the characteristic quadratic bending towards threshold as a function of magnetic field.
From this curvature the resonance width can be deduced.

3.4.3 The dressed asymptotic bound-state model

To illustrate the presented model for a realistic case, we will discuss the 6Li-40K system
prepared in the |fLimfLi

, fKmfK〉 = |1/2,+1/2, 9/2,−7/2〉 two-body hyperfine state as an
example throughout this section. This particular mixture is the energetically lowest spin
combination of the MF = −3 manifold, allowing to consider only one open channel. We
note that the model can be utilized to cases containing more open channels.

In order to calculate the width of a Feshbach resonance using the method presented in
Sect. 3.4.2 three quantities are required: the binding energy of the open channel εP , of
the closed channel responsible for the Feshbach resonance εQ, and the coupling matrix
element K between the two channels. In the following we will describe how to obtain these
quantities from the ABM by two simple basis transformations.

For ultracold collisions the hyperfine and Zeeman interactions determine the threshold
of the various channels and thus the partitioning of the Hilbert space into subspaces P
and Q, and therefore a natural basis for our tailored Feshbach formalism consists of the
eigenstates of Hint. Experimentally a system is prepared in an eigenstate |αβ〉 of the
internal Hamiltonian Hint, which we refer to as the entrance channel (cf. Sect. 3.2.1).
Performing a basis transformation from the |σ〉 basis to the pair basis |αβ〉 allows us
to identify the open and closed channel subspace. The open channel has the same spin-
structure as the entrance channel.

We now perform a second basis transformation which diagonalizes within Q space without
affecting P space. We obtain the eigenstates of HQQ and are able to identify the bound
state responsible for a particular Feshbach resonance. The bare bound states ofQ space are
defined as {|φQ1〉, |φQ2〉, . . .} with binding energies {εQ1 , εQ2 , . . .}. For the one dimensional
P space, which is unaltered by this transformation, the bare bound state |ΩP 〉 of HPP

is readily identified with binding energy εP . In the basis of eigenstates of HPP and HQQ

we easily find the coupling matrix elements between the i-th Q space bound state and
the open channel bound state 〈φQi |HQP |ΩP 〉. This gives the coupling constant Ai =
〈φQi |HQP |ΩP 〉〈ΩD

P |HPQ|φQi〉 = K2 that determines the resonance field B0 by solving
Eq. (3.28) at threshold,

εQiεP =
K2

2
. (3.30)
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Figure 3.7: Dressed bound states for 6Li-40K for MF = −3 (black lines, see also Table
3.1). The uncoupled Q and P bound states (HPQ = HQP = 0) are represented by the
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Fig. 3.8.
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Experiment ABM+ CC
MF mfLi ,mfK B0 ∆Bexp B0 ∆B B0 ∆B

-5 −1
2
, −9

2
215.6 1.7 216.2 0.16 215.6 0.25

-4 +1
2
, −9

2
157.6 1.7 157.6 0.08 158.2 0.15

-4 +1
2
, −9

2
168.2∗ 1.2 168.5 0.08 168.2 0.10

-3 +1
2
, −7

2
149.2 1.2 149.1 0.12 150.2 0.28

-3 +1
2
, −7

2
159.5 1.7 159.6 0.31 159.6 0.45

-3 +1
2
, −7

2
165.9 0.6 165.9 0.0002 165.9 0.001

-2 +1
2
, −5

2
141.7 1.4 141.4 0.12 143.0 0.36

-2 +1
2
, −5

2
154.9∗ 2.0 154.8 0.50 155.1 0.81

-2 +1
2
, −5

2
162.7 1.7 162.6 0.07 162.9 0.60

+5 +1
2
, +9

2
114.47(5) 1.5(5) 115.9 0.91 114.78 1.82

Table 3.1: The positions of all experimentally observed s-wave Feshbach resonances of
6Li−40K. Column 2 gives the 6Li (mfLi) and

40K (mfK ) hyperfine states. For all resonances
fLi = 1/2 and fK = 9/2. Note that the experimental width of the loss feature ∆Bexp is not
the same as the field width ∆B of the scattering length singularity. Feshbach resonance
positions B0 and widths ∆B for 6Li-40K as obtained by the dressed ABM, obtained by
minimizing χ2. The last two columns show the results of full coupled channels (CC)
calculations. All magnetic fields are given in Gauss. The experimental and CC values
for MF < 0 and MF > 0 are taken from [Wille et al., 2008] and [Tiecke et al., 2010a]
(see Chapter 4) respectively. The resonances marked with ∗ have also been studied in
[Voigt et al., 2009, Spiegelhalder et al., 2010].

The field width of this Feshbach resonance is proportional to the magnetic field differ-
ence between the crossings of the dressed (B0) and uncoupled Q bound states (B̃0) with
threshold since

∆B =
aP

abg

(B̃0 −B0) =
1

abg

K2

2κP |εP |µrel

. (3.31)

We illustrate the dressed ABM for 6Li-40K in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, for MF = −3. To demon-
strate the effect of HPQ, we plotted for comparison both the uncoupled and dressed bound
states3. Details of near-threshold behavior (gray shaded area in Fig. 3.7) are shown in
Fig. 3.8 together with the obtained scattering length. We solved the pole equation of the
total S-matrix Eq. (3.28) for each Q-state and plotted only the physical solutions which
cause Feshbach resonances. The dressed bound states show the characteristic quadratic
bending near the threshold. We have used C6 to determine r0 (≈ aPbg) from Eq. (3.16).

Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the dressed ABM for the 6Li-40Kmixture. The position
of the Feshbach resonances will be slightly different compared to the results from the
regular ABM, for equal values of εS,0ν . Therefore, we have again preformed a χ2-analysis
and we found new values of the binding energies ε0/h = 713 MHz and ε1/h = 425 MHz,
which yields a lower χ2-minimum as compared to the regular ABM calculation.

The obtained value of ∆B generally underestimates the field width of a resonance. This

3For clarity only one of the two physical solutions is shown.
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originates from the fact that only the dominant bound state pole corresponding to aP
has been taken into account. By including the pole of the dominant virtual state in the
Mittag-Leffler expansion, the coupling between the open and closed channel will increase,
hence, ∆B will increase.

3.5 Summary and conclusion

We have presented a model to accurately describe Feshbach resonances. The model al-
lows for fast and accurate prediction of resonance positions and widths with very little
experimental input. The reduction of the basis to only a few states allows to describe Fesh-
bach resonances in a large variety of systems without accurate knowledge of scattering
potentials.

Using the ABM in combination with the accumulated phase method allows to describe
Feshbach resonances in alkali systems with a large degree of accuracy, using only three
input parameters. Additionally, the fast computational time of the model allows to map
all available Feshbach resonances in a system and select the optimal resonance required
to perform a certain experiment. For the 6Li-40K mixture we have utilized this ability to
find a broad resonance as presented in [Tiecke et al., 2010a] (cf. Chapter 4). In addition,
locating e.g. overlapping resonances in multi-component (spin)mixtures can be performed
easily well using the ABM.

An additional important feature is that the model can be stepwise extended to include
more phenomena allowing to describe more complex systems. For example, a possible ex-
tension would be to include the contribution of the dominant virtual state in the Mittag-
Leffler expansion, this would allow for an accurate description of the resonance widths
for systems with a large and negative abg. Additionally, including the dipole-dipole inter-
action allows to describe systems where Feshbach resonances occur due to dipole-dipole
coupling. Finally, it has already been shown by [Tscherbul et al., 2010] that the ABM can
be successfully extended by including coupling to bound states by means of an externally
applied radio-frequency field.

The approach as described in the ABM is in principle not limited to two-body systems.
Magnetic field induced resonances in e.g. dimer-dimer scattering have already been exper-
imentally observed [Chin et al., 2005]. For few-body systems an approach without having
to solve the coupled radial Schrödinger equations is very favorable. This large variety of
unexplored features illustrate the richness of the model.
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Chapter 4
Broad Feshbach resonance in the
6Li-40K mixture

T.G. Tiecke, M.R. Goosen, A. Ludewig, S.D. Gensemer, S. Kraft,
S.J.J.M.F. Kokkelmans, and J.T.M. Walraven

Published in Physical Review Letters 104, 053202 (2010)

We study the widths of interspecies Feshbach resonances in a mixture
of the fermionic quantum gases 6Li and 40K. We develop a model to
calculate the width and position of all available Feshbach resonances
for a system. Using the model we select the optimal resonance to
study the 6Li/40K mixture. Experimentally, we obtain the asymmet-
ric Fano lineshape of the interspecies elastic cross section by measur-
ing the distillation rate of 6Li atoms from a potassium-rich 6Li/40K
mixture as a function of magnetic field. This provides us with the
first experimental determination of the width of a resonance in this
mixture, ∆B = 1.5(5) G. Our results offer good perspectives for the
observation of universal crossover physics using this mass-imbalanced
fermionic mixture.

4.1 Introduction

A decade of experiments with degenerate fermionic quantum gases has delivered ma-
jor scientific advances as well as a whole new class of quantum many-body systems
[DeMarco & Jin, 1999, Giorgini et al., 2008, Inguscio et al., 2006]. Feshbach resonances
[Tiesinga et al., 1993] played a central role in this development as they offer excep-
tional control over the interatomic interactions at low-temperatures [Chin et al., 2010].
In gases with the appropriate spin mixture the sign and magnitude of the s-wave scat-
tering length a can be tuned to any positive or negative value by choosing the proper
magnetic field in the vicinity of a resonance. In the case of fermionic atoms the role
of Feshbach resonances is especially remarkable because Pauli exclusion dramatically
suppresses three-body losses to deeply bound molecular states [Cubizolles et al., 2003,
Jochim et al., 2003b, Regal et al., 2003a, Petrov et al., 2004]. The tunability has been
used with great success in two-component Fermi gases of 6Li and of 40K to study and con-
trol pairing mechanisms, both of the Cooper type on the attractive side of the resonance
(a < 0) [Regal et al., 2004a, Zwierlein et al., 2004] and of the molecular type on the repul-
sive side (a > 0) [Greiner et al., 2003, Jochim et al., 2003c, Zwierlein et al., 2003]. In par-
ticular the universal crossover from the superfluidity of a molecular Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC) towards the Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer (BCS) limit received a lot of attention

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v104/i5/e053202
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[O’Hara et al., 2002a, Partridge et al., 2005, Greiner et al., 2005, Zwierlein et al., 2005].
Essential for these studies is the availability of sufficiently broad Feshbach resonances in
the 6Li and 40K homonuclear gases.

Recently the study of heteronuclear fermionic mixtures has strongly gained in interest
due to its additional mass imbalance. Theoretical studies on these mixtures include e.g.:
superfluidity [Baranov et al., 2008], phase separation [Bausmerth et al., 2009], crystalline
phases [Petrov et al., 2007], exotic pairing mechanisms [Forbes et al., 2005] and long-lived
trimers [Levinsen et al., 2009]. Many of these studies require the mixture to be strongly
interacting and in the universal limit, i.e. the scattering length should be very large
and the only parameter that determines the two-body interaction. Recently, the first
mass-imbalanced ultracold fermionic mixture has been realized, namely, a mixture of
the only stable fermionic alkaline species 6Li and 40K [Taglieber et al., 2008]. The ba-
sic interaction properties of the 6Li/40K system were established in experiments by the
Innsbruck group [Wille et al., 2008], in which the loss features of 13 Feshbach resonances
were observed and assigned. The first 6Li40K molecules were recently reported from Mu-
nich [Voigt et al., 2009]. Despite this experimental progress a sufficiently broad Feshbach
resonance to use the 6Li/40K system for universal studies has not been reported so far.

In this Letter we identify and characterize the optimal Feshbach resonance of the 6Li/40K
mixture. We develop a generic model to estimate the positions and widths of all avail-
able s-wave Feshbach resonances in quantum gases. By applying this model to the two-
component 6Li/40K mixtures stable against spin exchange we select the optimal resonance
compromising between resonance width and convenience for detection. We present the first
measurement of a resonance width in the 6Li/40K mixture by measuring the asymmetric
lineshape (Fano profile) of the inter-species elastic cross section near the Feshbach res-
onance. We measure the rate of distillation of 6Li atoms from a potassium-rich 6Li/40K
mixture confined in an optical dipole trap. The measured resonance width is shown to be
promising for reaching the universal regime in the 6Li/40K mixture.

4.2 Dressed asymptotic bound-state model

In search for broad and accessible Feshbach resonances we extend the asymptotic bound-
state model (ABM) [Wille et al., 2008] to include the description of resonance widths. We
start from the two-body Hamiltonian for the relative motion

H =
p2

2µ
+ V +Hint = Hrel +Hint, (4.1)

containing the relative kinetic energy with µ the reduced mass, the electron spin dependent
central interatomic interaction V , and the internal energy Hint of the two atoms. Here we
restrict Hint to the hyperfine and Zeeman terms and consider s-wave interactions only.
Instead of solving coupled radial Schrödinger equations, the ABM approach relies on
knowledge of the binding energies of the highest bound states in the two-body system.
This is sufficient to determine the scattering properties, and in particular the position of
Feshbach resonances. For 6Li/40K only the least bound levels of Hrel are relevant and can
be obtained using the eigenvalues ES of the least bound states in the electron-spin singlet
(S = 0) and triplet (S = 1) potentials as free parameters; here we adapt E0 and E1 from
[Wille et al., 2008].
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The mixture is prepared in one of the two-body hyperfine eigenstates of Hint at magnetic
field B, referred to as the P -channel or open channel; denoted via the B = 0 hyperfine
quantum numbers as |f,mf〉α ⊗ |f,mf〉β. The corresponding energy of two free atoms at
rest defines a B-dependent reference value representing the threshold between the scat-
tering states (E > 0) and the bound states (E < 0) of H. We define H relative to this
threshold energy. A complete basis for the spin properties is defined via the quantum
numbers S, its projection MS, and the projection of the nuclear spins µα and µβ, while
requiring that the total projectionMS +µα+µβ = mfα +mfβ = MF is fixed. By diagonal-
izing H starting from this ‘singlet-triplet’ basis we find the energies of the bound states,
and the Feshbach resonances are localized at the magnetic fields where they intersect with
the energy of the threshold.

Threshold effects cause the approximately linear magnetic field dependence of the
bound-state energies to change to quadratic behavior close to the field of resonance
[Inguscio et al., 2006, Chin et al., 2010]. This provides information about the width of
a Feshbach resonance. The ABM, as discussed thus far, does not show these threshold ef-
fects, which is not surprising because the threshold is not explicitly build into the theory;
it is merely added as a reference value for comparison with the ABM eigenvalues.

However, the ABM contains all ingredients to obtain also the resonance width. The Hamil-
tonian (4.1) describes all two-body bound states, belonging to both open and closed chan-
nels. The width depends on the coupling between the open channel and the various closed
channels, which is determined after two basis transformations to identify the open channel
and the resonant closed channel respectively. First, we separate the open channel P , as de-
fined above, from all other channels: the closed channels Q [Moerdijk et al., 1995]. This is
realized with a basis transformation from the singlet-triplet basis to the |f,mf〉α⊗|f,mf〉β
basis. In this basis we identify the open channel, namely the hyperfine state in which the
system is experimentally prepared. We refer to this diagonal subspace as HPP , a sin-
gle matrix element that we identify with the (bare) open-channel bound-state energy
εP = −~2κ2

P/2µ. Second, we perform a basis transformation that diagonalizes the closed-
channel subspace HQQ, leaving the open-channel HPP unaffected. The HQQ matrix con-
tains the closed-channel bound-state energies εQ disregarding the coupling to HPP . This
transformation allows to identify the resonant closed channel. The coupling between the
open and the resonant closed channel is referred to as HPQ and is a measure for the
resonance width.

To obtain the magnetic field width of the resonance fromHPQ we use Feshbach’s resonance
theory [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962]: a closed-channel bound state acquires a finite
width Γ and its energy undergoes a shift ∆res. If the binding energy of a certain Q-
channel bound state |φQ〉 is sufficiently close to the threshold, we can effectively consider
a two-channel problem where the complex energy shift is given by [Marcelis et al., 2004]

A(E) = ∆res(E)− i

2
Γ(E) =

µ

~2

−iA
κP (k − iκP )

, (4.2)

where A = |〈φP |HPQ|φQ〉|2 is the coupling strength to the P -channel bound state
|φP 〉. For k → 0 the expression Γ ≡ ~2k/µR∗ defines the characteristic length R∗ =
~2/(2µabgµrel∆B) of the resonance [Petrov et al., 2004], where µrel = ∂εQ/∂B|B=B0 is the
magnetic moment of the bare Q channel relative to the open channel threshold. The
binding energy E = ~2k2/2µ of the dressed bound state is obtained by solving the pole
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equation of the scattering matrix, given by E − εQ − A(E) = 0, assuming that near
threshold the bare bound state can be approximated by εQ = µrel(B −B0)−∆res. Close
to threshold we obtain for the dressed bound state energy

E = −
(

2|εP |3/2

A
µrel(B −B0)

)2

(4.3)

retrieving the characteristic quadratic dependence of the molecular state on the magnetic
field. Using the dispersive formula for the field dependence of the scattering length near
a Feshbach resonance, a(B) = abg (1−∆B/(B −B0)), we obtain an expression for the
magnetic field width ∆B of the resonance

µrel∆B =
aP

abg

A

2|εP |
. (4.4)

The off-resonance scattering is described by the background scattering length abg = aPbg +

aP , where aPbg ≈ r0 and aP = κ−1
P . Here r0 ≡ (µC6/8~2)1/4 ' 41 a0 is the inter-species van

der Waals range, with C6 the van der Waals coefficient and a0 the Bohr radius.

The results for all s-wave resonances in two-component 6Li/40K mixtures stable against
spin exchange below 500 G are shown in Fig. 4.1. The widest resonances for the 6Li/40K
mixture are found to be of the order of 1 Gauss. From these results the optimal resonance
is selected to be the resonance in the MF = 5 manifold |1/2,+1/2〉Li⊗ |9/2,+9/2〉K with
the predicted position of B0 = 114.7 G as obtained with the ABM parameters E0,1 from
[Wille et al., 2008]. The predicted width is ∆B = 0.9 G. This value is known to slightly
underestimate the actual width [Tiecke, 2009a, Tiemann, 2009]. The resonance in the
MF = 3 manifold, |1/2,+1/2〉Li⊗|9/2,+5/2〉K is predicted to be the broadest, 20% wider
than the MF = 5 resonance. However, because the |9/2,+9/2〉K state has an optical
cycling transition, facilitating detection in high magnetic field, the MF = 5 resonance
is favorable for experimental use. Therefore, this resonance offers the best compromise
between resonance width and an experimentally favorable internal state.

4.3 Feshbach resonance width measurement

Our procedure to create an ultracold mixture of 6Li and 40K is described in detail elsewhere
[Tiecke, 2009b, Tiecke et al., 2009]. Here we briefly summarize the procedure. We perform
forced evaporative cooling on both species in an optically plugged magnetic quadrupole
trap [Davis et al., 1995]. A small amount of spin-polarized 6Li in the |3/2,+3/2〉Li hyper-
fine state is sympathetically cooled by rethermalization with a three-component mixture of
40K in the hyperfine states |9/2,+5/2〉K, |9/2,+7/2〉K and |9/2,+9/2〉K. The interspecies
singlet and triplet scattering lengths are nearly identical [Wille et al., 2008], therefore
spin-exchange losses in collisions of |3/2,+3/2〉Li with |9/2,+5/2〉K or |9/2,+7/2〉K are
suppressed. This allows to achieve efficient sympathetic cooling of the lithium down to
T ' 10 µK with 105 atoms for both 6Li and 40K. For the Feshbach resonance width
measurement we transfer the mixture into an optical dipole trap with a well depth of
U0 = 360 µK for 40K (U0 = 160 µK for 6Li) serving as an optical tweezer. The sample
is transported over 22 cm to a quartz cell extending from the main vacuum chamber by
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Figure 4.1: ABM calculated widths of all s-wave Feshbach resonances in stable two-
component 6Li/40K mixtures below 500 G. The lines are a guide to the eye. The point
at MF = −5 corresponds to the |1/2,−1/2〉Li − |9/2,−9/2〉K mixture. All other mix-
tures contain the 6Li ground state |1/2,+1/2〉Li. Solid black dot: width measurement
reported in this work. The mixtures with −MF = 5, 4, 3, 2 (gray squares) where studied
in Ref. [Wille et al., 2008]. The resonance used in [Voigt et al., 2009] for molecule forma-
tion is indicated with an arrow.

moving a lens mounted on a precision linear air-bearing translation stage. In the quartz
cell we can apply homogeneous fields (< 10 ppm/mm) of up to 500 G. For the Fesh-
bach resonance width measurement we prepare a |1/2,+1/2〉Li − |9/2,+9/2〉K mixture
consisting of 4× 103 6Li and 2× 104 40K atoms at temperature T ≈ 21(2) µK.

To observe the resonance we first ramp the field up to ∼ 107 G where any remaining
potassium spin impurities are selectively removed by resonant light pulses. The Fano
profile of the resonance is observed by measuring the distillation rate of the Li from
the potassium-rich Li-K mixture in the optical trap as a function of magnetic field. To
initiate this process we decrease the depth of the dipole trap in 10 ms to U/U0 ≈ 0.15.
Aside from a small spilling loss of the 6Li this decompresses the mixture with a factor
(U/U0)3/4 ≈ 0.24 in the adiabatic limit and reduces the temperature accordingly by a
factor (U/U0)1/2 ≈ 0.39. The truncation parameter for evaporation, η = U/kBT , drops
for both species by the same amount. After decompression the central density of the
potassium is nK ≈ 2 × 1011 cm−3 (nLi ≈ 9 × 109 cm−3 for Li) and the temperature of
the mixture is T = 9(1) µK. As the truncation parameter of the lithium (ηLi ≈ 2.7) is
much smaller than that of potassium (ηK ≈ 6.2) the Li preferentially evaporates at a
rate proportional to the inter-species elastic cross section. As the lithium is the minority
component this distillation process proceeds at an approximately constant rate. We have
verified that a pure lithium cloud experiences no rethermalization by itself. The final trap
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Figure 4.2: Measurement of the Feshbach resonance width. The red solid line indicates
the best fit obtained for B0 = 114.47(5) G and ∆B = 1.5(5) G. The gray shaded area
indicates the combined error in B0 and ∆B.

depth U was determined from the total laser power and the measured trap frequency for
the potassium, ωr/2π = 1.775(6) kHz. In Fig. 4.2 we plot the atom number after various
holding times and as a function of magnetic field. We analyze our data by modeling the
distillation rate. Before decompression (ηLi ≈ 7) we observe a loss of 30% for 1s holding
time on resonance. As the decompression reduces the density by a factor 4 the three-
body losses can be neglected in the decompressed trap. The distillation of the lithium
as a function of time t is described by N(t) = N0 e

−t/τeve−t/τbg , where N0 ≈ 3 × 103 is
the initial number of lithium atoms, τbg = 25 s the vacuum limited lifetime and τ−1

ev '
nK〈σ (k) ~k/µ〉e−ηLi the thermally-averaged evaporation rate. Here is

σ(k) = 4π
a2(k)

1 + k2a2(k)
(4.5)

the elastic cross section with

a(k) = abg +
abgµrel∆B

~2k2/2µ− µrel (B −B0)
(4.6)

the ‘Doppler shifted’ scattering length, with abg = 56.6 a0 at the resonance position B0,
and µrel = 1.57µB.
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The solid lines in Fig. 4.2 show the best simultaneous fit of the thermally-averaged
Eq. (4.5) to the four sub-figures, accounting for 25% variation in N0 from one day to the
next. The best fit is obtained for B0 = 114.47(5) G and ∆B = 1.5(5) G (R∗ ≈ 100 nm),
where B0 is mostly determined by the data of Fig. 4.2a and ∆B by those of Fig. 4.2d.
Uncertainties in T and nK can result in broadening of the loss features but the difference
in asymmetries between Fig. 4.2a-d can only originate from the asymmetry of the elastic
cross section around the resonance. The zero crossing of a(k), prominently visible in sys-
tems with a resonantly enhanced abg like 6Li [Jochim et al., 2002, O’Hara et al., 2002b]
and 40K [Loftus et al., 2002], remains within the noise band of our distillation measure-
ments because in the 6Li/40K system abg is non-resonant (σbg = 1× 10−12 cm−2).

4.4 Concluding remarks

The investigated resonance offers good perspectives for reaching the universal regime, for
which the Fermi energy and magnetic field have to obey: EF , µrel |B −B0| � Γ/2, where
EF ≡ ~2k2

F/2µ is the characteristic relative energy of a colliding pair of atoms at their
Fermi energy. The former condition corresponds to the condition for a broad resonance,
kFR

∗ � 1, and is satisfied for Fermi energies EF � 5 µK. The latter condition corresponds
to the condition for strong interaction, kFa � 1, and is satisfied for |B −B0| � 43 mG
at EF = 5 µK.

In summary, we developed a model to estimate the positions and widths of all Feshbach
resonances in an ultracold gas. We selected the optimal resonance in the 6Li/40K sys-
tem to reach the strongly interacting regime. The experimentally observed width of this
resonance, ∆B = 1.5(5) G, is in good agreement with the theory and offers promising
perspectives to study a strongly interacting mass-imbalanced Fermi gas in the universal
regime using realistic experimental parameters.
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We discuss the stability of homonuclear and heteronuclear mixtures
of 3He and 4He atoms in the metastable 2 3S1 state (He*) and predict
positions and widths of Feshbach resonances by using the asymptotic
bound-state model (ABM). All calculations are performed without fit
parameters, using ab-initio calculations of molecular potentials. One
promising very broad Feshbach resonance (∆B = 72.9+18.3

−19.3 mT) is
found that allows for tuning of the inter-isotope scattering length.

5.1 Introduction

The helium atom is one of the most simple atoms. Its electronic structure with only
two electrons allows ab-initio calculations of level energies with extreme precision, test-
ing basic theory of atomic structure. Also for the interaction between two helium atoms
ab-initio quantum chemistry calculations allow highly accurate molecular potentials in
some cases. In this paper we focus on helium atoms in the metastable 1s2s 3S1 state
(He*) for which molecular potentials have recently been calculated [Müller et al., 1991,
Stärck & Meyer, 1994, Dickinson et al., 2004, Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005]. We inves-
tigate the possibilities to modify collision properties of mixtures of He* atoms in
magnetic or optical dipole traps. Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) of 4He* atoms
has been realized by several groups [Robert et al., 2001, Pereira Dos Santos et al., 2001,
Tychkov et al., 2006, Dall & Truscott, 2007, Doret et al., 2009]. This metastable isotope
of helium has no nuclear spin, and is magnetically trappable in the fully stretched
|s,ms〉 = |1,+1〉 state, where s and ms are the electronic spin and magnetic quantum
numbers respectively. The fermionic isotope 3He*, which, due to its nuclear spin i=1/2,
shows hyperfine structure, has been cooled in the f=3/2 hyperfine manifold (with f = s+i)
to degeneracy by sympathetic cooling with 4He* [McNamara et al., 2006].

In the ultracold regime the scattering length a accurately describes the interaction be-
tween the atoms. Magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances [Chin et al., 2010] can be
utilized to, in principle, tune the scattering length at will. Numerous experiments have
been proposed based on this tuning possibility. For 3He*–4He* mixtures it would be
possible to observe phase separation when the scattering lengths are large and posi-
tive [Mølmer, 1998]. Using a position sensitive micro-channel plate detector to detect

http://pra.aps.org/abstract/PRA/v82/i4/e042713
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single atoms (with close to 100% efficiency) may reveal boson-induced p-wave pairing
of the 3He* fermions [Efremov & Viverit, 2002]. This detection technique has also al-
lowed an atom-optics detection of the Hanbury Brown and Twiss effect for both bosons
[Schellekens et al., 2005] and fermions [Jeltes et al., 2007], and the possibility to tune in-
teractions may also open up new research possibilities within this field [Perrin et al., 2007].

All experiments with ultracold He* atoms so far have been performed in fully stretched
low-field seeking states (|1,+1〉 for 4He*, |f,mf〉 = |3/2,+3/2〉 for 3He*). The atom-
atom interactions for 4He* in the fully stretched spin states are known with aston-
ishingly high precision [Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005, Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2008]. From
the binding energy of the ν = 14 ro-vibrational state in the quintet potential, which
is only slightly below the dissociation threshold, a large positive scattering length
a=7.567(24) nm was deduced [McNamara et al., 2006, Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005,
Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2008], in very good agreement with experimental findings
[Moal et al., 2006]. For collisions between atoms which are not in the fully stretched spin
states, Penning Ionization (PI) losses will strongly compromise the stability of trapped
He* atoms in experiments.

For the above mentioned reasons it has been favorable experimentally to prepare 4He*
atoms in the fully stretched spin state. However, the absence of a nuclear spin in 4He*
strongly limits the possibilities to tune the inter-atomic interactions via Feshbach reso-
nances. Although it is possible to induce Feshbach resonances via the magnetic dipole
interaction, a more efficient coupling to other states occurs when an internal hyperfine
structure is present in at least one of the two interacting atoms. This occurs when we
allow for mixtures between 4He* and 3He*. A recent experiment has already shown that
4He* atoms can be trapped in an optical dipole trap [Partridge et al., 2010], potentially
allowing trapping of all magnetic substates of both helium isotopes.

In this paper we discuss the possibility to access Feshbach resonances in collisions be-
tween 4He* and 3He* atoms. In addition, we also will consider homonuclear 3He*–3He*
and 4He*–4He* collisions. We will work with the asymptotic bound-state model (ABM)
[Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3) which will be reviewed in Sect. 5.2. To determine
the binding energies of the molecular potentials for the three possible isotope combina-
tions, we use the accumulated phase method [Verhaar et al., 2009]. These binding energies
will serve as input parameters for the ABM. In order to discuss experimentally relevant
systems, we will evaluate the various possible loss mechanisms in Sect. 5.4 after which,
possible Feshbach resonances will be explored in Sect. 5.5.

5.2 Asymptotic bound-state model

To predict the magnetic field position and width of Feshbach resonances, we use the
ABM [Wille et al., 2008, Tiecke et al., 2010a, Tiecke et al., 2010b] (see Chapters 4, 3).
We recapitulate the basic principles of the ABM and show how this model can be applied
to metastable helium. For an elaborate discussion on the ABM we refer the reader to
[Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). In our approach, we ignore the effect of PI on the
elastic interactions. A more detailed discussion of PI follows later in Sect. 5.4. To simplify
the notation in discussing various helium isotope combinations, we use that f = s in the
absence of nuclear spin for 4He*, thereby allowing similar notational treatment of the spin
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structure of fermionic and bosonic helium atoms.

The ABM enables us to determine the energy of the coupled molecular states, the eigen-
states of the total Hamiltonian H, without solving the actual coupled radial Schrodinger
equation. For the collision of two metastable helium atoms in an external magnetic field
the total Hamiltonian is

H =
p2

2µ
+Hint + V + Vss, (5.1)

where the first term represents the relative kinetic energy with µ the reduced mass, and
Hint the two-body internal energy. The internal energy of 3He* and 4He* as a function
external magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5.1. Note the inverted hyperfine structure of 3He*,
which means that the f = 3/2 manifold is below the f = 1/2 manifold.
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Figure 5.1: Single-atom internal energy diagrams for 3He* and 4He*. The capital (lower
case) letters are used to label the energies of 4He* (3He*). The magnetic substates are
also labeled by their f,mf quantum numbers, where at non-zero magnetic field mf is still
a good quantum number, whereas f is not.

The central (Coulomb) interaction V depends on the magnitude of the total electron
spin S = s1 + s2 and the distance between the nuclei r = |r|. This interaction can be
decomposed as

V(r) =
2∑

S=0

2S+1V (r)P̂S, (5.2)

where 2S+1V (r) is the adiabatic molecular potential for the molecular state 2S+1Σ+
g,u, and

P̂S projects onto the S-subspace. For 4He*, short range molecular potentials have been
calculated ab-initio by Müller et al. [Müller et al., 1991]. In this paper, we refer to the
molecular potentials as singlet S = 0 (1Σ+

g ), triplet S = 1 (3Σ+
u ) and quintet S = 2 (5Σ+

g

) potentials. This nomenclature is based on the spin configuration of all four electrons of
the two He* atoms. Note that often a single He* atom is also referred to as being in a
spin-triplet state. Here, however, we do not use this designation to avoid confusion with
the molecular singlet/triplet/quintet potentials.
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The direct dipole-dipole interactions of the electronic spins1 Vss can be written as a scalar
product of two irreducible spherical tensors of rank 2:

Vss(r) = −3α2

r3

+2∑
q=−2

(−1)q{r̂⊗ r̂}2−q{s1 ⊗ s2}2q, (5.3)

where {r̂⊗ r̂}2m =
√

8π
15
Y2m(r̂) is a spherical harmonic [Varshalovich et al., 1988], and α is

the fine structure constant. Being anisotropic, the interaction allows for redistribution of
angular momentum between spin S and orbital ` angular momentum. Therefore, although
much weaker, this interaction can couple many more states as compared to isotropic
interactions. The orbital angular momentum coupling can only occur for states when
` − `′ = 0,±2, with the exception of ` = `′ = 0 which is forbidden. The spin angular
momentum coupling by Vss obeys similar selection rules; S−S ′ = 0,±2, where S = S ′ = 0
is not allowed.

From ultracold collisions it is well known that the position of the least bound state is
crucial for the determination of the interaction properties. In the ABM we follow the
same philosophy, and since the vibrational level splitting of the least bound levels for a
light atom such as metastable helium is much larger (at least h × 21 GHz for the 4He*–
4He* system, where h is Planck’s constant) than the hyperfine energy, we only use the
properties of the least bound state. We expand the coupled solutions into a product basis
of spin states and molecular states of the uncoupled 2S+1V (r) potentials. These molecular
states are the eigenstates of the relative Hamiltonian, defined as Hrel ≡ p2/2µ + V ,
and are denoted as |ψAS,`〉 with corresponding binding energies εAS,`. We have defined A ∈
{33, 34, 44} to label the different isotope combinations which we consider. Having specified
the Hamiltonian and the appropriate basis, the energies of the coupled bound states follow
from a simple matrix diagonalization as a function of the strength of the magnetic field.

To determine the characteristic properties of Feshbach resonances, i.e. their magnetic
field widths and positions, we need to examine the behavior of the coupled bound states
near the threshold of an open channel. A channel is called open when the total energy
exceeds the channel threshold energy, which is defined as the sum of the single atom
internal energies. The intersection of the coupled bound state with this threshold gives
the position of a Feshbach resonance, which is accurate to the order of the width of this
resonance. However, in reality the coupled bound state will acquire an increasing open
channel component as it approaches the open channel threshold. Therefore, near threshold
the binding energy curve will bend quadratically towards the threshold curve as a function
of magnetic field [Chin et al., 2010]. From this behavior of the bound state it is possible
to extract the width, and an improved estimate of the position of the resonance.

Since we distinguish between open and closed channels, it is useful to partition the space
of states describing spatial and spin degrees of freedom into an open and a closed channel
subspace [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962]. The Hamiltonian for the system is written as

H = HPP +HQQ +HPQ +HQP , (5.4)

where HPP ≡ PHP,HPQ ≡ PHQ, etc. Here P and Q are projection operators onto the
open and closed channel subspace respectively. The bound states of HQQ will be respon-

1We will not consider the much weaker electron-nuclear and nuclear-nuclear contributions to the
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction.
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sible for Feshbach resonances when coupled to the open channel subspace via HPQ(H†QP ).
These bare Q-space bound states, denoted by |φQ〉, then become dressed by this inter-
action. Usually this dressing occurs by coupling to scattering states in the open channel
P-space whereas for the ABM we use the bound states |φP 〉 of the open channel subspace.
The magnetic field at which the energy of the dressed bound state becomes degenerate
with the energy of the threshold is where a Feshbach resonance will occur.

The width of the resonance will depend on the coupling strength between the open and the
resonant closed channels (HPQ), and the binding energy of the open- and closed-channel
bound states (εP , εQ respectively). We define the width ∆B as the difference in magnetic
field where a = 0 and a = ∞. For this purpose we introduce the S-matrix, which can
be written for elastic scattering as S = e2iδ(k) where δ(k) is the scattering phase, with
~k =

√
2µE, and the energy E is the collision energy defined with respect to the open

channel threshold energy. The scattering length is defined as a ≡ − limk→0 tan δ(k)/k.

The energy of the dressed bound state, which is also referred to as the Feshbach molecu-
lar state, corresponds to a pole of the total S-matrix. This scattering matrix S = SPSQ
(of the effective problem in P-space) is a product of the SP matrix, and a resonant part
SQ which involves coupling of a Q-space bound state to P-space [Moerdijk et al., 1995].
The SP scattering matrix, which describes the scattering process in P-space in the ab-
sence of coupling to the Q-space, is determined by considering only the dominant bound
state in P-space [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). Here we neglect the other nearby
resonance poles in P-space [Marcelis et al., 2004] which, is a valid approximation if the
background scattering length (abg) is larger than the typical range of the interaction po-
tential [Tiecke et al., 2010b]. By determining the total S-matrix, we are able to deduce
the (magnetic field) position and width of the Feshbach resonance.

The SQ scattering matrix is usually determined by a single Q-space bound state. However,
it is possible that multiple Q-space bound states have to be taken into account to properly
describe a Feshbach resonance, as will be the case for the wide 3He*-4He* resonance
discussed later in Sect. 5.5.

The multiple Q-state expression for SQ is given by [Feshbach, 1962]

SQ = 1− 2πi
∑
n

γ(n)

E − En
, (5.5)

where En are the complex eigenvalues of HQQ + WQQ. The operator WQQ ≡
HQP

1
E+−HPP

HPQ describes a temporary transition from Q-space to P-space, propaga-
tion in P-space, and re-emission into Q-space2. These eigenvalues can be determined by
solving the secular equation in the basis of Q-space bound states |φQ〉. By demanding uni-
tarity of the S-matrix the coupling elements γ(n) can be expressed in terms of the complex
energies En [Feshbach, 1962]. Hereby we have completely specified the total S-matrix.

The free parameters in our model which determine the magnetic field resonance position
B0 and the field width ∆B, are the binding energies εAS,` and the overlap between various
molecular states 〈ψAS,`|ψAS′,`′〉 [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). Next we discuss how
we can obtain these quantities by utilizing known molecular potentials.

2Here we define E+ = E + iδ with δ approaching zero from positive values.
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5.3 Molecular states

The essential parameters for the ABM are the binding energies εAS,` of the molecular poten-
tials. If these values are known, Feshbach resonances can be predicted with an accuracy
determined by the accuracy at which the εAS,` parameters are known. Vice versa, it is
possible to obtain the binding energies by fitting the calculated resonance positions to ex-
perimentally observed resonances as has been shown in [Wille et al., 2008]. For metastable
Helium no Feshbach resonances have been observed so far. To predict resonance positions
we thus require knowledge of the binding energies of the S = 0, 1, 2 potentials. These
potentials are known from literature, however there is a significant difference between
the S = 0 and S = 1 potentials on one side and the S = 2 potential on the other side.
The former ones are usually described as complex potentials to incorporate the effect of
PI and have been described to a certain degree of accuracy by [Müller et al., 1991]. The
latter potential (S = 2) does not exhibit PI and can therefore be accurately described by
a purely real potential, which has been measured and calculated with very high accuracy
[Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005, Moal et al., 2006].

In order to properly account for these uncertainties we make use of the accumulated phase
method [Moerdijk et al., 1994, Verhaar et al., 2009]. Moreover, since we study different
isotope combinations, the uncertainties of the potentials are reliably treated via mass
scaling within this method. The s-wave accumulated phase can be written as

AφS(E) = Aφ
(0)
S (E) + ∆AφS, (5.6)

where Aφ(0)
S (E) is the uncorrected accumulated phase, resulting directly from the radial

wavefunction in the inner region of a molecular potential 2S+1V , for a given energy E, at
a radial range r0. We allow for a phase correction ∆AφS, which accounts for the mismatch
between calculated and experimentally measured quantities. It is determined from an
asymptotic boundary condition, by demanding a particular energy for the highest bound
state in the potential. The accumulated phase for a different isotope combination A′ is
found by a mass-scaling of the phase correction:

A′φS(εA
′

S ) = A′φ
(0)
S (εA

′

S ) +R∆AφS, (5.7)

where R =
√
µA′/µA. We have verified the accumulated phase calculations by comparing

with calculations performed on the full (complex) potentials. In the following we will
discuss the different potentials in more detail.

S=2 potential

A highly accurate ab-initio S = 2 potential was determined by Przybytek and Jeziorski
[Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005, Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2008]. For 4He* - 4He* they pre-
dicted a binding energy of the least bound state (ν = 14) equal to -89.6(8) MHz. Using
two-photon photo-association spectroscopy, [Moal et al., 2006] measured the binding en-
ergy of this least bound state to be ε44

2 /h = −91.35(6) MHz. We use this measurement
as input parameter for 4He* - 4He* ABM calculations, and we use Eq. (5.7) to find the
binding energies for the other isotope combinations.
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We construct the full S = 2 potential by fitting the short-range potential by
[Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2005] to the long-range dispersive potential Vdisp(r) = −C6/r

6 −
C8/r

8 − C10/r
10 using the accurately known dispersive coefficients [Yan & Babb, 1998].

We forge these potentials around r = 20 a0 by vertically shifting the short-range poten-
tial to match the long-range potential and by applying a smoothing function. By the
demand of a bound state at ε44

2 /h = −91.35(6) MHz, we apply the phase correction at
r0 = 18 a0, which is determined with Eq. (5.6). The results for the different isotope combi-
nations are ε34

2 /h = −4.84 MHz and ε33
2 /h = −413.83 MHz. These energies compare well

to those obtained by Przybytek and Jeziorski [Przybytek & Jeziorski, 2010] based on the
full scattering potentials.
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Figure 5.2: Variation in the binding energies of the least bound state of the S = 0, 1 po-
tentials. The uncertainty in ε44

S leads to a range of mass-scaled binding energies, indicated
by thick black lines. Within the present accuracy, the triplet 3He* - 3He* potential can
become deep enough to capture a new bound state. This weakly bound state cannot be
distinguished on this scale. The inset demonstrates how we find the binding energies for
this case. The accumulated phase of Eq. (5.6) (which is indicated by a grey shaded area)
is matched with the phase of the wavefunction (solid line), starting from an asymptotic
bound state boundary condition. These accumulated phases are plotted as a function of
k̃33

1 ≡
√
|ε33

1 /h| (MHz1/2). The variation in the accumulated phase, caused by the uncer-
tainties of the potential, corresponds to a range of binding energies. Therefore, k̃33

1 can
take any of the values 0 < k̃33

1 < 1 MHz1/2 or 175 < k̃33
1 < 215 MHz1/2.

S=0,1 potentials

The short range parts of the S = 0, 1 potentials, as obtained by [Müller et al., 1991], are
known accurately enough to calculate the position of the least bound levels in these po-
tentials with relatively large error bars. The S = 0, 1 potentials also include an imaginary
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part to incorporate for the PI losses. As the ABM works with only real binding energies
we assume real S = 0, 1 potentials. This introduces an additional error to which we will
come back later. The use of the accumulated phase method allows us to incorporate these
different uncertainties in the ∆AφS parameter.

We use results obtained by [Leo et al., 2001] to set upper and lower bounds on the scat-
tering lengths for these potentials

a44
0 = 34(10)a0, a44

1 = 32(9)a0, (5.8)

where the error bars indicate the maximum inaccuracy of both the real and complex
short range potentials as found by [Leo et al., 2001]. The scattering lengths enable us to
determine binding energies for the bosonic metastable helium system, as well as for the
other isotope combinations. The results of these calculations are summarized in Fig. 5.2.

As mentioned before scattering in the S = 0, 1 potentials experience strong PI losses which
are generally described by including an imaginary term in the potential. Up till now we
have neglected this imaginary terms, however, to calculate the binding energies we use
the scattering lengths (Eq. (5.8)) which are based on the full optical potentials. Therefore,
this procedure accounts partly for the inaccuracy in the binding energies induced by using
a real scattering potential.

Additionally, we have verified that using only real potentials induces a relatively small
error by comparing the value of ε34

1 obtained with the accumulated phase method with the
value obtained using the complete S = 1 potential. For the imaginary potential we use
the auto-ionization width as given in [Müller et al., 1991]. The total S = 0, 1 potentials
were constructed by vertically shifting the short range potentials [Müller et al., 1991] to
(smoothly) match 5V (r)− Vexch(r) for r > 11.5 a0. The exchange terms, which depend on
quantum number S, were determined in [Tang et al., 1998]. We find that including the
auto-ionization width shifts the real part of ε34

S by ' h × 1.5 GHz. This is a significant
shift, but still smaller than the uncertainties in the binding energies caused by the errors
as given in Eq. (5.8). Therefore, the limiting factor in the present calculations is the
inaccurately known short range potentials rather than the approximation of using only
real potentials.

For the S = 0, 1 potentials of 3He*–3He* we find that the scattering lengths are nega-
tive; i.e. virtual bound states will dominate the low energy scattering properties of these
potentials [Marcelis et al., 2004]. Within the variation of the S = 1 potential, it is even
possible that the virtual bound state turns into a (weakly) bound state, and therefore
becomes the highest bound state of the potential which will make the scattering length
(large) positive. This is displayed in the inset of Fig. 5.2. The low energy scattering prop-
erties of the S = 1 potential will depend strongly on the precise position of such a weakly
bound state, which will inhibit accurate predictions for Feshbach resonances without more
accurate knowledge of the S = 1 potential.

5.4 Inelastic decay processes

To determine which two-body hyperfine states are best suited to explore Feshbach reso-
nances, we discuss various loss mechanisms that may occur. A particular combination of
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states can be relatively stable, however, the occurrence of Feshbach resonances may limit
the stability, since the underlying resonant bound state can suffer strongly from inelastic
effects. We discuss the possibility of resonantly enhanced losses in the next section.

In contrast to ground-state atoms, metastable helium atoms can undergo highly exother-
mic ionizing collisions, since the internal energy of two He* atoms exceeds the He* ion-
ization potential by 15 eV. These reactions, described by

He∗ + He∗ →
{

He + He+ + e−

He+
2 + e−,

(5.9)

will be referred to as Penning Ionization (PI), which includes the process commonly
referred to as associative ionization. As this reaction is electrostatic, the total electron
spin S is conserved (Wigner spin-conservation rule). For fully stretched states, where
S = 2, the reaction would violate spin conservation and is therefore forbidden in first
order, whereas when S = 0 or S = 1 the reaction can proceed. The probability for PI
for these latter potentials is ∼0.975 [Müller et al., 1991], hence a severe loss process for
collisions involving scattering through the singlet or triplet potential.

Another important loss mechanism is spin exchange relaxation which is induced by the
central part V of the interaction. For these isotropic interactions the projection mF =
mf1 + mf2 of total spin angular momentum F = f1 + f2 on the magnetic field axis is
conserved during the collision. By preparing atoms in the energetically lowest two-body
hyperfine state, for a particular value of mF , only unfavorable endothermic collisions can
occur, effectively suppressing spin exchange relaxation losses. In Fig. 5.3 we have labeled
these two body states by their one-body constituents.

The spin-dipole interaction Vss between the spins of both electrons induces losses as well.
For these anisotropic interactions the projection of total angular momentum F = F + `
is conserved, coupling only two-body states of the same mF = mF + m`. Here, two
mechanisms may cause trap loss: spin relaxation (αrel) and relaxation-induced ionization
(αri). The first process only relaxes the spin projectionmS, whereas for the second process
the S = 2 state is coupled to S = 0, which decays via the ’normal’ PI mechanism. At
low temperatures and low B fields the latter process dominates. These mechanisms were
found to be the most prominent cause of losses in a spin-polarized gas of 4He*. The loss
rate was calculated to be four orders of magnitude smaller [Fedichev et al., 1996b], as
compared to an unpolarized gas, where direct PI is dominant for trap loss.

Generically three-body loss rates depend on the value of the two-body scattering length.
For a homonuclear gas, where 3 (or 2) identical bosons or 2 identical fermions partici-
pate in a three-body collision, the three body loss rate will vary as |a|p, where p > 3
[D’Incao & Esry, 2005]. Therefore large values of |a| are predicted to (strongly) enhance
three-body loss rates, which are affected by spin state and statistics of the participating
atoms in the process.

The dominant loss mechanisms for trapped metastable helium atoms are Penning ioniza-
tion and spin exchange relaxation. Therefore we will only consider two-body hyperfine
states which are stable against these decay processes. Since symmetry will impose ad-
ditional constraints, we will elaborate on the loss mechanisms for the homonuclear and
heteronuclear case separately, in order to find the right experimental conditions (a suf-
ficiently long lifetime) to search for Feshbach resonances. Future experiments based on
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Figure 5.3: The two-body hyperfine diagrams are shown for 3He*–4He* and 3He*–3He*.
For each possible value of mF , the energetically lowest two-body hyperfine state (i.e. sta-
ble against spin exchange relaxation) is labeled (black), whereas the other states (unsta-
ble against spin exchange relaxation) are not labeled (gray). For homonuclear fermionic
helium, symmetry prevents that hyperfine states composed of identical substates (dot-
dashed) can be populated with ` = even.

predictions of the ABM discussed in Sect. 5.2 will depend heavily on these background
losses.

Homonuclear losses

For homonuclear collisions (between identical bosons or fermions), the symmetrization
requirement

S + I + ` = even, (5.10)

for their two-body state can have severe consequences on the stability of the gas. If
we for example consider collisions of 4He* atoms, Penning ionization losses via the
S = 1 potential can only occur via ` =odd collisions. These losses are therefore
strongly suppressed at T ∼ 1µK, where the experiments around degeneracy take place
[Venturi & Whittingham, 2000].

For bosonic helium atoms all two-body hyperfine states except the degenerate
B + B,A + C states are stable against spin exchange relaxation. Additionally, PI will
also induce losses for these two states making them unsuitable in our pursue of Fesh-
bach resonances. The fully stretched states A + A,C + C however, are stable against PI
losses. If we restrict the temperatures such that we can consider only s-wave collisions,
the A + B,B + C states will also only scatter via the S = 2 potential. The stability of
this mixture will however be limited by the losses between atoms in the B state. The
stability can be improved by making B the minority spin species. In a magneto optical
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trap PI losses have been studied in the presence of MOT light and without. Good agree-
ment between theory and experiment was obtained for loss rates of unpolarized atoms
in the dark; the two-body loss rate turned out to be very large: K(unpol)

44 =1×10−10 cm3/s
[Stas et al., 2006].

For fermionic helium atoms, ultracold collisions between atoms in the same substates can
only occur via odd partial waves (Pauli principle), effectively stabilizing the gas against PI
losses at µK temperatures. For 3He*, studies of losses in a MOT have also been performed
and also here theory and experiment agree on the loss rate in the dark: K(unpol)

33 =2×10−10

cm3/s [Stas et al., 2006]. In the dark a mixture of all four magnetic substates of the
trapped f=3/2 hyperfine manifold shows a loss rate that is even larger than for 4He*.
The loss rate here is described very well assuming only ionizing collisions between atoms
in different magnetic substates.

The nuclear spin of 3He* gives rise to magnetic field dependent PI loss. Therefore, we
have plotted the S = 2 fraction of the two-body hyperfine states (stable against spin
exchange relaxation) as a function of the magnetic field in Fig. 5.4. This decomposition
into molecular states containing quantum number S of the two-body hyperfine state allows
us to estimate the Penning ionization rate which will be large for states containing a small
S = 2 fraction [Stas et al., 2006]. For s-wave collisions of two fermions, the a + b state
(mF = −2) will scatter via dominantly the S = 2 potential at higher magnetic fields
whereas for all the other states unfavorable PI processes will dominate. If we consider ` =
odd collisions as well, the two-body states a + a, d + d are stable against PI losses.

In the experiments on degenerate gases of either 3He* or 4He*, three-body losses
have been shown to be less important than two-body losses. In the case of the fully
stretched C + C state a three-body loss rate constant L=2×10−27 cm6/s2 was calcu-
lated [Fedichev et al., 1996b], which experimentally was confirmed in BEC lifetime studies
[Tychkov et al., 2006] for 4He*.

Heteronuclear losses

For collisions between 3He* and 4He* atoms we do not have symmetrization requirements
as for the homonuclear case. Only for atoms in the fully stretched states PI is suppressed
[Stas et al., 2006, McNamara et al., 2007]. In a MOT containing both isotopes a heteronu-
clear ionization rate coefficient was deduced from loss measurements that also agrees with
theory: K(unpol)

34 =3×10−10 cm3/s [McNamara et al., 2007]. This shows that losses in an
unpolarized He* gas at mK temperatures, for all isotopes, are well understood and may
be extrapolated to µK temperatures.

Considering heteronuclear collisions, we have to take into account that only 3He* and
4He* substates should be selected which are intrinsically stable. The previous discussion
on the homonuclear situation then dictates that 4He* atoms in the B state have to be
excluded. The decomposition into the quintet fraction of the possible entrance states as
a function of magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5.4. We find that in addition to the fully
stretched a + A, d + C states, the b + A state will contain a large quintet fraction.

As the quintet scattering length is extremely large, we expected that the stability of
a boson-fermion mixture of spin-polarized 3He* and 4He* atoms is severely compro-
mised by three-body recombination processes. Initial observations indeed confirm this
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Figure 5.4: The quintet fraction for two-body hyperfine states as a function of magnetic
field is shown for 3He*–4He* and 3He*–3He*. We only show states which are stable against
spin exchange relaxation, i.e. the energetically lowest two-body state for a particular mF

value. The a + a and d + d states (gray) can only have collisions with ` = odd due to
symmetry.

[McNamara et al., 2006]. Recent experiments on a boson-fermion mixture of 87Rb–40K
[Simoni et al., 2008] however, have shown that such a system can be made more stable
by having an excess of the fermions rather than the bosons. This is explained by the fact
that for a three-body loss process in that case two identical fermions have to come close
to each other which is suppressed by the Pauli principle.

Effect on Feshbach resonances

In view of inelastic loss processes, the selected stable two-body hyperfine states for
all three helium isotope combinations are: 4He*–4He*: {A + A,C + C}, 3He*–3He*:
{a + a, a + b, d + d}, and 3He*–4He*: {a + A, b + A, d + C}. Before we discuss the pos-
sibility of finding Feshbach resonances for these two-body states, we will consider the
impact that inelastic loss processes might have on these resonances.

The presence of inelastic loss processes such as spin relaxation, relaxation-induced ioniza-
tion, and Penning ionization will affect the Feshbach resonances. These inelastic events
may occur not only in the open P but also in the closed Q channel subspace. The scat-
tering length describing the two-body interactions, including these effects, will now be
complex valued [van Kempen et al., 2002], and the divergence of the real part of the scat-
tering length at resonance will be suppressed. The strength of the resonance will depend
on the relative magnitudes of the coupling elements between the resonant state to the
elastic and inelastic channels [Hutson, 2007].

Although Feshbach resonances are usually associated with various enhanced (two and
three body) loss processes, they can also have a stabilizing effect [Smirne et al., 2007,
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Hutson et al., 2009]. Since inelastic losses can be induced in both the P- and Q-space by
PI, it is possible that PI losses can be suppressed as the admixture of P- and Q-space
can change in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance.

For PI losses, two metastable helium atoms (in close proximity of each other, for S 6= 2)
couple to energetically lower ionic states which yields an inelastic process. To describe the
effect of PI losses, one usually takes optical potentials and avoids the use of the ionic chan-
nels. This transforms the closed quantum system to an open one, i.e. the effective Hamil-
tonian describing the collision between two helium atoms has become non-Hermitian. This
is different as compared to the inelastic scattering caused by the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction, which is described by increasing the number of channels in the open channel
subspace but keeping the effective Hamiltonian Hermitian. Although the description of
both processes is different, the effect of these processes will (in principle) be the same.

The PI process will also influence the molecular states of the S = 0, 1 potentials. The
generic effect of this imaginary potential to describe PI, is that it will cause the bound
states of the real potential to become unstable [Da̧browski, 1996], i.e. they acquire a finite
lifetime. The binding energies of such unstable bound states are complex valued, as one
would expect for a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. The imaginary part of the complex energy
of such an unstable bound state is not used as a parameter in the ABM.

5.5 Feshbach resonances

Considering the various inelastic decay mechanisms due to PI and spin exchange relax-
ation, we have narrowed down the number of interesting open (also referred to as entrance)
channels dramatically. In our search for Feshbach resonances our focus will be on reso-
nances caused by coupled bound states which are mainly in an S = 2 state. The reason
for this lies in the inaccuracy of the S = 0, 1 potentials which will lead to a significant
spread of possible singlet and triplet binding energies3, as has been discussed in Sect. 5.3.
We limit the search for Feshbach resonances to magnetic fields up to 1 T. At the end of
this section, the found Feshbach resonances are summarized in Table 5.1.

Feshbach resonances induced by the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction Vss will also be
considered, although these are expected to yield much weaker Feshbach resonances as
compared to the ones induced by central interactions V . Since the dipole-dipole interaction
is weak we consider only first order processes and thus only include partial waves ` ≤ 2.
The basis set for the ABM calculations will consist of the (bound) eigenstates |ψAS,`〉 and
energies εAS,` of the 2S+1V (r) + `(` + 1)~2/(2µr2) potentials for ` ≤ 2. These molecular
states are determined in a similar fashion as presented in Sect. 5.3 for s-wave bound states.
The eigenstates |ψAS,`〉 allow us to determine the matrix elements of Vss as

〈ΨAS,`|Vss|ΨAS′,`′〉 = −3α2〈ψAS,`|
1

r3
|ψAS′,`′〉

2∑
q=−2

(−1)q√
8π

15
〈`m`|Y2−q(r̂)|`′m`′〉〈σ|{s1 ⊗ s2}2q|σ′〉, (5.11)

3Although there is a spread in the possible binding energies we will use the nominal values for all
calculations.
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where |ΨAS′,`′〉 ≡ |ψAS,`〉|`m`〉|σ〉, and |σ〉 is the two-body spin state [Tiecke et al., 2010b]
(cf. Chapter 3). The r-dependent factor 〈ψAS,`|r−3|ψAS′,`′〉 is determined by a numerical
integration. By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian H we find the energies of the coupled
bound states, as described in [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). The magnetic dipole-
dipole interaction is thus treated as a perturbation in first order in the ABM, similar
to the treatment of magnetic dipole-dipole interactions for metastable helium atoms by
[Beams et al., 2006].

We selected our entrance channels by minimizing possible inelastic losses due to PI and
spin exchange relaxation, however, Vss may couple to other states which are significantly
less stable than these entrance channels. In view of the Feshbach formalism discussed
in Sect. 5.2, these inelastic processes occur when the dimension of the open channel
subspace dim(P) > 1. The inelastic losses induced by Vss will alter the Feshbach resonance
characteristics, e.g. the real part of the scattering length will not diverge on resonance as
it would if there was only elastic scattering [Hutson, 2007]. Throughout this section, just
as with bare closed channel bound states, we only use the dominant (i.e. energetically
closest to the threshold) open channel bound state for the determination of B0,∆B. We
neglect the effect of the inelastic losses due to Vss and PI on the Feshbach resonances.

Homonuclear gas

For 4He*–4He* collisions, the absence of nuclear spin prohibits (coupled) bound states
within an mF -manifold to cross the open channel threshold and induce Feshbach reso-
nances. Since Vss can couple states of differentmF , Feshbach resonances can be induced by
the spin-spin interaction. For the two-body state A + A we find two Feshbach resonances.
It is important to note that the entrance channel A + A is purely quintet and there is a
bound state ε44

2 /h = −91 MHz parallel to the entrance channel.

A d-wave singlet bound state couples the entrance channel via Vss and causes a narrow
Feshbach resonance at B0 = 9.9 mT whose (field) width equals ∆B = 0.2 µT which is
denoted as I in Fig. 5.5. If we make the singlet potential deeper, within the inaccuracy of
the potential, we may find this resonance for fields up to B0 = 46 mT with the same field
width. By making the potential more shallow, in comparison with the nominal potential,
the resonance will be found at lower magnetic fields and can even disappear. Around
B = 133.1 mT a p-wave triplet bound state will cross the threshold of A + A (denoted by
II). This bound state can however not couple to the open channels and will therefore not
cause a Feshbach resonance. For higher magnetic fields, a Feshbach resonance is found
at B0 = 546.0 mT and a field width of ∆B = 1.1 µT. This resonance is caused by a
d-wave quintet bound state which is shown at III in Fig. 5.5. Since the S = 2 potential is
the most accurate potential we have, we expect that the prediction of the III resonance
will be the most accurate, as opposed to I where an S = 0 bound state causes the
resonance. For the C + C channel, Feshbach resonances are absent. We note however
that within the uncertainty of the singlet potential it is possible for a S = 0, ` = 2
bound state to be relatively close to the S = 2, ` = 0 bound state at low magnetic
fields. Since these two bound states can be coupled by the Vss interaction, the S =
2, ` = 0 bound state will become less stable. This can be of interest to recent studies
[Beams et al., 2006, Moal et al., 2007] on the lifetime of the S = 2, ` = 0 bound state of
the C + C channel. This qualitative argument needs further investigation.
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Figure 5.5: Energies of coupled bound states (black curve) are plotted versus the external
magnetic field for 4He*–4He*, neglecting threshold effects. The energy of the A + A,A + B
states correspond to different channel threshold energies (gray curve). At the points
I, II, III a coupled bound state intersects with the A + A threshold. The threshold of
A + A is degenerate with a d-wave A + A state. For the points I, III Feshbach resonances
are induced by d-wave bound states, with S = 0, 2 spin quantum numbers respectively.
For I there will be a large spread in possible resonance field position B0 because of the
inaccuracy of the singlet potential. At II a p-wave bound state crosses the threshold but
this state cannot induce a Feshbach resonance as it is not coupled the entrance channel.

For two fermionic helium atoms colliding, the entrance channels a + a, d + d can only be
populated for ` = odd. Therefore, for ultracold scattering experiments, the only relevant s-
wave channel is a + b. For this (anti-symmetrized) state the scattering is dominated by the
quintet potential at high magnetic fields, see Fig. 5.4. Without threshold effects, we expect
that around B ≈ 970 mT an s-wave quintet bound state will cross the scattering threshold.
Unlike the Feshbach resonances discussed so-far, the energy of this coupled bound state
is higher than the threshold energy for low magnetic fields. Including threshold effects
we find that this bound state will not cause a Feshbach resonance. There is an s-wave
triplet bound state which does create a wide (∆B ≈ 15.2 mT) Feshbach resonance around
B0 ≈ 1426.5 mT. The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction induces five Feshbach resonances
which are all caused by d-wave bound states in either the singlet or triplet configuration,
hence these resonance positions will not be stated here.

Since the S = 1 potential is almost resonant within the uncertainty variations, it may be
able to capture a new bound state, see the inset of Fig. 5.2. This makes it very challenging
to reliably predict Feshbach resonances for 3He*-3He* that involve the S = 1 potential.
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Heteronuclear gas

For the heteronuclear gas the only selected channel which allows for Feshbach resonances
induced by the central interaction is b + A. The a + A and d + C mixtures are both fully-
stretched states, and therefore can only have Feshbach resonances induced by Vss. If we
apply the ABM without taking into account threshold effects, we find two resonances:
one at low field B0 = 1.3 mT and one B0 = 347.8 mT. However, since the least bound
quintet state (ε34

2 ) is almost resonant, threshold effects will dominate and broad Feshbach
resonances are expected.
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Figure 5.6: In the upper panel the scattering length is shown for the b + A state as a
function of magnetic field. The scattering length is scaled to the van der Waals range
rvdW = 34 a0. At a magnetic field of B0 = 121.4 mT the Feshbach resonance will occur,
which has a field width of ∆B = 72.9 mT. At a magnetic field of BP

0 ≈ 214.7 mT, just
outside the plot, the P-space bound state will become resonant. In the lower panel the
energies of the uncoupled P, Q-space bound states are shown (dashed lines blue εP and
red curves εQ1 , εQ2 respectively) with respect to the open channel threshold energy. The
energy of the dressed bound state, which causes the Feshbach resonance, is found by
solving the pole equation of the S-matrix (black solid curve).

To include threshold effects we apply the theory as described in Sect. 5.2. We determine
the uncoupled P ,Q space bound states. Remarkably we do not find that either of the bare
closed channel bound states (with energies εQ1 and εQ2) cross the scattering threshold at
low magnetic field (see Fig. 5.6 ), as one would usually expect. Counter intuitively it is
the energy of the bare open channel bound state εP that becomes degenerate with the
scattering threshold which, if we could physically uncouple P- and Q-space (HPQ → 0),
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would result in a potential resonance. This will have severe consequences for the observed
resonance structure. Where usually a Q-space bound state pushes the dressed bound state
through threshold, here it is the P-space bound state.

The single resonance approximation will now fail since the |φQ1〉 and |φQ2〉 states are
energetically almost equidistant to the threshold. To describe the dressed bound state of
the coupled system we need to study the peculiar interplay of three bare bound states:
|φP 〉, |φQ1〉, |φQ2〉. The interplay of these bound states is illustrated nicely by the pole
equation of the total scattering matrix S = SPSQ:

(κP + ik)(E − E1)(E − E2) = 0, (5.12)

where we have used Eq. (5.5) for SQ. The closed channel bound states |φQ1〉, |φQ2〉 not
only interact with the |φP 〉 state but also with each other via P-space. The energy of the
dressed bound state which results from this interplay is shown as a solid line in Fig. 5.6.
Here only the physical solution of Eq. (5.12) which causes the resonance is shown.

From these threshold effects, we find a Feshbach resonance position B0 = 121.4+52.7
−45.9 mT

and width ∆B = 72.9+18.3
−19.3 mT. The variation in the position and width of the resonance

stated here is due to the uncertainty in the triplet bound state, since a significant fraction
of the |φQ1〉 state is in a triplet state. The strong coupling between open and closed channel
states (large HPQ) in combination with the P-space bound state being almost resonant,
results in this very broad Feshbach resonance.

The open channel bound state crosses the threshold at a magnetic field of BP
0 = 214.7 mT.

The description of the binding energies and the scattering length for B > BP
0 will become

inaccurate.

The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction for the b + A state can induce multiple Fesh-
bach resonances. Since the a + A channel is energetically open when we include Vss we
expect the Feshbach resonances to be modified by these open channels. Therefore we
will only predict the positions (thus without threshold effects) of the three resonances
B0 = {361.8, 572.9, 587.9} mT induced by quintet d-wave bound states, I, II, III respec-
tively in Fig. 5.7. At IV a p-wave quintet bound state will cross the threshold. This bound
state cannot couple to s-wave scattering states in b + A.

In the fully stretched a + A, d + C states, only Vss induced Feshbach resonances can occur.
For a + A we find five Feshbach resonances. Two of those are caused by quintet (d-wave)
bound states which yield B0 = 503.0 mT, ∆B = 5.5 µT and B0 = 994.1 mT, ∆B = 0.1 µT
labeled as 1, 2 respectively in Fig. 5.7. The d + C entrance channel state is expected to
suffer more from inelastic losses due to Vss as there are multiple (non-degenerate) open
channels. We only find one Feshbach resonance for this channel which is caused by a
triplet d-wave bound state.

5.6 Concluding remarks

We presented here the first study of Feshbach resonances for metastable helium atoms,
by using the asymptotic bound-state model. By analyzing the various inelastic decay
processes we have selected a few two-body spin states suitable for observing Feshbach
resonances. Reliably predicting these resonances is in some cases hindered by fact that
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Figure 5.7: Coupled bound states diagram for the 3He*–4He* mixture in the a + A, b + A
states. Only the positions of Feshbach resonances induced by S = 2 bound states are
labeled and the precise values are given in the text. For the spin stretched entrance
channel a + A, we find two resonances induced by (d-wave) quintet bound states at (1,2).
For the b + A entrance channel quintet (d-wave) bound states cause Feshbach resonances
at I, II, III. For IV a p-wave bound state crosses the threshold. This bound state can only
be coupled to other states of ` = odd, and will thus not couple to the threshold s-wave
state. All other crossings correspond to coupled bound states of S < 2. Note the large
number of possible resonances at low magnetic fields.

the S = 0, 1 potentials are known with far less accuracy as compared to the S = 2
molecular potential. Therefore, we have limited our discussion to coupled bound states
which have a dominant quintet character and cause Feshbach resonances for magnetic
fields up to 1 T. To study these resonances we have utilized and expanded the ABM:
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions as well as overlapping resonances can now be described
with this model. Although we found several Feshbach resonances, we did not find wide
resonances for the homonuclear (bosonic and fermionic) gas for the selected spin states.
The heteronuclear system however, reveals a very wide resonance ∆B = 72.9 mT at
relatively low magnetic field B0 = 121.4 mT making it of potential interest for further
theoretical and experimental investigation.

Measurements of Feshbach resonances will aid enormously in constructing more accurate
S = 0, 1 molecular potentials. Vice versa, with more accurate S = 0, 1 interaction poten-
tials we will be able to give reliable predictions of the abundant number of resonances
induced by coupled bound states in a dominantly singlet or triplet state. It is our current
understanding that these potentials can induce resonances at lower magnetic fields as
compared to S = 2 dominated bound states which makes them of great potential interest.
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Accurate interaction potentials would pave the way for full, numerically exact, coupled
channels calculations which will yield more accurate predictions. Based on qualitative
arguments, we also point out the interesting possibility of Feshbach resonance induced
stabilization of PI losses, where the resonance can effectively reduce the inelastic loss
rate. This effect may for instance be used to stabilize S = 0, 1 (coupled) bound states.

A mixture B0 (mT) ∆B (mT) ` S coupling

44 A+A 9.91 0.2×10−3 2 0 Vss

44 A+A 546.0(1) 1×10−3 2 2 Vss

33 a+b 1426.52 13.2 0 1 V

34 b+A 121.4+52.7
−45.9 72.9+18.3

−19.3 0 2 V
34 b+A 361.8(6) - 2 2 Vss

34 b+A 572.9(1) - 2 2 Vss

34 b+A 587.9(1) - 2 2 Vss

34 a+A 503.0(1) 5.5×10−3 2 2 Vss

34 a+A 994.1(1) 0.1×10−3 2 2 Vss

Table 5.1: A summary of the predicted Feshbach resonances for He*. The accuracy
of the predicted resonance field position (B0) is mainly determined by the dominant S
value of the responsible coupled bound state. All error bars are based on the deviations
in the used parameters, not on the errors made by applying the ABM. 1) For A = 44
the resonance at B0 = 9.9 mT can, within its error bars, shift up to B0 = 46 mT and
below B0 = 0 mT, i.e. disappear. 2) For A = 33 the nominal result is stated, although,
due to the resonant nature of the S = 1 potential, the resonance structure can change
dramatically. This will lead to a large deviation (≈ 300 mT) in B0.
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Chapter 6
Feshbach resonances in 40K

A. Ludewig, L. Cook, M.R. Goosen, T.M. Hanna, T.G. Tiecke, L. Taruell, U. Schneider,
T. Esslinger, I. Bloch, P.S. Julienne, S.J.J.M.F. Kokkelmans, and J.T.M. Walraven

To be published.

A survey of magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances in low temper-
ature 40K diatomic collisions is presented. This survey is supported
by new experimental measurements. Three distinct and complemen-
tary theoretical models have been used to describe the measurements.
Together they provide a complete picture of the Feshbach resonance
properties of potassium. An investigation on the stability of the gas,
with respect to two-body losses, has lead to the observation of several
new and potentially useful Feshbach resonances.

6.1 Introduction

Since the first realization of a degenerate Fermi gas [DeMarco & Jin, 1999], experiments
using 40K have explored a wealth of ultracold physics. A crucial experimental tool was
the discovery of a magnetically tunable Feshbach resonance [Loftus et al., 2002], which
lead to the formation of a molecular BEC [Greiner et al., 2003], and later to the cre-
ation of an ultracold gas of polar molecules [Ni et al., 2008]. Also a Mott insulator of
fermionic atoms was demonstrated [Jördens et al., 2008], which provides further insights
into the fermionic Hubbard Hamiltonian [Schneider et al., 2008]. And last but not least:
the exploration of the BCS-BEC crossover regime by using a strongly interacting gas
[Stewart et al., 2008]. Also several studies involving resonant collisions and molecular
formation provided by Feshbach resonances are performed using mixtures of 40K with
other species such as: 87Rb [Simoni et al., 2003, Inouye et al., 2004, Ferlaino et al., 2006,
Zirbel et al., 2008a, Zirbel et al., 2008b, Ospelkaus et al., 2006a, Ospelkaus et al., 2006b,
Ospelkaus et al., 2010], and 6Li [Wille et al., 2008]. These studies on mixtures open up
further promising avenues of research.

Magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances in ultracold gases of alkali metal atoms
[Köhler et al., 2006, Chin et al., 2010] are phenomena that facilitate many of the cur-
rent experiments in the field. They occur when colliding atoms with particular internal
configurations are coupled to a molecular state with a different internal configuration. The
energy difference between the scattering threshold and the molecular state can be adjusted
by the application of a magnetic field. When the energy of the molecular state is degen-
erate with the threshold energy, the s-wave scattering length will diverge [Taylor, 1972].
However, identical fermions in the same internal state cannot undergo s-wave collisions
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due to the Pauli principle, rather in this case the p-wave scattering volume can be made to
diverge due to the presence of a bound state. A crucial property of the Feshbach resonance
is that the magnitude and sign of the scattering length can be adjusted at will.

When a magnetic field B is present, we can define a collisional entrance channel in terms
of the energy eigenstates of the asymptotically separated atoms, as shown in the hyper-
fine diagram in Fig. (6.1). Observations have previously been made in the a + b chan-
nel, as well as in the b + b, and a + c channels [Loftus et al., 2002, Regal et al., 2003b,
Ticknor et al., 2004b, Regal & Jin, 2003].
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Figure 6.1: The energy eigenvalues of the single 40K atom Zeeman and hyperfine Hamil-
tonian as a function of applied magnetic field (104 Gauss = 1 Tesla). We label the states
from a to r in order of increasing energy. Also shown are the f and mf quantum num-
bers that these states correspond to. The inverted nature of the hyperfine splitting was
first reported in [Zacharias, 1942], atomic data is taken from [Arimondo et al., 1977]. An
entrance channel labeled as a + b, for example, would correspond to a collision with the
atoms initially in a state with appropriate symmetry, containing one atom in state a and
one in state b [Chin et al., 2010].

In this paper we explore Feshbach resonances in homonuclear mixtures of the fermionic
quantum gas 40K. We identify, both experimentally and theoretically, mixtures of different
hyperfine states with special features in the spectrum of Feshbach resonances. In Sect. (6.2)
we discuss the experiments and present the main results of this paper in Tables (6.1,6.2).
We measured 31 not previously observed resonances. In particular, we observed a ‘well-
isolated’ s-wave resonance with a width of 8.7 G in the c+d channel; the nearest resonance
being at 55 G from the resonance center. In the h + j channel we observed a p-wave
resonance with decay to the i+ i channel in which the atoms remain trapped. Further we
observed four p-wave resonances where the multiplet structure, induced by the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction, could be resolved [Ticknor et al., 2004a]. In Sect. (6.3) we dicuss
the theoretical side; we report on the performance of two theoretical models developed
for a simplified exploration of Feshbach spectra in binary mixtures: the three parameter
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multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT) [Hanna et al., 2009] and the asymptotic
bound-state model (ABM) [Tiecke et al., 2010a]. As accurate Born-Oppenheimer (BO)
potentials are available for Potassium [Falke et al., 2008], a quantitative comparison could
be made against a full coupled channels (CC) calculation [Stoof et al., 1988]. The results
of the three distinct methods are also compared to the experimental observations. In the
last section we present a summary and concluding remarks.

6.2 Experiments

The experimental data in Tables (6.1) and (6.2) was obtained on different experimental
setups in groups from Amsterdam [A], München [M] (previously in Mainz) and Zürich
[Z] which all determined the resonance field locations B0 via loss measurements. Data
marked with [A] was measured in a three-dimensional optical dipole trap by observing
the spin-dependent loss of atoms versus magnetic field. Data marked with [Z] and [M] was
taken in an optical lattice. The resonance field widths ∆B were obtained by the group
from Zürich [Z] by measuring the dephasing of Bloch oscillations. In Mainz the widths
were determined by measuring the ballistic expansion in combination with a homogeneous
Hubbard Model [Schneider et al., 2010].

6.2.1 Experiments in Amsterdam

In Amsterdam the positions of the Feshbach resonances are determined as an increase
in the atomic loss rate [Regal & Jin, 2003]. To distinguish between losses in the different
spin channels all measurements are done spin dependent. For the experiments we load
about 106 atoms from a magnetic trap into a single pass optical dipole trap, created by
focusing 1.9 W from a fiber laser (λ = 1.07 µm) to a 19 µm waist [Tiecke et al., 2010a]
acting as optical tweezers. The transfered cloud consists of a mixture of atoms in the
magnetically trappable spin states f = 9/2, mf = 9/2, 7/2, 5/2, 3/2, the states j, i, h, f
in the notation of Fig. (6.1). Using the tweezers the cloud is moved into the center of a
Feshbach coil producing the magnetic field for the measurements. As the cloud consists of
fermions in different spin states it can be evaporatively cooled by reducing the intensity
of the trapping light. The spin composition of the mixture is determined using the Stern-
Gerlach method with typically 104 atoms at the final temperature of about 1 µK. We
use for this purpose a magnetic field gradient of 100 G/cm, applied during the expansion
after release from the optical trap. The gradient separates the different spin states which
are then detected in zero field using absorption imaging. In view of the many states
of the f = 9/2 ground-state hyperfine manifold hundreds of Feshbach resonances can
be observed. Therefore, to assure a proper assignment of the Feshbach resonances, it is
essential to prepare high purity binary mixtures of only the desired spin states. The spin
state preparation is done in two steps: Firstly, all atoms except those in the most populated
state f = 9/2, mf = 9/2 are removed from the sample by a two photon cleaning process
at an offset field of 7 G. With microwave transitions the impurity states are transfered to
the f = 7/2, mf = 7/2 level of the upper hyperfine manifold and subsequently removed
by resonant light at the 2S1/2, f = 7/2 → 2P3/2, f = 5/2 optical transition. Secondly, the
desired states are populated by means of adiabatic transfer employing a radio frequency
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Figure 6.2: Determination of the field width ∆B of a s-wave Feshbach resonance in 40K.
It is an expanded view of Fig. 6.4. The center of the loss feature corresponds to B0 and
the width of the fitted Lorentzian corresponds to the width ∆B.

sweep at an offset field of 18 G. We have not observed any heating of the cloud due to the
spin preparation. The density of the spin mixture is then about 1012 cm−3. After holding
the atoms for 1–5 s at a designated magnetic field, we switch off the Feshbach coil and
apply a Stern-Gerlach pulse to determine the remaining number of atoms in each spin
state using absorption imaging.

The measured loss features are listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The resonances observed in
the d+ e mixture are shown in more detail in Fig. 6.2. This mixture is a good test bench
for the approximate theories which will be discussed in more detail in Sect. (6.3). We have
observed symmetric as well as asymmetric loss profiles. The narrow and isolated s-wave
resonances show a symmetric profile and are fitted with a Lorentz function to determine
the position B0 and the width ∆B of the loss feature cause by the Feshbach resonance. The
full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the loss features differs from the usual definition
of the theoretical width1 and is used as an indicator to characterize the observed feature.
The p-wave resonances and some of the broader s-wave resonances show an asymmetric
profile. Here we report the position of the Feshbach resonance as the magnetic field where
the biggest loss occurs. For the broader p-wave resonances we also resolve the doublet
feature due to magnetic dipole-dipole interactions [Ticknor et al., 2004a]. The assignment
to s- or p-wave resonances is simplified by measuring spin dependent: if only one spin state
shows losses at a certain field, a s-wave resonance can be excluded due to the fermionic
nature of the atoms.

In particular, we observed a ‘well-isolated’ s-wave resonance in the c + d channel, with
a p-wave resonance as the nearest resonance at 55 G from the resonance at the attrac-
tive side. This resonance may prove valuable in applications where one aims at mini-
mizing the elastic cross section by tuning to the zero crossing of the s-wave resonance

1For the theoretical definition of the magnetic field width of a resonance, the field difference between
where the scattering length is zero and resonant is taken.
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[Schneider et al., 2008]. Another interesting resonance is the p-wave resonance at 44(2) G
in the h+j channel, where the h+j → i+i decay channel is close to elastic and the atoms
in the i states remain trapped. If this channel can be made elastic, for instance by tight
confinement, it may be an interesting model system to study three fermion interactions.

6.2.2 Experiments in Zürich

In the Zürich group we determine the zero-crossing of the scattering length (a) through
the observation of Bloch oscillations in an optical lattice. At vanishing interactions these
oscillations can be maintained for many thousand cycles. A small amount of interactions,
however, already leads to collisions and to the dephasing of oscillations of different atoms.
Thus, the dephasing of Bloch oscillations constitutes an excellent observable for locat-
ing the zero crossing, as demonstrated in [Gustavsson et al., 2008] for the bosonic case.
Combined with an independent measurement of the resonance position, it can be used
to determine the resonance width. The starting point of this experiment is a degenerate
Fermi gas of typically 20000 atoms loaded in a one-dimensional optical lattice of depth
5 ER, where ER is the recoil energy. We limit the filling in the band since the fermionic
nature of the atoms would otherwise lead to a complete occupation of the entire Brillouin
zone and prevent the observation of the oscillations. After excitation, the atoms are al-
lowed to oscillate for up to 750 ms and this for different values of the offset magnetic field.
We then measure the quasi-momentum distribution after a time-of-flight expansion. A
moment where the atoms are left at the band center after the oscillation is chosen. There
a = 0 corresponds to the smallest measured root mean square (rms) momentum spread.
Figure 6.3 shows the experimental results. Using the literature values for the resonance po-
sition B0 [Loftus et al., 2002, Regal et al., 2004b, Regal & Jin, 2003, Regal et al., 2003a]
and the background scattering length abg = 174a0, we fit a Gaussian dip to the rms
momentum width:

qrms(B) = q0 + ∆q exp

[
−1

2

(abg

∆a

)2
(

1− ∆B

B −B0

)2
]
. (6.1)

The four remaining parameters are determined by the fit: q0 the rms momentum for
dephased oscillations, ∆q the maximum change in rms momentum without interactions,
∆a the width of the low dephasing regions around a = 0, and ∆B the width of the
Feshbach resonance.

We obtain a width of 7.5(1) G for the a + b resonance at 202.1 G and 7.6(1) G for the
a + c resonance at 224.21(5) G. The accuracy is limited by the magnetic field calibra-
tion, the uncertainty of the resonance position and the width of the dip. Compared to
experimental values obtained at JILA, the width of the a + c resonance differs. They
are however consistent with the value of the on-site-interaction extracted from lattice
modulation spectroscopy in a three-dimensional optical lattice [Jördens et al., 2010]. Ad-
ditionally we have observed an unreported p-wave Feshbach resonance in the c+c channel
which shows the characteristic doublet feature2 due to magnetic dipole-dipole interactions
[Ticknor et al., 2004b].

2We obtain B0 =232.8(2) G and B0 =233.4(2) G for |m`| = 1 and m` = 0 respectively. Here m` is
projection of the orbital angular momentum on the magnetic field axis.
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Figure 6.3: Suppressed dephasing of Bloch oscillations at the zero crossing of the scat-
tering length. In the a + c and a + b mixtures (top and bottom respectively), the root
mean square momentum width qrms in units of camera pixels shows a characteristic dip
when the interactions vanish at the zero crossing of the scattering length.

6.2.3 Experiments in München

In the München group the widths of the Feshbach resonances are measured by ballistic
expansion from an optical lattice. We start out with typically 2-3×105 atoms at temper-
atures of T/TF = 0.13(2). The atoms are harmonically confined in a red-detuned crossed
beam optical dipole trap. The atoms are loaded into a three-dimensional blue-detuned op-
tical lattice with a depth of 8ER. Employing the right loading procedure leads to a known
density distribution of localized atoms [Schneider et al., 2010]. By lowering the power of
the red-detuned trap to about 10% of its initial power the confinement of the atoms can
be set such that it is nearly two-dimensional and the harmonic confinement disappears
and the atoms expand. This ballistic expansion in the lattice depends on the interaction
between the atoms. For increasing interaction strengths the expansion of the cloud center
is slowed down. We extract the core width Rc(t) of the cloud from phase-contrast images.
The time evolution of the core width can be described by

Rc(t) =
√
Rc(0)2 + v2

c t
2. (6.2)

From this equation the core expansion velocities vc for varying interaction strengths can
be determined. At the zero crossing of the Feshbach resonance (a = 0) the expansion
velocity vc peaks. We find the zero crossing of the a+ b resonance at B(a = 0) = 209.1(2)
G. The resonance position was determined in similar fashion as in Amsterdam (see 6.2.1).
We found that B0 = 202.1 G which means that the width of the resonance equals 7.0(2) G.
The accuracy is limited by the magnetic field calibration, the uncertainties in determining
the expansion velocities are much smaller.

6.3 Theoretical methods

In this section we discuss the coupled-channels (CC) method which is used to accurately
describe the two-body interactions of ultracold potassium atoms. The CC method allows
for a precise characterization of all the measured Feshbach resonances. Additionally, the
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CCmethod is used to test the validity of two simplified models of resonance scattering: The
asymptotic bound-state model (ABM) and multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT).
Each of these two approaches represents a different method of simplifying the problem
of searching for and characterizing Feshbach resonances and molecular states, and has its
corresponding features and limitations which will be discussed.

6.3.1 Coupled-channels calculations

To treat the CC equations numerically, we use log-derivative propagation methods
which have been discussed extensively in [Johnson, 1973, Stoof et al., 1988, Hutson, 1994,
Mies et al., 1996]. Here we give an overview of what is involved to solve the CC
equations. As input for the newly written CC code, which was implemented in the
MATLAB programming language, we use the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potentials of
Ref. [Falke et al., 2008]. The combination of calculation and experiment showed that it
was not necessary to fine tune these BO potentials, i.e., the BO potentials are accurate
enough to properly describe the scattering of ultracold potassium atoms. The obtained
numerical results are used to characterize atomic two-body loss rates3 and resonance
parameters, which are presented in Tables (6.1,6.2).

In the center of mass frame [Taylor, 1972] the Hamiltonian for two alkali metal atoms in
the presence of a magnetic field B, is given by

H =
p2

2µ
+Hint + V + Vss, (6.3)

where the first term represents the relative kinetic energy with µ the reduced mass. The
two-body internal energy Hint is determined by the Zeeman and hyperfine interactions for
each atom j

Hint =
2∑
j=1

(ahf

~2
sj · ij + µB(gesi + gnii) ·B

)
. (6.4)

The hyperfine constant ahf gives the magnitude of the hyperfine splitting as seen in
Fig. (6.1); ij, sj, µB, gn, ge are the nuclear spin of atom j, electronic spin of the va-
lence electron of atom j, Bohr magneton, nuclear g-factor, and electronic g-factor re-
spectively. The term V = PsVs +PtVt includes the singlet Vs and triplet Vt BO potentials
[Falke et al., 2008] with the operators Ps and Pt projecting out the singlet and triplet com-
ponents of the wave function respectively. The spin-spin dipole interaction is described
by

Vss =
α2Eha

3
0

~2r3
[s1 · s2 − 3(s1 · r̂)(s2 · r̂)] , (6.5)

which is the long range approximation to the interaction between the magnetic moments
of the outer shell electrons belonging to each of the alkali metal atoms, as discussed in
Ref. [Stoof et al., 1988]. Here r̂, Eh, and α are the interatomic separation, Hartree energy,
and fine structure constant respectively.

Starting from the rigorous multichannel scattering theory it is possible to derive
the coupled-channels equations in the close coupling approximation [Taylor, 1972,

3The inelastic collision rate in the vicinity of a resonance is also of interest as it is related to the
longevity of an experiment.
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Newton, 1982]. Hereby we express the wave function in terms of the N (channel) states
|σm〉 that diagonalize the Hamiltonian Hint and have the correct symmetry

Ψ(r) =
1

r

N∑
m=1

|σm〉ψm(r). (6.6)

The radial Schrödinger equation can now be projected onto the channel states which yield
N equations

∂2ψm
∂r2

=
2µ

~2

N∑
n=1

[Wm,n(r) + (Vss)m,n(r)− Eδm,n]ψn(r), (6.7)

where δm,n is the Kronecker delta, and

Wm,n(r) = δm,n

[
δn +

~2

2µ

`n(`n + 1)

r2

]
+ Vm,n. (6.8)

Here δn is the eigen-energy of the internal Hamiltonian Hint and `n is the relative orbital
angular momentum quantum number of the state |σn〉. It is useful to rewrite this set of
equations in N ×N matrix form

Ψ′′(r) = [Q(r) + Vss(r)] Ψ(r), (6.9)

with Q(r) having elements given by 2µ
~2 [Wn,m(r) − Eδn,m]. Considering the asymptotic

scattering boundary condition (i.e. r →∞), [Ψ]{1,...,N},m can be interpreted as being the
scattering wave function with an incoming wave in channel m. In practice, rather than
propagating the wave function and derivative matrices to large r, we instead propagate
the log-derivative matrix Y = Ψ′[Ψ]−1 using the technique of [Manolopoulos, 1986]. With
this in mind a multichannel S-matrix can be extracted via [Taylor, 1972]

S(r) =
[
Y(r)h(1)(r)− h′

(1)
(r)
]−1 [

h′
(2)

(r)−Y(r)h(2)(r)
]
, (6.10)

where
[
h(1,2)(r)

]
n,m

= −δn,m
√
knri h

(1,2)
`n

(r), and h(1)
`n

and h(2)
`n

are spherical Hankel func-
tions of the first and second kind. The asymptotic magnitude of the momentum in channel
|σn〉 equals ~kn =

√
2µ(E − δn). For non-s-wave entrance channels the numerical prop-

agation becomes difficult at low collision energies. We find it necessary to use the long
range approximate correction to the S-matrix given by [Stoof et al., 1988]

S(∞) ≈ S(r1) +
µi

~2

∫ ∞
r1

[
h(2)(r) + S(r1)h(1)(r)

]
×Vss(r)

[
h(2)(r) + h(1)(r)S(r1)

]
dr (6.11)

in order to greatly increase the rate of convergence. This expression assumes that r1 is
large enough to neglect contributions from the central potential V , which fall of as r−6.
The integration in this expression is performed analytically. We only include open channels
in this correction.

Although we have thus far formulated the problem using |σm〉, it is also useful to use an
alternative set of angular momentum states. In the inner region, where the singlet and
triplet potentials are dominant we use a basis in which i1 and i2 are coupled to give I,
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Figure 6.4: Observation of 40K Feshbach resonances by loss spectroscopy. Upper plot,
right y-axis: Atoms remaining in the trap after the cloud had been held at magnetic field
B. Light blue circles denote atoms in the d state, dark blue circles denote atoms in the e
state. Left y-axis: The solid line is the imaginary part of the scattering length and is the
proportional to the inelastic collision rate for two atom collisions. Lower plot: The solid
line is the real part of the scattering length. The vertical lines indicate the positions of
some p-wave resonances light blue dashed being in the d + d channel, black dotted the
d+ e channel, and dark blue dashed the e+ e channel.
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and, s1 and s2 are coupled to give S. This has the advantage of the BO contribution V
being diagonal. We preform the basis transformation at the internuclear distance where
the energy difference |Vt − Vs| is large compared to the atomic hyperfine coupling.

Once an S-matrix has been evaluated one can extract the s-wave scattering length by
defining the phase shift δ(E), related to the element of the S-matrix [S]e,e = exp[2iδ(E)],
with e indicating the entrance channel. If the entrance channel is the only open channel
the scattering length is given by the limiting process

a = lim
k→0

− tan[δ(E)]

k
. (6.12)

This can be generalized to the case where the scattering is not purely elastic, i.e.,
there is more than one open channel. It can be shown, see Refs. [Fedichev et al., 1996a,
Bohn & Julienne, 1999, Hutson, 2007, Naik et al., 2011], that in the vicinity of a Feshbach
resonance the following parametrization is valid

a(B) = abg

(
1− ∆B(B −B0)

(B −B0)2 + (γB/2)2

)
, (6.13)

b(B) = 2ares
(γB/2)2

(B −B0)2 + (γB/2)2
. (6.14)

Here the complex scattering length ã and complex phase shift δ(E) are now related by

ã = a− ib = lim
k→0

− tan[δ(E)]

k
. (6.15)

The real part of this scattering length is still the appropriate parameter to describe the
elastic scattering process, while the imaginary part can be used to describe the inelastic
rate coefficient

G(B) =
4π~
µ
b(B), (6.16)

which has its peak exactly on resonance where it equals G(B0) = 8π~ares/µ. In these
expressions, abg is the background scattering length, representing the scattering length
of the entrance channel in the absence of a resonance. We have expressed the decay rate
of the bound state, γ, in magnetic field units, γB = ~γ/µres, where µres is the difference
in magnetic moment between the entrance channel and the bound state causing the res-
onance. The resonance length ares is defined by aresγB = abg∆B and characterizes the
strength of a resonance. The magnetic width and magnetic field location of a resonance
are given by ∆B and B0, respectively. Some results of the CC calculation are shown in
Fig. 6.4, where they are directly compared to experimental findings.

Bound state calculations are performed as in Ref. [Hutson, 1994]. They involve numerical
methods similar to those used for the scattering calculations. However the asymptotic
(r → ∞) boundary condition on Ψ(r) now requires that all elements decay suitably to
zero. The term Vss is neglected in the bound state calculations because these calculations
are used for comparison (see Fig. 6.5) to the MQDT and the ABM, neither of which
include this term. We propagate Y(r) from small r outwards to some matching point R,
which we call Ya. We then propagate from large r inwards to R which we call this Yb. It
can be shown that a bound state exists if the matching matrix

M(E) = Ya −Yb (6.17)

has an eigenvalue of value 0.
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6.3.2 Multichannel quantum defect theory

The MQDT [Hanna et al., 2009] is a scattering theory approach, incorporating two sim-
plifying assumptions based on the separation of scale between the kinetic energy of the
colliding atoms and the depth of the interatomic potential. Firstly, a pure van der Waals
potential is used. We analytically solve the radial Schrödinger equation with this potential,
using a powerful set of tools developed by Gao (see Ref. [Gao et al., 2005] and references
therein). This saves the computational effort of propagating either the wavefunction or its
log-derivative to large distances. Secondly, the physics occurring at small r is accounted
for by an energy-independent boundary condition (a ‘quantum defect’) given in terms of
the singlet and triplet scattering lengths [Gao et al., 2005]. Matching the energy depen-
dent solutions of the van der Waals potential to the short range boundary condition allows
scattering and bound state properties to be predicted based on just three parameters de-
scribing the interactions: the scattering length of the singlet as and triplet at potential
and the dispersion coefficient C6 which describes the van der Waals tail of the interaction.

We have applied our model to calculations in the presence of a magnetic
field [Hanna et al., 2009] and RF radiation [Kaufman et al., 2009, Hanna et al., 2010].
We also note Gao’s earlier work on collisions of alkali atoms at zero magnetic
field [Gao et al., 2005]. In the present work, an MQDT search over all possible collision
channels was used as a guide for the CC calculations. The singlet and triplet scattering
lengths were allowed to vary slightly from their actual values to optimize the fit to known
resonances. This offsets the main error introduced by the above approximations: that
deeper bound states are less accurately reproduced by the approximate potential.

We have calculated the Feshbach resonances using the most recent literature values given
in Ref. [Falke et al., 2008] (as = 104.41 a0, at = 169.67 a0 and C6 = 3925.9 Eha

6
0), which

we will refer to as the physical parameters. The data, presented in Table 6.3, has an rms
deviation for the resonance locations of 17.4G, with a systematic offset towards the low
field side. By using as and at as fit parameters, we reduce the rms deviation to 2.6G,
obtaining final fit parameters of afits = 101.88 a0 and afitt = 165.41 a0. Data for the d + e
s-wave channel, optimized in this manner, is shown in Fig. 6.5. The three lowest-field
s-wave resonances in the d + e channel arise from a deep bound state belonging to a
energetically higher collision threshold. Consequently, non-C6 terms of the potential are
more significant, and the MQDT calculation has a larger error than it does for the other
resonances shown. Based on our s-wave fit, we calculate several p-wave resonances, listed
in Table 6.4. With the exception of two outlying points in the h+h channel, we reproduce
the CC results well. We note that it is possible to obtain a much better fit when considering
only resonances created by shallow bound states. This illustrates that the freedom given
by the two fit parameters can only offset some of the errors introduced by making our
approximations.

6.3.3 Asymptotic bound-state model

The ABM [Tiecke et al., 2010b] uses only bound states to calculate Feshbach reso-
nance positions and widths. This approach allows accurate prediction of the resonances
based on simple matrix operations, without solving the radial Schrödinger equation. As
in the MQDT approach, it is sufficient to use as inputs as, at and C6. From these,
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we use the accumulated phase method [Verhaar et al., 2009] to calculate binding ener-
gies εSν and overlap parameters 〈ψS′ν′ |ψSν 〉, where ν, ν ′ range over all contributing bound
states of the singlet and triplet potentials4. Since the initial application of the ABM to
the mixture of 6Li-40K [Wille et al., 2008], it has been successfully applied in its orig-
inal form by other groups on a variety of systems [Li et al., 2008, Voigt et al., 2009,
Deh et al., 2010, Knoop et al., 2011], and extended to include dipole-dipole interac-
tions [Goosen et al., 2010], overlapping resonances [Goosen et al., 2010], and RF-induced
resonances [Tscherbul et al., 2010]. Here, we describe an extension to the ABM which
makes it applicable to systems with a large positive background scattering length.

Ultracold scattering in the entrance channel, in the absence of Feshbach resonances, is
well described by abg. This scattering length will depend on the energy εbg of the least
bound state of the background interaction potential. When the background scattering
length is non-resonant, this least bound state is not energetically near the threshold of
the channel. As in this case the effect of the scattering states on this bound state is
small, the ABM accurately gives εbg. This changes when the background scattering length
becomes resonant, i.e., the background scattering length is much larger than the range
of the interaction potential (abg � r0), as occurs in relevant collision channels of 40K.
In such a system, the entrance channel supports a bound state close to threshold. The
effect of these scattering states on the bound state (which cannot be neglected) can be
incorporated into the ABM by effectively correcting the coupling of the least bound singlet
and triplet states via their overlap parameter 〈ψ0

−1|ψ1
−1〉. To determine this correction we

use the degenerate internal states (DIS) approximation [Stoof et al., 1988]. Within this
approximation abg can be deduced from a simple decomposition of the entrance channel
|σe〉 into singlet and triplet admixtures:

aDIS
bg = 〈σe| (asPs + atPt) |σe〉. (6.18)

The energy of the least bound state of the entrance channel potential, which effectively
includes the coupling to scattering states, can now be approximated by

εDIS
bg = − ~2

2µ(aDIS
bg − r0)2

, (6.19)

where the range of the potential is taken to be the van der Waals length5 r0 = rvdW.
Equation (6.19) is only accurate when6 aDIS

bg � r0. By modifying 〈ψ0
−1|ψ1

−1〉 such that
εbg = εDIS

bg for each magnetic field, we have effectively determined the correct singlet
triplet coupling of the least bound states in the presence of nearby scattering states. The
found magnetic field dependent overlap 〈ψ0

−1|ψ1
−1〉(B) is used as input for the usual ABM

calculations. Note that the range variation of the overlap parameter is a few percent,
which corresponds to a shift of εbg of a few MHz.

We calculate the s-wave Feshbach resonances using the physical values of as, at and C6 as
given in the previous section. The resonance values are shown in Table 6.3. Considering
that the ABM uses only bound states and just three input parameters, the agreement

4Here ν is counted from the dissociation limit, i.e., ν = −1 is the least bound state.
5The van der Waals length rvdW = (µC6/8~2)1/4 for potassium equals 64.9a0.
6Note that if this condition is not satisfied, the bound-continuum coupling is smaller and it is not

necessary to modify the overlap parameter. Therefore the ABM can be applied in its original form.
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with the coupled channels calculations is quite satisfactory. The initial fit has an rms
deviation from the CC s-wave resonance positions of 16.4G. Performing a least-squares
fit by slightly varying the overlap parameters and the ε1−2 binding energy gives better
agreement, yielding an rms deviation for the resonance positions of σ ' 6.9G. The bound
states produced by this fitted calculation are shown in Fig. 6.5.

For the p-wave resonances the background scattering is non-resonant. Therefore, we cal-
culate the p-wave resonances using ABM in its original form, using magnetic field inde-
pendent overlap parameters. We fit the resonance positions by varying only the 〈ψ0

−2|ψ1
−2〉

overlap parameter and the binding energy ε0−2. The other binding energies and overlap
parameters are kept fixed to the values obtained from the accumulated phase method.
The rms deviation on the fit is σ ' 6.4G and the resonances are shown in Table 6.4.

6.3.4 Comparison of MQDT and ABM

MQDT and the ABM have both been applied to the 6Li-40K [Wille et al., 2008,
Tiecke et al., 2010a, Naik et al., 2011] and 40K-87Rb [Hanna et al., 2009,
Tiecke et al., 2010b] mixtures, which allow for some indirect comparison. Here we
present an explicit comparison of the two models for the more complex case of 40K-40K.
We compare the results of the two models to the results of the CC calculation which are
summarized in Tables (6.3,6.4) and shown in Fig. 6.5.

The results obtained by using physical parameters (i.e. literature values) are shown in the
middle columns of Table 6.3. MQDT has the slightly higher rms deviation from the CC
results compared to the ABM, consistently producing B0 values that are too low. As the
qualitative agreement is good for both models, they can both be used for guiding more
accurate coupled channels calculations, or providing quick feedback between theory and
experiment. The fitted results of each model are also shown in Table 6.3. Here the MQDT
approach produces a significantly lower rms deviation from the CC results compared to
the ABM. In optimizing the MQDT model to the CC data we varied only as and at, while
keeping C6 constant. For fitting the ABM we varied the binding energies and wavefunction
overlaps, yielding effectively eight free parameters. However, in both the s- and p-wave
cases one overlap parameter was dominant in obtaining a good fit. For the s- and p-wave
fits the most relevant overlap parameters were 〈ψ0

−1|ψ1
−2〉 and 〈ψ0

−2|ψ1
−2〉, respectively. Both

of these elements involve the ν = −2 states. This indicates that either non-C6 components
of the potential are becoming significant, as is the main limiting factor for the MQDT
approach, or that deeper bound states should be taken into account in the ABM.

Despite the simplification of neglecting scattering states, good qualitative agreement is
obtained for the resonance widths with the ABM. With the scattering approach of MQDT,
we also obtain good qualitative agreement with the CC results. However, quantitatively
we find that the MQDT and the ABM are limited in their accuracy for predicting the
widths of Feshbach resonances. Resonance widths depend on the difference between the
singlet and triplet potentials, which both theories only include crudely by assigning each
potential the appropriate scattering length.

Next we consider molecular bound-state manifolds obtained via MQDT and ABM and
compare these to CC calculations. We consider the s-wave d + e channel which, within
the range of 300 Gauss, contains 7 resonances. Two of these resonances where to narrow
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Figure 6.5: Energy spectrum of s-wave molecular levels of 40K in the d + e channel.
Energies are given relative to the d + e threshold. The binding energies where obtained
using: the CC method (blue line), the MQDT (red dashed line), and the ABM (green
dot-dashed line). The inset shows the binding energies near the broad resonance around
B ' 290 G. For the MQDT and ABM the optimized parameters were used as input.
The results for ABM are shown without the dressing of the bound state (cf. Chapter 3,
[Tiecke et al., 2010b]), except in the inset (green dotted line).

to be observed experimentally. As this channel contains both wide and narrow resonances
it very suitable for a comparison of the simplified models with respect to the CC results.
The results of the comparison, where we used the optimized parameters as input, are
shown in Fig. 6.5. For the MQDT it is difficult to reproduce the lower field (narrow)
resonances as these result from a deeper bound state belonging to an energetically higher
collision threshold. For the ABM it is hard to reproduce the highest field resonance as
the threshold effects become strong for this (wide) resonance. These threshold effects can
be incorporated (cf. Chapter 3, [Tiecke et al., 2010b]) to produce better results for the
wide resonance, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 6.5. Both models have difficulties to
reproduce the molecular bound-state manifolds at low magnetic fields around the 10 MHz.
This can be attributed to the fact that the models where fit to resonance magnetic field
positions, i.e., points at zero energy.

6.4 Summary and conclusions

We have presented a detailed study on the rich Feshbach resonance structure of 40K. Ex-
cellent agreement is found for 36 resonances (s- and p-waves) between the CC calculations
and measurements, 31 of which where experimentally observed for the first time. Two of
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these resonances show features that deserve special attention: The ‘well-isolated’ s-wave
resonance in the c + d channel at 178(1) G with the nearest resonance at +55 G from
the resonance center, which is of importance for applications relying on the zero crossing
of the s-wave resonance. The other resonance is the p-wave resonance at 44(2) G in the
h + j channel, where the h + j → i + i decay channel is close to elastic channel and
might find an application in studies on three fermion interactions. The combination of
CC calculations and experimental observations showed that the unmodified BO poten-
tials [Falke et al., 2008], which are used as input for the calculations, are accurate enough.
With these BO potentials the CC method can be used to reliably model ultracold col-
lisions of potassium atoms. It also allowed a complete characterization of the observed
s-wave resonances.

For the ABM, the large background scattering length for most scattering channels of
40K made it necessary to account for the strong influence of scattering states via a mag-
netic field-dependent overlap parameter between the least-bound singlet and triplet states.
This effectively accounts for the coupling between the bound and continuum states, and
is provided by mapping the field-dependent background scattering length, a continuum
parameter, onto the background binding energy, an ABM property that is sensitive to the
overlap parameter. The mechanism is generic, and can be applied to other atomic systems
with large positive background scattering lengths.

In addition we compared two models which are complementary to the CC method: The
MQDT and the ABM. In essence both the simplified models consist of three parameters
however, the MQDT is based on scattering states while the ABM is based on bound
states. Because each physical effect is incorporated in the ABM separately, it provides a
framework within which a system can be studied at various levels of complexity which is
not possible within the MQDT approach. The predicted magnetic resonance field strengths
(for s- and p-wave resonances) and the energy of bound states are compared to CC
calculations illustrating the strengths and limitations of both models. Both simplified
models are able to reproduce the scattering and bound state properties of the 40K gas
quite well. While MQDT gives the better optimized fit, the ABM performs slightly better
with the physical input parameters and is the simpler approach7. The predicted resonance
widths by the two simplified models corresponds qualitatively to the CC results, which
can be attributed to the fact that both methods do not account for the exchange energy
properly. By studying molecular bound-state manifolds of the s-wave d + e channel we
found that both models performed equally well; the ABM has difficulties with reproducing
resonances where strong threshold effects are involved, whereas the MQDT runs into
difficulties when more deeply bound states are involved. The MQDT and the ABM proved
to be very useful and valuable in combination with CC calculations, which are more
accurate but also more complicated. The MQDT gives more accurate results whereas the
simpler ABM provides direct physical insight.

7We note that the ABM can readily output quantum numbers of bound states and can be generalized
to more accurate potentials.
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Experiment CC
Channel MT B0 (G) Source B0 (G)
a+ c -7 215(5) M 215.0
b+ b -6, -8 198.30(2) [Gaebler et al., 2007] 198.4
b+ b -7 198.80(5) [Gaebler et al., 2007] 198.9
c+ c -5 232.8(2) [Z]; 232.8(2) [A] Z/A 233.0
c+ c -5 233.4(2) [Z]; 233.6(2) [A] Z/A 233.6
c+ c -5 245.3(5) [M]; 245.4(4) [A] M/A 245.0
c+ d -4 262.6(2) A 262.5
c+ d -5,-3 262.2(2) A 262.2
d+ d -3 287(1.8) A 287.6
d+ d -3 311.8(4) A 311.8
d+ e -2 338(1.8) A 338.4
e+ e -1 373(1.8) A 373.7
h+ h 5 68(1.8) A 67.6
h+ h 5 102(1.8) A 100.2
h+ h 5 139(1.8) A 138.0
h+ h 5 324(1.8) A 323.1
h+ j 7 44(1.8) A 44.6
i+ i 6,8 43.8(2) A 43.6
i+ i 7 44.7(2) A 44.9
i+ i 6,8 45.2(2) A 45.3
i+ i 7 46.4(2) A 46.4

Table 6.2: Observed p-wave Feshbach resonances with accompanying coupled-channels
(CC) parametrization. The letters A, M, and Z indicate a measurement performed by
the Amsterdam, Mainz/ München, and Zürich groups respectively. The total projection
of angular momentum along the magnetic field axis (MT ) can take on three values for
each collision channel. These correspond to different projections of the orbital angular
momentum quantum number m` = 0,±1. The CC calculations were performed at an
initial collision energy of E/kb = 1µk. This accounts for the discrepancy between the
calculated positions in the b + b channel with Ref. [Gaebler et al., 2007] were effort was
made to account for the temperature dependence.
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CC MQDT ABM
Channel B0 (G) B0 (G) B0 (G)
a + c 215.37 222.7 229.4
b + b 198.58 200.0 203.1
c + c 233.18 235.9 231.2
c + c 245.13 246.2 247.7
c + d 262.28 263.6 258.9
d + d 287.00 292.6 280.1
d + d 311.60 312.0 311.2
d + e 338.19 339.4 333.4
e + e 373.00 380.5 365.9
h + h 67.82 73.8 65.6
h + h 101.17 79.2 94.0
h + h 136.46 119.7 136.5
h + h 323.37 320.1 336.5
h + j 44.57 48.1 43.3
i + i 44.80 48.4 43.5

σrms (G): 8.3 6.3
Table 6.4: Positions of several p-wave resonances, comparing MQDT and the ABM to
CC results. The MQDT positions were calculated using the same fit derived for the s-
wave resonances, while a separate ABM fit was performed. The multiplet structure of the
i+i resonance is not resolved in the MQDT and ABM calculations since the dipole-dipole
interactions are not included. The value of σrms is determined from the center resonance.
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Chapter 7
Ultracold scattering without scattering
states: A resonant state model

M.R. Goosen and S.J.J.M.F. Kokkelmans

To be published.

We present a resonant state model (RSM) which can be used to de-
scribe the scattering of two atoms in the ultracold regime. In this
regime, the two-body interactions are dominated by only a few reso-
nant states. The RSM can be used to determine the poles correspond-
ing to these resonant states by a simple diagonalization operation. In
principle, the only free parameters of the model are the dominant
resonant poles of the spin-less direct interaction potential. The RSM
is considered to be a natural generalization of the asymptotic bound-
state model [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). Similarly, the RSM
can be used to assign and predict Feshbach resonances by only a few
parameters. We present the exactly soluble model of coupled rectan-
gular potentials to illustrate and test our model.

7.1 Introduction

The impact of Feshbach resonances on theoretical as well as experimental work in
the field of ultracold atomic and molecular gases can hardly be overestimated. These
Feshbach resonances allow for in situ tunability of the interatomic interaction via
an external magnetic field, as was first pointed out by [Tiesinga et al., 1992]. After
the first observation of Feshbach resonances [Inouye et al., 1998], a new road opened
up towards the creation of ultracold molecules, which became very successful. The
most accurate way to predict these Feshbach resonances is by solving numerically
the coupled-channels equation [Stoof et al., 1988]. The input for these calculations are
the two-body interaction potentials which, especially for most of the heteronuclear
gases, are often not accurate enough to obtain reliable predictions. Complementary
to coupled-channels calculations, several simplified models have been developed for
solving the ultracold two-body problem, with different ranges of validity and accu-
racy [Moerdijk et al., 1995, Vogels et al., 1998, Mies & Raoult, 2000, Góral et al., 2004,
Hanna et al., 2009, Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). Often, a combination of these
models with experimental results can lead to more accurate two-body observables and
potentials, which in turn can serve again as input for more accurate coupled-channels
analysis. Moreover, these simplified models often allow for a physically intuitive view on
the Feshbach resonance structure of an ultracold gas, which makes them of great value.
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In this chapter, we focus on one of these models namely: the asymptotic bound-state
model (ABM) [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3). In principle, this model solely con-
sists of bound states. The input parameters of the model are the binding energies of
the least bound states of the uncoupled molecular potentials as well as the overlap be-
tween these states. By varying these three parameters, the model can be fit to exper-
imental data to assign observed Feshbach resonances or, vice versa, predict Feshbach
resonances with predetermined input parameters. However, it is well known that the
complete set of eigenstates of a Hamiltonian used to describe the interactions of two
atoms consists of both bound states below threshold, and scattering states in the contin-
uum [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962]. For calculation the bound state are much easier
to handle compared to the scattering (or continuum) states. These scattering states are
non square integrable, energy dependent, and require discretization schemes to be treated.
For a non trivial case, calculating continuum contributions usually takes a great deal of
numerical effort. This is exactly one of the reasons that makes the ABM computationally
light. However, the scattering states cannot always be neglected, especially when a bound
state is considered near a dissociation threshold.

As a basis alternative to the sum of bound and scattering states we can also use the
natural generalization of the bound state: a resonance state. Like with bound states,
the energies of these resonant states can be viewed as the natural (eigen) frequencies of
the two-body system; their energies correspond to the poles of the scattering matrix. To
describe the α-decay of radioactive atomic nuclei, [Gamow, 1928] introduced an energy
eigenstate with a complex valued energy which closely resembles a resonant state. Gamow
associated the lifetime of the eigenstate with the imaginary part of the energy of the state.
A resonant state can also be viewed as an unstable state with a complex valued energy. In
another seminal paper [Siegert, 1939], resonant states where used for a formal derivation of
the Breit-Wigner resonance formula1. These successful descriptions made that resonance
states are often referred to as Gamow or Siegert states. Since almost a decade ago, there is
a renewed interest in these resonance states. In the field of nuclear physics, these resonant
states have been used to create the Gamow shell model [Michel et al., 2002], whereas
in the field of atomic physics a model was developed which is based on Siegert pseudo
states (SPS) [Tolstikhin et al., 1997, Tolstikhin et al., 1998, Sitnikov & Tolstikhin, 2003,
Batishchev & Tolstikhin, 2007]. These SPS are a finite basis representation of Siegert
states for a cutoff potential which allow for calculations by standard linear algebra, making
them of great practical interest. One of the reasons why these approaches are successful
is that they treat bound and resonant states on equal footing.

In this chapter we describe how we can generalize the ABM to include resonant states. It
has already been suggested in [Tiecke et al., 2010a, Tiecke et al., 2010b] (see Chapters 3
and 4) that including virtual states in the ABM would improve the quality of the model,
especially when threshold effects are important. The incorporation of virtual states in the
ABM is however not straightforward. Here we present the resonant state model (RSM), a
model which is founded on resonant states and their remarkable properties. We will show
that this RSM can describe the effect of the continuum of scattering states on the position
and width of a Feshbach resonance by only a few resonant states. Hereby we improve the
quality of the ABM while retaining its simplicity. In Sect. 7.2 we first recapitulate the basic

1Note that [Kapur & Peierls, 1938] also gave such a description, Siegert however generalized and im-
proved their approach significantly.
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properties of resonant states, their completeness relations, and a perturbation formalism
based on these resonant states. This enables us to discuss the important bound-continuum
coupling which lies at the heart of most resonance phenomena (Sect. 7.3). This coupling
will be described in two equivalent ways which will be illustrated by a simple example.
This brings us to the introduction of the RSM in Sect. 7.4. To test and illustrate the RSM
we introduce an exactly soluble model of coupled rectangular wells (CRW) in Sect. 7.5.
These CRW allow the exact determination of the resonant states (see the appendix) and
are used for numerical verification of the RSM. We test these models on two different
systems in Sect. 7.6. As an interesting spin-off of this work we note that the CRW can be
used in an ABM-like way.

7.2 Resonant states

In this section we recapitulate the basic non-trivial properties of resonant states, as well
as the resonant state expansion of the resolvent operator. This is needed to describe the
resonant state perturbation formalism which is the foundation of the RSM.

7.2.1 Properties of resonant states

To describe the collision of two particles [Newton, 1982], we will describe the equivalent
problem of a particle of reduced mass µ in the center of mass frame scattering off an
interaction potential u(r), where r is the internuclear separation. Actually, the reduced
interaction potential will often be used, which is defined as U(r) = 2µ

~2u(r). As the interac-
tion potential is assumed to be spherically symmetric, we can consider each partial wave
separately. In addition, the potential will be of compact support, i.e., U(r) = 0 for r > Rc

where Rc is the cutoff range. For a given orbital angular momentum ~`, the eigenfunctions
of the radial Hamiltonian

H0
` = − d2

dr2
+ U(r) +

`(`+ 1)

r2
, (7.1)

are the scattering states |φ(±)
k` 〉 and the bound states |φ(b)

` 〉. The eigenvalues k2 (k2
b ) of

the scattering (bound) states form a continuum (a discrete set). Both type of eigenstates
obey regular boundary conditions at the origin (r = 0). Additionally, the scattering states
|φ(±)
k` 〉 must obey incoming (−) or outgoing (+) spherical wave boundary conditions which

can be imposed by the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

|φ(±)
k` 〉 = |χk`〉+ G±` (k)U|χk`〉, (7.2)

where |χk`〉 is the unscattered in state. The resolvent operator G`(k) of the Hamiltonian
operator H0

` is defined via (k2 −H0
` )G`(k) = G`(k)(k2 −H0

` ) = 1, where 1 is the identity
operator. The superscript ± on the resolvent in Eq. (7.2) indicates that the energy actually
equals k2 ± iε, where the limit ε ↓ 0 is taken at the end of the calculation. In addition to
this complete resolvent, we also utilize the free resolvent G` which is defined for the free
Hamiltonian K` = H0

`−U . This free resolvent can be used to define a Lippmann-Schwinger
type of equation for the bound state

|φ(b)
` 〉 = G`(kb)U|φ(b)

` 〉, (7.3)
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which is equivalent to solving the Schrödinger equation with the demand that asymp-
totically (interatomic distance r → ∞) the bound states must vanish. By rewriting the
Dyson equation which relates the complete and free resolvent as: G` = (1−G`U)−1G`, we
see that k = kb corresponds to a pole of the complete resolvent. Therefore, an equivalent
way of defining the bound state is via the residue of the complete resolvent at its pole kb,
i.e. limk→kb(k

2− k2
b )G`(k) = |φ(b)

` 〉〈φ
(b)
` | [Lind, 1993]. Both ways can also be used to define

a resonance state |φ(n)
` 〉: by the residue of the complete resolvent at its poles kn or via

Eq. (7.3) at k = kn. Resonance states are therefore the natural generalization of bound
states. If a resonance pole kn comes near the physical scattering region (real positive k) in
the complex k-plane, it may have a strong influence on the scattering observables. These
resonances are sometimes referred to as physical resonances. Note that the scattering
wavefunction |φ(+)

k` 〉 and the partial wave scattering matrix element S` will have poles at
the same places in the complex k-plane as the complete resolvent G`.
Depending on the position of the resonance pole kn in the complex k plane, these poles
will be labeled by n = a, b, c, d [Berggren & Lind, 1993] (cf. Chapter 2). On the imaginary
axis we find the bound states Im(kb) > 0 and the antibound (or virtual) states Im(ka) < 0.
Below the real axis, we can also define the capturing Re(kc) < 0 and decaying Re(kd) > 0
states which are found symmetrically with respect to the imaginary axis, i.e. kc = −k∗d.
The resonance states are the eigenstates of H0

`

H0
` |φ

(n)
` 〉 = k2

n|φ
(n)
` 〉, (7.4)

with eigenvalues k2
n. The energy eigenvalue En = (~kn)2/2µ of a resonant state is usually

decomposed into a real and imaginary part En = En − iΓn/2 characterizing the energy
En and the width Γn of a resonance. A resonance state is in principle unstable; its energy
width is inversely proportional to its lifetime τn = ~/Γ. Experimental observation of a
resonance will be indirectly via the scattering states into which they can decay after some
time. Usually one must take the unstable character of the resonance states into account
by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. However, the time-dependent de-
scription of the evolution of the resonant states can be transformed into a stationary one
by imposing purely outgoing boundary conditions2 to the wave functions [Siegert, 1939]

〈r|φ(n)
` 〉 ∼ eiknr, (r →∞). (7.5)

The purely outgoing boundary condition shows that asymptotically a bound state wave
function will exponentially decay. For the poles with Im(kn) < 0 however, the resonance
wave functions will increase exponentially for large interatomic separations. Therefore,
non-standard methods [Zel′dovich, 1960, Berggren, 1968, Romo, 1968] are required to de-
termine the inner product and completeness properties for these resonance states. It can
be shown that the resonance states form a bi-orthogonal set of functions

〈φ̃(n)
` |φ

(m)
` 〉 = δnm, (7.6)

where the inner product is defined by means of analytical continuation in k of the proper
bound state to a resonance pole in the lower half of the complex k-plane. The dual of the
resonance state |φ(n)

` 〉 is defined as |φ̃(n)
` 〉 = |φ(n)

` 〉∗ where this state will have a resonance

2The other boundary condition for the resonance state is regularity at the origin.
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pole at k = −k∗n. Note that the bound and virtual states are self-dual, i.e. |φ̃(n)
` 〉 = |φ(n)

` 〉 for
n = a, b. To perform calculations with these resonant states, it is of vital importance that
we can transform eigenstates and operators into a matrix representation. Completeness
relations3 lie at the heart of these transformations. Next we will consider the completeness
relation based on resonant states as well as on bound and scattering states.

7.2.2 Completeness relations

Newton [Newton, 1960] was the first to prove the completeness of the set of bound and
scattering eigenstates of the radial Schödinger equation used to describe the scattering
of a spherically symmetric potential. For orbital angular momentum ~` the completeness
relation equals [Newton, 1960]

1 =
∑
n=b

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |+

1

π

∫
R

|φ(+)
k` 〉dk〈φ

(+)
k∗` |, (7.7)

where the only demand on the potential was that
∫
drr|U(r)| <∞. The sum is over the

bound states, and
∫
R
dk denotes that the integration over the wavenumber k runs from

−∞ to +∞ along the real k-axis. Note that the integrand is a meromorphic function of
k with poles at k = kn. Using this completeness relation, Newton [Newton, 1960] also
derived an expansion of the resolvent

G`(k) =
∑
n=b

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |

k2 − k2
n

+
1

π

∫
R

dq
|φ(+)
q` 〉〈φ

(+)
q∗` |

q(k+ − q)
, (7.8)

where k+ = k + iε, and again the limit ε ↓ 0 is taken afterward.

The proof of completeness and expansion of the resolvent was generalized by Berggren
[Berggren, 1968] for the inclusion of a finite number of resonances and a complex-energy
scattering continuum. Contributions of resonant states hidden in the continuum integral
can be extracted from the integral by continuously deforming the contour R given in
Eq. (7.7) into contour C4 and using Cauchy’s theorem, see Fig. 7.1. The residues of the
product of scattering functions at the resonance poles k = ±kn are ±i/4|φ(n)

` 〉〈φ̃
(n)
` |. The

resonant states which are ’filtered out’ of the continuum contribution can be written in
the same form as the bound state contributions. The completeness relation therefore reads

1 =
∑
kn∈C

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |+

1

π

∫
C

|φ(+)
k` 〉dk〈φ

(+)
k∗` |, (7.9)

where C is the domain in the k-plane consisting of the k-plane above the C contour.
For the completeness relation to be called proper, the C contour must be inversion sym-
metric in the k-plane. This implies that the completeness relation is idempotent 12 = 1

[Lind, 1993]. Non-inversion symmetric contours will yield reduced instead of proper com-
pleteness relations. The completeness relation of Eq. (7.9) can be used to derive a resonant

3We follow [Lind, 1993] and refer to the closure relation and the resolution of unity simply as a
completeness relation.

4Note that contour C is a generic name for all the contours that have in common that they run from
−∞ to +∞ and approach the real axis as |k| → ∞.
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Figure 7.1: Contours in the complex k plane. The R contour (along the real axis) is
used for Newton’s completeness relations whereas Berggren generalized the result to an
arbitrary contour C. An example of a C contour is the U -shaped contour shown in this
figure. For such a contour all types of resonant states (n = a, b, c, d) are taken into account.

state expansion of the resolvent. This was thoroughly studied in [Berggren & Lind, 1993],
where it was shown that the expansion can be given by

G`(q) =
∑
kn∈C

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |

q2 − k2
n

+
1

π

∫
C

dk
|φ(+)
k` 〉〈φ

(+)
k∗` |

k(q − k)
. (7.10)

Note that a reflection symmetric contour gives the most complete treatment of the pole
structure of the resolvent (since G`(−k∗) = G∗` (k)). However, a reflection symmetric con-
tour gives a reduced completeness relation. This has important implication for the con-
struction of the RSM. Since we are interested in ultracold collisions, the energy range of
interest implies that we want to include the resonance poles closest to the origin of the
complex k plane. This in turn implies that we must use a reflection symmetric contour.

7.2.3 Resonant state perturbation formalism

As we will discuss in Sect. 7.4, we are interested in determining the resonant states of a
perturbed system. The resonant state perturbation formalism [Romo, 1968] is able to do
this. Instead of the diagonalization of the Schrödinger equation, this formalism is aimed
at the diagonalization of the Dyson equation [Lind, 1993].

All the eigenstates of the unperturbed HamiltonianH0
` = K`+U are assumed to be known

(see Sect. 7.2). Next we introduce the perturbed Hamiltonian

H` = H0
` + Vλ, (7.11)

where the reduced central5 potential Vλ is assumed to be short-ranged perturbation. For
5The partial waves are decoupled.
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the `th partial wave the Lippmann Schwinger equation reads

|ψ(+)
k` 〉 = |φ(+)

k` 〉+ G`(k)Vλ|ψ(+)
k` 〉, (7.12)

where |ψ(+)
k` 〉 (|φ

(+)
k` 〉) is the `th partial wave component of the scattering eigenstates of the

perturbed (unperturbed) Hamiltonian H` (H0
` ). Next we introduce the kernel K = G`Vλ.

We will approximate the kernel by a finite rank one, i.e.,

Kres =
N∑
i=1

|ti〉〈si|, (7.13)

and define the background kernel as Kbg = K −Kres. Later we will make a careful choice
for the expansion states |ti〉 and 〈si|. The T -matrix element for the perturbed Hamiltonian
reads

〈χk`|T |χk`〉 = 〈χk`|U|φ(+)
k` 〉+ 〈φ(−)

k` |Vλ|ψ
(+)
k` 〉 =

〈χk`|U|φ(+)
k` 〉+ 〈φ(−)

k` |Vλ(1−Kbg)−1|φ(+)
k` 〉

+
∑

i,j〈φ
(−)
k` |Vλ(1−Kbg)−1|ti〉 (M−1)ij 〈sj|(1−Kbg)−1|φ(+)

k` 〉, (7.14)

where the matrix elements of M are given by

Mij = δij − 〈si|(1−Kbg)−1|tj〉. (7.15)

As the resonance poles of the perturbed problem correspond to the poles of the T -matrix,
we can determine them by solving

det (M) = 0. (7.16)

To determine these poles we need to specify the expansion states |ti〉 and 〈si|. If we would
choose to include only bound states, a natural choice would be |tb〉 = ~2

2µ
(E − Eb)−1|φ(b)

` 〉
and 〈sb| = 〈φ(b)

` |Vλ. The equivalent of solving Eq. (7.16), is to solve

det
(

(E − Ei)δij − 〈φ(i)
` |Vλ(1−Kbg)−1|φ(j)

` 〉
)

= 0, (7.17)

which turns out to be equivalent to the Brillouin-Wigner expression for the perturbed
energies [Romo, 1983]. However, we wish to utilize resonance states. This means that our
choice for expansion states will be different. The finite rank kernel Kres is chosen to be

Kres =
N∑
n=1

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |

2kn(k − kn)
Vλ, (7.18)

where the ordering of resonant states is taken so that the N dominant states are the
states |φ(n)

` 〉 with n = 1, . . . , N . We have thus taken a selection of the discrete part of the
resonant state expansion of the resolvent of Eq. (7.23). Now we find that the resonance
poles of the perturbed problem can be found by solving

det
(

2ki(k − ki)δij − 〈φ̃(i)
` |Veff(k)|φ(j)

` 〉
)

= 0, (7.19)
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Figure 7.2: Result of the resonant state perturbation formalism applied to a rectangular
potential well. As perturbation Vλ, the depth of the well is increased over more than 30%
(γ = 7.22 to 8.35). The energies where found by solving Eq. (7.19) in the first-order Born
approximation for the effective interaction, i.e., Veff ≈ Vλ. The solid curves are the real
part of the exact energies, the gray area indicates the energy between curves: En − Γn/2
and En + Γn/2. The perturbation formalism based on only bound states (dashed gray
line) is basically equivalent to the ABM, and is not able to describe the newly captured
bound and virtual state (a′, b′), whereas the formalism based on resonant states (black
dots) is able to do this. See the text for details.

where we have defined the effective interaction as Veff = Vλ(1−Kbg)−1. Since Kbg contains
no nearby singularities, the effective interaction is a slowly varying function of energy and
can be expanded in a Born series

Veff = Vλ + VλKbg + VλK2
bg + . . . , (7.20)

where the first term is energy independent. The effect of the neglected states is thus
incorporated in the effective interaction.

To consider the power of this resonant-state perturbation formalism we consider a rectan-
gular potential well which is perturbed; it is made slightly deeper such that it can capture
a new (extra) bound and virtual state. Figure 7.2 illustrates that as the well is made
deeper a pair of resonances (n = c, d) collide in the complex k plane and become a bound
and virtual state (n = a′, b′)6. The (dimensionless) strength γ =

√
2µV R/~ of the well is

varied from γ = 7.22 to 8.35, which corresponds to a change of depth V of over 30%. In
6For a discussion on pole trajectories of the rectangular potential we refer to [Nussenzveig, 1959].
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Fig. 7.2 we show the results for the perturbation formalism while applying the first Born
approximation7 to Eq. (7.20), i.e., the Born series for the effective interaction is truncated
after the first term. The energies of the resonances of the perturbed problem are found
by solving Eq. (7.19). We consider two cases: (1) the kernel Kres (see Eq. (7.18)) contains
the two bound states (2b) of the unperturbed problem, (2) the Kres contains the same
bound states but also one virtual-, capturing-, and decaying-state (1a, 2b, 1c, 1d). For case
(1), the first order binding energies of the two8 deepest bound states (gray dashed line)
compare well to the exact ones (black lines). The newly captured bound and virtual state
(n = a′, b′) however, cannot be described. For case (2), the perturbation forced the n = c, d
poles to collide and form the n = a′, b′ states (cf. Chapter 2).

7.3 Bound-continuum coupling

The coupling between a discrete state and a continuum of states lies at the origin of a
(Feshbach) resonance. Here we discuss this coupling for a two-channel model of a Feshbach
resonance, see e.g. [Moerdijk et al., 1995, Timmermans et al., 1999, Mies & Raoult, 2000,
Köhler et al., 2006].

7.3.1 Complex energy shift

For the description of Feshbach resonances [Feshbach, 1958, Feshbach, 1962], the Hilbert
space is partitioned into an open and a closed channel subspace. This partitioning is
enforced by the operators P and Q which project onto the open and closed channel
subspace respectively. When the closed channel subspace contains a bound state which
energetically lies above the dissociation energy of the open channel potential it can cause
a resonance. If there where no coupling between the open and closed channel subspace
(HPQ = 0), the bare bound state |φ(b)

Q 〉 responsible for the resonance, will have an infinite
lifetime. The coupling to the open channel subspace will dress this bound state, and it
will become unstable. The energy difference between the dressed and bare bound state is
given by the complex energy shift, which is defined as

〈φ(b)
Q |HQPG

+
PP (E)HPQ|φ(b)

Q 〉 ≡ ∆(E)− i

2
Γ(E), (7.21)

where ∆(E) is the energy shift and Γ(E) the energy width of the resonance. The coupling
of the closed channel bound state to the open channel states is characterized by the
complex energy shift. Explicit expressions for the real and imaginary part of the complex
energy shift can be obtained by use of Eq. (7.8); the expansion of the uncoupled open
channel resolvent 〈`m`|G+

PP |`m`〉 ∝ G` in terms of scattering state and bound states

G`(k) =
1

π
P
∫
R

dq
|φ(+)
q` 〉〈φ

(+)
q∗` |

q(k − q)
+
∑
n=b

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |

k2 − k2
n

− i

k
|φ(+)
k` 〉〈φ

(+)
k∗` |, (7.22)

7In the first Born approximation for the effective interaction, Lind [Lind, 1993] showed how the reso-
nance eigenstates of the perturbed problem can be formed out of the unperturbed resonant states.

8Note that one of the bound states is out of the field of view in Fig. 7.2.
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where P indicates the Cauchy principal value integral. If the energy of the dressed bound
state lies above the threshold energy of the open channel, it is able to dissociate into
the continuum of scattering states of the open channel (see Fig. 7.3). This process can
be characterized by the energy width. On the other hand, if the energy of the dressed
bound state lies below the threshold of the open channel, the state is unable to dissociate
and the only effect of the open channel subspace will be the energy shift which is present
irrespective of the energy (see Fig. 7.3). As the energy range of interest lies close to the
threshold of the open channel, one usually neglects the coupling to open channel bound
states and assumes the interaction in the uncoupled open channel (background process) is
non-resonant, i.e., the closed channel bound state only couples to the continuum of open
channel scattering states. With these approximations, the energy shift will be independent
of the energy while the energy width varies as Γ(k) = O(k2`+1) [Moerdijk et al., 1995].
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of the complex energy shift Eq. (7.21). The continuum of scat-
tering |φ(+)

P 〉 and bound |φ(b)
P 〉 states belonging to the open channel subspace (left figure)

are coupled (HPQ) to the bound states |φ(b)
Q 〉, |φ

(b′)
Q 〉 of the closed channel subspace (center

figure). One of the dressed bound states is embedded into the continuum while the other
remains stable below the open channel threshold (right figure).

The situation is altered if the interaction in the uncoupled open channel becomes resonant.
This resonant behavior will be predominantly determined by the pole(s) closest to the
origin of the complex k plane. If we consider the case that the open channel potential
contains a bound state pole near the origin of the complex k-plane, it is intuitively clear
that this state will influence the coupling to the bare closed channel bound state. Before
the bare bound state of the closed channel subspace crosses the open channel threshold
we will observe an avoided crossing with the open channel bound state. Additionally, the
width of the Feshbach resonance will also be enhanced by the presence of a weakly bound
open channel state. Note that, in the asymptotic bound-state model [Tiecke et al., 2010a,
Tiecke et al., 2010b] (see Chapters 3 and 4), this bound-bound coupling was used to
estimate the width of a Feshbach resonance, thereby neglecting contributions from the
open channel continuum. If the uncoupled open channel subspace contains a resonance
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pole which lies in the lower half of the complex k plane, the width of the Feshbach
resonance will be enhanced by this pole as well. In the Newton based resolvent expansion,
this resonant contribution is ’hidden’ in the continuum of scattering states. In a resonant
state expansion of the open channel resolvent (see Eq. (7.23)) however, this resonant
contribution can be directly apparent yielding a simpler and thus more transparent result.
To treat all types of resonances (n = a, b, c, d) in the resonant state expansion of the
resolvent on equal footing, we will consider the U -shaped contour, indicated in Fig. 7.1
[Lind, 1993]

G`(k) =
∑

n=a,b,c,d

|φ(n)
` 〉〈φ̃

(n)
` |

2kn(k − kn)
+

1

π

∫
U

dq
|φ(+)
q` 〉〈φ

(+)
q∗` |

q(k − q)
. (7.23)

This expansion shows that all resonance contributions near the origin of the complex
k plane can be ’filtered out’ the (complex) continuum contribution. The usefulness of
this expansion becomes particularly clear if the complex continuum contribution to the
resolvent expansion gives a slow varying background or is negligible. For a finite range
potential the latter is the case. The resolvent can be completely specified by the resonance
poles as the complex continuum contribution to the expansion therefore vanishes exactly
[Berggren & Lind, 1993]. This is equivalent to the result obtained by Mittag-Leffler theory
[Romo, 1983].

7.3.2 Dressed bound state

Next we consider a transparent example of a single bound state |φ(b)
Q 〉 which is coupled

to a rectangular well of range r0 which represents the uncoupled open channel (see the
appendix for exact scattering and resonant states for any partial wave `). The coupling
between the bound state and the open channel states HQP is constant for r < r0 and zero
for r > r0. The energy will be determined with respect to the open channel threshold.
To simulate a Feshbach resonance the binding energy EQ is varied with the strength of a
magnetic field and it will cross the open channel threshold. We assume the bound state
|φ(b)
Q 〉 does not vary with magnetic field. For this system we will determine the complex

energy shift and the energy of the dressed bound state. Since the energy of the dressed
bound state corresponds to the pole of the S-matrix of the coupled system we must solve
the pole equation for E

E − EQ −∆(E) +
i

2
Γ(E) = 0, (7.24)

to determine the energy of the dressed bound state. The behavior of the dressed bound
state will strongly depend on the character of uncoupled open channel (background)
potential, i.e., it can be resonant or non-resonant. We consider both cases for the ` = 0, 1, 2
partial waves9. Figure 7.4 shows resonance pole configuration for both the resonant (black)
and non-resonant (gray) background potential. Additionally, this figure illustrates the
effect of the background potential on the energy width Γ(k) of the dressed bound state.
The energy width will strongly depend on the pole distribution of the background potential
irrespective of the considered partial wave. The low-energy behavior Γ(k) = O(k2`+1) is
observed for the ` = 0, 1, 2 partial waves.

9Note that the case of a resonant background potential with ` = 0 was extensively studied by
[Marcelis et al., 2004].
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Figure 7.4: The complex k plane of the open channel. The circles, crosses, and squares
correspond to ` = 0, 1, 2 poles of the uncoupled open channel, respectively. The colors
of the symbols indicate if they belong to a non-resonant (gray), or a resonant (black)
pole configuration of the uncoupled open channel potential. To illustrate the effect of
the uncoupled open channel poles on the coupled problem, the energy width Γ(k) as a
function of real k is also shown. All these width curves where scaled to the peak value of
the s-wave resonant case.

For s-wave scattering in the low-energy regime, the resonance width of dressed bound state
is proportional to k, whereas the coefficient is in turn proportional to the magnetic field
width ∆B of a Feshbach resonance. This magnetic field width of the Feshbach resonance
is often also referred to as the width of the resonance (see Eq. (3.3)). Figure 7.4 shows
that a resonance pole close to the origin of the complex k-plane of the uncoupled open
channel subspace will enhance the magnetic field width of the Feshbach resonance. The
potential resonances therefore interact with a Feshbach resonance [Marcelis et al., 2004].

Next we will consider the energy of the dressed bound state as a function of the magnetic
field strength. We will calculate the exact complex energy shift Eq. (7.21) by using the
traditional resolvent expansion given by Eq. (7.22). This complex energy shift is used to
solve Eq. (7.24) and to determine the energy of the dressed bound state. The real part
of the energy of the dressed bound state are shown in Fig. 7.5. The effect of the coupling
HQP is immediately apparent if we compare the energies of the bare and dressed bound
states. For clarity, in Fig. 7.5 the other branch of the avoided crossing below the threshold
and non-physical energy solutions for the dressed bound states are not shown. When
the background potential is non-resonant (see Fig. 7.5 (A)), we find that the energy of
the dressed bound state varies smoothly with the magnetic field. Only in the absence of
the centrifugal barrier (` = 0) we find threshold effects. When the background potential
is resonant (see Fig. 7.5 (B)), the behavior of the dressed bound state as a function
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Figure 7.5: The exact energy of the dressed bound state (black lines) and of the closed
channel bound state EQ (gray dot-dashed line) as function of the magnetic field, found
by solving Eq. (7.24) with the exact complex energy shift Eq. (7.21). Only the real part of
the energy of the dressed bound state is shown. The numbers in the figure correspond to
the partial wave. The open channel potential is resonant in (A) and non-resonant in (B)
which are shown on the same scale. In (C) and (D) we take a closer look near threshold
and compare the exact results to two approximations. Using set (i) for the open channel
resolvent expansion we obtain the dashed gray lines, while using set (ii) gives the black
dots. For further details we refer to the text.

of the magnetic field is dramatically altered. Now we observe threshold effects for all the
considered partial waves. For both the resonant and non-resonant background we compare
the exact energies of the dressed bound states (black lines) to those obtained by using
a limited set of resonant states in the expansion of Eq. (7.23) for the complex energy
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shift. Two sets of resonant states where considered: (i) a set containing the bound states
of the background potential, (ii) a set containing the poles10 displayed in Fig. 7.4. When
the dressed bound state is deeply bound, i.e., its energy is not near the threshold, set (i)
produces good results (dashed gray lines). However, when the energy of the dressed bound
state approaches the threshold, the deviations from the exact results start to increase;
especially when the background is resonant. For set (ii) the results are excellent for both
the resonant and non-resonant background (black dots). On the scale shown in Fig. 7.5,
there is almost no difference between the exact result and that found with set (ii). The
effect of the finite range bound-continuum coupling can thus be described accurately by
including only a few resonant states in the expansion of the background resolvent.

7.4 Resonant state model

Before we can discuss the RSM, we will specify the Hamiltonian needed to describe the
interaction between the two cold atoms. Two possible choices for the spin basis will be
discussed.

7.4.1 The effective Hamiltonian

In the center-of-mass frame, the effective Hamiltonian for two interacting ground-state
alkali-metal atoms [Stoof et al., 1988] equals H = Hrel + Hint. The internal degrees of
freedom of the two atoms is described by the internal Hamiltonian Hint =

∑2
j=1Hhf

j +HZ
j ,

which consists of the hyperfine interaction and Zeeman interaction (in the presence of an
external magnetic field). The relative motion of the atoms is described byHrel = p2/2µ+V
comprising the relative kinetic energy and the effective interactions between the atoms.
The central interaction V will depend on the internuclear distance and the total electron
spin S = s1 + s2. It can be decomposed as V =

∑
S PSVS, where PS projects onto the

singlet (S = 0) or triplet (S = 1) subspace. By introducing a correctly symmetrized
basis of channel states |`m`α〉 [Stoof et al., 1988] the scattering solution |Ψ(+)

kα 〉 of the
Schrödinger equation can be decomposed as

〈r|Ψ(+)
kα 〉 =

√
2µkα
π~2

∑
α′

∑
`

(2`+ 1)P`(k̂ · r̂)i`
ψ

(+)
α′,α(r)

4πkαr
|α′〉, (7.25)

where 〈rα′|ψ(+)
kαα
〉 ≡ ψ

(+)
α′,α(r). Here α′ specifies the component of ψ(+) which belongs to a

specific internal state at internuclear distance r. We have implicitly defined the asymptotic
magnitude of the momentum in channel |`m`α〉 as ~kα =

√
2µ(E − δα), where δα is the

channel threshold energy. The quantum numbers specifying the in state, given by α (since
the partial waves are uncoupled), determine the boundary condition for ψ(+). The reduced
wavefunction ψ(+)

α′,α(r) is a solution of the set of coupled second order differential equations[
− ~2

2µ

∂2

∂r2
+
`(`+ 1)~2

2µr2
+ Vα′(r) + δα′ − E

]
ψ

(+)
α′,α(r) = −

∑
α′′

Wα′,α′′(r)ψ
(+)
α′′,α(r), (7.26)

10Also the dual states of the n = d states where taken into account, i.e., the n = c states.
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which are commonly referred to as the coupled-channels equations. Here Vα′(r) is the
channel potential, and Wα′,α′′(r) is the coupling potential. As the different partial waves
are uncoupled by the given Hamiltonian, we can consider the uncoupled partial waves
individually. We elaborate on two possible choices for the spin basis |α〉: the asymptotic
(or atomic) basis |σ〉 which is a good basis if the atoms are far apart, and the molecular
basis |Σ〉 which is preferred if the atoms are in close proximity of each other.

Molecular basis

When the atoms approach each other, the interatomic interactions become increasingly
dominant. The molecular basis will mainly be determined by the total electronic spin
quantum number S. This will determine the channel potential VΣ(r) = VS(r) which can
either be a singlet or a triplet Born-Oppenheimer molecular potential. The threshold
energy δΣ is determined by the eigenvalues of (part of) the internal Hamiltonian which is
symmetric in s1 and s2 which is given by Hint

+ . The singlet and triplet channels are coupled
byHint

− which is antisymmetric in s1 and s2 and only depends on the hyperfine interaction.
The channels in the molecular basis are therefore coupled by WΣ′,Σ = 〈Σ′|Hint

− |Σ〉, which
is independent on r. For small values of r, this coupling of the channels can be neglected
whereas asymptotically the channels are still coupled.

Asymptotic basis

The interatomic interaction V can be neglected when the atoms are far apart. There-
fore, the system can be described in terms of two-body spin states which are the
eigenstates of internal Hamiltonian, i.e., Hint|σ〉 = δσ|σ〉. The eigenvalues δσ determine
the (magnetic field dependent) threshold energies of the channels. In this asymptotic
basis the channel potential is equal to the direct interaction [Pethick & Smith, 2008,
Grishkevich et al., 2010]

Vσ(r) =
1

4
(V0(r) + 3V1(r)) , (7.27)

which is equivalent to the averaged potential over all channels, and therefore independent
of σ. Asymptotically (r → ∞) the direct potential energy equals the dispersion energy
which means that it can be specified in terms of dispersion coefficients Cn as Vσ(r) =
−
∑

nCn/r
n where n ≥ 6. The coupling between the channels is caused by the exchange

interaction energy and depends on the electron spin:

Wσ′,σ(r) = 2〈σ′|s1 · s2|σ〉Vexch(r). (7.28)

Since this coupling vanishes exponentially11, the channels in the asymptotic basis are
asymptotically uncoupled.

7.4.2 Resonant poles of the perturbed problem

Before we show how we can determine the resonant poles of a perturbed eigenvalue prob-
lem, we note that the ABM actually does something similar except that it only uses bound

11The exchange energy is defined via Vexch(r) = [V1(r)− V0(r)]/2.
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states. For the ABM the molecular basis was used. In this basis, the (bound) eigenstates
of H0 = Hrel +Hint

+ are assumed to be known (the unperturbed Hamiltonian). Next the
energies of the coupled bound states are determined by solving the perturbed eigenvalue
problem (k2 −H0 − Vλ)|ψ〉 = 0, where the perturbation equals Vλ = Hint

− . To solve this
perturbed eigenvalue problem, the completeness relation for the unperturbed Hamiltonian
is inserted. As an approximation, this completeness relation only contains bound states.
This effectively transforms the Schrödinger equation into a matrix equation which can be
solved by a simple diagonalization. For this method to work it is essential that a proper
completeness relation is used [Lind, 1993]. Therefore, simply including resonance poles (of
type n = a, b, c, d) in the completeness relation will not work.

Utilizing the resonant state perturbation formalism [Romo, 1968], we can find the energies
of all types of coupled resonant states not only the bound states. The strength of this
formalism lies in the fact that it treats bound and resonant states on equal footing. The
formalism presented here is the multichannel variant of the theory discussed in Sect. 7.2.3
and can also be found in [Romo, 1970]. The perturbation within this formalism is con-
sidered to be of finite range12. Therefore, the perturbation problem will be defined in
the asymptotic instead of the molecular basis. The unperturbed Hamiltonian now equals
H0 = p2/2µ + VD, where VD is the direct potential operator (see Eq. (7.27)), whereas
the perturbation equals Vλ = W (see Eq. (7.28)). The Lippmann-Schwinger equation in
multichannel form reads

|ψ(+)
σ′σ 〉 = |φ(+)

σ 〉δσ′σ +
∑
σ′′

Kσ′σ′′ |ψ(+)
σ′′σ〉, (7.29)

where the kernel equalsKσ′σ′′ = Gσ′(kσ′)(Vλ)σ′σ′′ . The resonant part of the kernel is defined
as

Kres
σσ′ =

∑
nσ

|φ(n)
σ 〉〈φ̃(n)

σ |
2knσ(kσ − knσ)

(Vλ)σσ′ , (7.30)

which implies that the background part of the kernel is defined as Kbg
σσ′ = Kσσ′ − Kres

σσ′ .
The sum over n runs over all resonances of channel σ which are close to kσ. The eigenvalue
equation for the resonant state reads H0|φ(n)

σ 〉 = (δσ + ~2k2
nσ/2µ)|φ(n)

σ 〉, where δσ is the
threshold energy of the σ-channel. The poles of the transition amplitude for scattering
from one channel to another can be found by solving det(M) = 0 similar to the single
channel case. The matrix elements of M now are given by

Mnσ,mσ′ = 2knσ(kσ − knσ)δnσ,mσ′ − 〈φ̃(n)
σ |Veff |φ(m)

σ′ 〉. (7.31)

Now with the asymptotic basis, and a selected appropriate set of resonant states which
are the same for each channel, we can completely specify the matrix M. The comple-
mentary states to the truncated expansion of the unperturbed resolvent are included via
the effective interaction. We are now able to determine the resonant poles of the coupled
(perturbed) system by simply solving det(M) = 0. For results of the application of this
model we refer the reader to Sect. 7.6.

12It is important to note that if the perturbation is not finite ranged, a regularized inner product of
resonance state must be taken to determine a matrix element.
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7.5 Coupled rectangular wells model

Here we discuss a model consisting of N -coupled spherically symmetric rectangular
wells. Similar models where used for various purposes: [Bilhorn & Tobocman, 1961,
Noyola-Isgleas et al., 1977, Rohlfing et al., 1980]. For the field of ultracold quantum gases
[Kokkelmans et al., 2002, Duine & Stoof, 2004] used coupled rectangular wells to incor-
porate resonant two-body physics in the many-body problem, whereas [Lange et al., 2009]
used a model of coupled rectangular wells to extract the atomic scattering length near
a Feshbach resonance from data on the molecular binding energy. This model in itself is
interesting as it allows for analytical treatment of a multichannel problem. Therefore, this
is an ideal model to rigorously test the foundations of the RSM. The presented model,
which is defined in the molecular basis, can be used in a similar fashion as the ABM. As
this CRW model can be solved exactly, resonant states are implicitly incorporated in this
model. However, if more than one rovibrational state of a molecular potential is important
difficulties arise since the spacing of bound states in a rectangular well is very different
compared to that of a potential which asymptotically behaves as a van der Waals poten-
tial, i.e., −C6/r

6. Here we will define the CRW model and show how the total S-matrix
can be obtained. Hereby the scattering problem is completely solved.

Choice of model parameters

If we define the CRW model in the molecular basis, we only need to specify the molecular
singlet and triplet potentials. This means that the range and the depth of the rectangu-
lar wells representing the molecular potentials must be specified. From coupled-channels
equations we know that it can be useful to consider different spatial regions separately.
These considerations are intimately related to the question concerning a proper basis
choice. It is found that between the the exchange-dominated radial range r < rex and the
hyperfine-dominated range r > rhf there is an intermediate range rex < r < rhf where
Vexch and Hint

− are comparable in strength. In this intermediate region the problem can
equally well be formulated in both bases. Within the diabatic approach, both Vexch and
Hint
− are neglected within the transition region [Vogels et al., 1998]. This transition range

can be reduced to a single point rc. This implies that within the diabatic approach, we
can solve the problem in the molecular basis for r < rc, in the asymptotic basis for r > rc,
and enforce continuity at rc for the total wavefunction in either basis [Vogels et al., 1998].
For the CRW model we also separate two different spatial regions and the coupling takes
place in a single point. However, this point is not equal to rc but the natural range of
the both the singlet and triplet potential, the van der Waals range rvdW = 1

2
(2µC6/~2)1/4.

The depth of V0 and V1 is chosen such that they have a bound state at a designated
energy (similar to ABM). An additionally requirement is that they are chosen such that
the molecular basis is a proper basis for r < rvdW, i.e., Hint

− can be considered to be a
perturbation13.

13As both rectangular well potentials V0, V1 vanish identically for r > rvdW, the asymptotic basis is
the correct one for this spatial region.
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Scattering matrix

To simplify our notation we will switch to a matrix notation in which ψ(+)
α′,α is an element

of the square matrix Ψ. Each column of Ψ represent a complete set of linearly indepen-
dent solution vectors of the Schrödinger equation but the various columns differ by their
boundary condition (a different in state). The Schrödinger equation can now be written
as ∂2

∂r2
Ψ = XΨ, where X = K2 − V −W. Here we defined that K is a matrix which

contains the channel momenta kσ =
√

2µ(E − δσ)/~ on the diagonal, and V,W are po-
tential matrices with matrix elements δσσ′ 2µ~2Vσ and 2µ

~2Wσσ′ respectively. Note that as we
can assign an in state, we are in the asymptotic basis. The sum of potential matrices
V +W can be obtained by a transformation matrix O which transforms the molecular to
the asymptotic basis, i.e., OVSO† = V+W, where VS contains matrix elements 2µ

~2VS on
the diagonal. In the asymptotic basis, the physical solutions for r > rvdW are uncoupled
and behave as

Ψ>(r) =
i

2

[
ĥ

(−)
L (Kr)− ĥ

(+)
L (Kr)K−1/2SK1/2

]
, (7.32)

where S is the scattering or S-matrix, and ĥ
(±)
L (Kr) is the matrix of spherical Riccati-

Hankel functions ĥ(±)
` (kσr) on the diagonal. The subscript > on the wavefunction indicates

that it is a solution for r > rvdW. For r < rvdW the channels are coupled by the exchange
energy. The solution for this radial range reads

Ψ<(r) = UĵL(λr)N, (7.33)

where N is a matrix containing the normalization constants, ĵL(λr) is the diagonal solution
matrix for r < rvdW which contains the Riccati-Bessel functions which are regular at the
origin. The transformation matrix14 U diagonalizes X, i.e. U†XU = λ2 where λ is a
diagonal matrix containing the square root of the eigenvalues of M.

By demanding continuity of the wavefunction and its derivative at r = rvdW we can
eliminate N out of the problem and determine the S-matrix. The symmetric matrix
R = Uĵ′Lĵ−1

L U† contains the logarithmic derivative of the regular molecular wavefunction.
The prime indicates radial derivative. The elements of the diagonal matrix ĵ′Lĵ−1

L are found
to be

(̂j′Lĵ−1
L )ΣΣ′ = δΣΣ′

(
`+ 1

rvdW

− λΣ
ĵ`+1(λΣrvdW)

ĵ`(λΣrvdW)

)
, (7.34)

which for s-waves yields (̂j′Lĵ−1
L )ΣΣ = λΣ cotλΣrvdW. The scattering-matrix can now be

expressed as

S = K1/2
(
ĥ

(+)′

L −Rĥ
(+)
L

)−1 (
ĥ

(−)′

L −Rĥ
(−)
L

)
K−1/2, (7.35)

which is evaluated at r = rvdW. Once the S-matrix is determined, the scattering length,
(in)elastic cross sections, and the energy of bound states can be determined.

14For r < rvdW the molecular basis is an appropriate choice; therefore U is almost identical to the
transformation matrix O relating the molecular and the asymptotic basis.
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7.6 Application of the models

Here we will discuss two well-studied systems. For both systems only one rovibrational
level needs to be taken into account for each of the molecular V0, V1 potentials. The
first system we will treat consists of the fermionic mixture of 6Li-40K. As the molecular
potentials for this system have no resonance pole close to their threshold (other than the
least bound state), we are in the ABM regime when only bound states are needed, and the
RSM is not expected to perform better than the ABM. With this mixture we illustrate
the CRW model. The second system we will consider is the homonuclear 6Li-6Li. This
system is used to compare the ABM, the CRW model, and the resonant-state model. It is
also an interesting system since the triplet potential contains a virtual bound state close
to its threshold. Moreover, the results of the comparison of the models can also be related
to known results of full numerical coupled-channels calculations.

Heteronuclear 6Li-40K

For this fermionic heteronuclear gas, the ABM [Tiecke et al., 2010b] (cf. Chapter 3) cor-
rectly predicts the (magnetic field) positions and the widths of the observed Feshbach
resonances. The binding energies found by optimizing the ABM to experimental data are
used as input for the CRW model. The depth of the molecular rectangular wells can still
be varied while keeping the energy of the least bound state the same15. We therefore
choose the singlet and triplet potential to contain four bound states16.

In Fig. 7.6 the results of the CRW model are shown. We have plotted the scattering length
of the coupled problem for various entrance channel states (shown in the different colors).
At magnetic fields where the scattering length diverges, we expect to observe a Feshbach
resonance. These results show good agreement with the measured magnetic field points
and are in good agreement with results of the full coupled-channels calculations presented
in [Wille et al., 2008].

Homonuclear 6Li-6Li

For the homonuclear gas, the triplet potential contains a virtual state near threshold,
i.e., the scattering length is large and negative. In Fig. 7.7 we show the scattering length
obtained by using the CRW model. The radius of the rectangular wells was again set
equal to the van der Waals range. The depth of the molecular rectangular wells are now
chosen such that they reproduce the scattering lengths (aS=0 = 45 a0 and aS=1 = −2140
a0 [Bartenstein et al., 2005]) instead of the binding energies. This choice is necessary to
obtain a virtual state close to the threshold of the triplet potential. The singlet rectangular
well contains four bound states whereas the triplet potential is almost deep enough to
capture its fourth bound state. Two Feshbach resonances are observed within the plotted

15Note that if we keep the least bound state at a fixed energy and increase the number of total bound
states by increasing the depth of the well, the scattering length for this well will increase and typically
saturates when the potential consists of four bound states.

16We have verified that if increase or decrease the depth of the singlet and triplet rectangular wells
simultaneously, the model yields almost identical results if we keep the energy of the least bound state
the same.
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Figure 7.6: The scattering length obtained by the CRW model for 6Li-40K as a function
of magnetic field. The energies of the least bound states for the model are εS=0/h = 716
MHz and εS=1/h = 425 MHz. Results are show for the energetically lowest entrance
channel with total spin projections mF = −4 (solid line), −3 (dashed line), and −2
(dotted line). The dots indicate the magnetic fields at which Feshbach resonances where
observed, for details see [Wille et al., 2008].

magnetic field range: a narrow and a wide resonance. The narrow resonance is caused by a
bound state which is weakly coupled to the open channel subspace, whereas the opposite
is true for the wide resonance. We find good qualitative agreement for the magnetic field
dependent scattering length, see Fig. 7.7. The position of the wide resonance is close to the
the experimentally determined value (right arrow in Fig. 7.7). For the narrow resonance,
the resonance magnetic field is very sensitive to the energy of the least bound singlet
state. Since the scattering lengths where used to determine the depths of the molecular
rectangular wells, the energy of the least bound state is not correctly positioned, explaining
the discrepancy in the resonance magnetic field for the narrow resonance (left arrow in
Fig. 7.7).

In Fig. 7.8 we compare the binding energies of the ABM and the RSM to the ones obtained
with the CRW model. For the ABM, we used the exact least bound states of the singlet
and triplet rectangular well and the exact overlap between these states as input for the
shown results. For the RSM we also use two exact eigenstates as input. These eigenstates
are the bound and virtual state of the direct potential VD = (V0 + 3V1)/4 closest to
threshold. The perturbation therefore is given by Eq. (7.28) and is of the range rvdW.
We present the first order result of the RSM. As the matrix M of Eq. (7.31) can now
be determined, the resonance poles of the perturbed problem are now found by solving
det(M) = 0.

We find that the magnetic field position of the narrow Feshbach resonance as found by
the CRW model is reproduced equally well by both the ABM and the RSM, see Fig. 7.8.
The presence of a dominant virtual bound state however, prevents the ABM to predict
the width and position of the wide Feshbach resonance correctly. As this virtual state
is not incorporated in the ABM, the second resonance is predicted at almost the same
magnetic field as the narrow resonance (the difference is not observable on the scale shown
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Figure 7.7: The scattering length obtained by the CRW model for 6Li-6Li as a function
of magnetic field. The molecular rectangular wells are chosen such that they reproduce the
scattering lengths (aS=0 = 45 a0 and aS=1 = −2140 a0 [Bartenstein et al., 2005]). Results
are show for the energetically lowest entrance channel with total spin projection mF = 0.
The singlet well contains four bound states, and the triplet three. The triplet potential
is however almost deep enough to capture a fourth bound state. The arrows indicate the
position of the experimentally observed Feshbach resonances (see [Strecker et al., 2003,
Bartenstein et al., 2005]).

in Fig. 7.8). The RSM is able to incorporate the effect of the virtual state. The binding
energy of the bound state causing the wide resonance as a function of magnetic field is in
good quantitative agreement with that found with the CRW model.

7.7 Conclusions and prospects

We have presented the RSM, a model which can be viewed as the natural generalization
of the ABM. This model is described by resonant states in a spin-less averaged potential,
also referred to as direct potential. This can be contrasted to the ABM where bound
states in the molecular basis are used. A major advantage of the RSM with respect to the
ABM is that if the scattering is dominated by a resonance pole of a non-physical Riemann
sheet, for instance a virtual state, the Feshbach resonance position can still be predicted
quite accurately. Additionally, threshold behavior is implicitly build into the RSM. The
simplicity of the ABM is retained in the RSM, only a few resonant states have to be
included in the calculation, which can be parametrized by resonance energies and a few
coupling parameters. The accuracy of the RSM can be gradually increased by including
more resonant states and by increasing the order of the perturbation formalism which it
is based on. We have tested the RSM and compared it to the ABM for an exactly soluble
multichannel scattering model which was introduced for this purpose. This model, the
CRW model, is an interesting spin-off of the presented work. It can be used in an ABM-
like way as a stand alone model for systems where only one rovibrational level of each
molecular potential is of importance.
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Figure 7.8: The energies of the coupled bound states for 6Li-6Li in the energetically
lowest mF = 0 channel. The results of the ABM (dashed lines) and the RSM (dots)
are compared to the results of the CRW model (solid lines). The predicted Feshbach
resonance positions are indicated by the arrows: CRW model (black solid), resonant state
model (gray solid), and ABM (black dashed). On the scale of the inset, the ABM predicts
the two resonances at the same field as it lacks to describe the dominant virtual state.
For further details on the calculation we refer to the text.

The exact resonant states of the CRW model where used as input for the presented ABM
and RSM calculations. For ’real’ systems the exact resonant states are not known17. Sim-
ilar to the molecular binding energies in the ABM, the resonant state wavenumbers of the
direct potential should be viewed as free parameters in the RSM. An interesting applica-
tion of this model would be to an ultracold gas with metastable constituents, for instance
metastable helium [Goosen et al., 2010] (cf. Chapter 5). In this system, the inelastic pro-
cess of Penning ionization (PI) makes the bound states of the (uncoupled) singlet and
triplet potential intrinsically unstable, i.e., they become resonance poles. Moreover if we
consider the metastable constituents to be excited molecules, the RSM might be used
to describe molecule-molecule interactions. The possibility to describe these two systems
in terms of the resonant states is a very appealing one. Especially when we consider
the equivalence of eigenstates of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (used to describe for in-
stance PI losses, or losses induced by coupling to an rf-magnetic field) and resonant states
[Sternheim & Walker, 1972].

17We can use a simple method described in [Baldo et al., 1987] to obtain a resonance state wave function
for any potential which can be reasonably well be approximated by a finite ranged one.
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Appendix: Rectangular well

To study the bound-continuum coupling (see Sect. 7.3) we needed the exact scattering
states, resonant states, and resonance poles of an effective potential containing a rectan-
gular well and a centrifugal barrier. Here we present these states and how that we can
obtain the resonance poles. We extended the results of [Bagchi & Seyler, 1979] to any
partial wave. The main results and notation are based on those found in [Newton, 1982].

We define the potential of depth U(r) = −U0 for r < r0 with U0 > 0, and U(r) = 0 for
r > r0. The wavenumber inside the well κ is defined via

κr0 =

√
(kr0)2 +

2µ

~2
U0r2

0 =
√

(kr0)2 + γ2, (7.36)

where γ is the dimensionless potential strength parameter. Throughout the appendix we
will consider to regions of configuration space, labeled by I and II corresponding to r < r0

and r > r0, respectively.

The regular solution of the rectangular well equals

ϕ
(I)
k` (r) = (2`+ 1)!!κ−`−1ĵ`(κr),

ϕ
(II)
k` (r) = Aj(k, `)ĵ`(kr)− An(k, `)n̂`(kr), (7.37)

where κ(k) is known by definition Eq. (7.36) and n̂` is the Riccati-Neumann func-
tion. We match ϕ

(I)
k` (r0) = ϕ

(II)
k` (r0) and their derivatives ϕ(I)

k` (r0)′ = ϕ
(II)
k` (r0)′ to find

Aj(k, `), An(k, `), which completely specifies the regular solution of the rectangular well.

The irregular solution of the rectangular well equals

f
(I)
k`+(r) = A+(k, `)eiπ`ĥ

(+)
` (κr) + A−(k, `)ĥ

(−)
` (κr),

f
(II)
k`+(r) = ĥ

(+)
` (kr)ei`π/2, (7.38)

where A± are determined similar to Aj, An, by matching inner and outer solutions and
their derivatives.

Now we can evaluate the Wronskian for the Jost function at r = r0 since, from there
on, the solutions are in their asymptotic forms. We find that the Jost function for the
rectangular well equals

F`(k) =
k`e−iπ`/2W[fk`, ϕk`]

(2`+ 1)!!
, (7.39)

where from here on fk`+ = fk`. By evaluating the Wronskian at r = r0, the Jost function
is found to be

F`(k) =

(
k

κ

)` [
k

κ
ĵ`(κr0)ĥ

(+)
`+1(kr0)− ĵ`+1(κr0)ĥ

(+)
` (kr0)

]
, (7.40)

where we have used that

fk`(r0) = f
(II)
k` (r0) = ĥ

(+)
` (kr0)eiπ`/2,

ϕk`(r0) = ϕ
(I)
k` (r0) = (2`+ 1)!!κ−`−1ĵ`(κr0),

W[ĥ
(+)
` (kr), ĵ`(kr)] = kĵ`(κr)ĥ

(+)
`+1(kr)− κĵ`+1(κr)ĥ

(+)
` (kr),
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where the local wavenumber depends on the energy κ(k). Note that for the Wronskian we
differentiate as d

dr
. The resonance poles for partial wave ` can now be found by determining

the zeros of the Jost function.

Since the physical wave function (scattering state) is defined by

φ
(+)
k` (r) =

k`+1ϕk`(r)

F`(k)(2`+ 1)!!
, (7.41)

it is completely determined for the potentials scattering off a rectangular well. The asymp-
totic form of the scattering states

φ
(+)
k` (r)

r→∞−→ 1

2
ei(`+1)π/2

[
e−ikr − e−iπ`S`(k)eikr

]
,

will be reached for increasing r as ` increases. The partial wave S-matrix element can be
expressed via the Jost function

S`(k) =
F`(−k)

F`(k)
. (7.42)

This illustrates that the poles of the S-matrix can be found as the zeros of the Jost
function.

As the wavenumbers of the resonance poles kn correspond to the poles of the S-matrix,
the values kn are found by determining the zeros of Eq. (7.40)). The resonant states φ(n)

`

can be defined as
φ

(n)
` (r) =

ϕn`(r)

Nn`

, (7.43)

where ϕn` ≡ ϕkn`, and Nn` is a normalization constant which needs to be determined. Via
a regularized inner product [Bang et al., 1978] we find

N2
n` =

∫ r0

0

ϕn`(r)
2dr − ϕn`(r0)2

2kn

[
d

dz

(
z
ĥ

(+)
`+1(z)

ĥ
(+)
` (z)

)]
z=knr0

. (7.44)

For ` = 0 this yields Nn0 =
√

(i+ knr0)/2kn. Now we have explicitly given all the exact
rectangular well states for each partial wave needed to discuss the bound-continuum
coupling in terms of bound and scattering states as well as in terms of resonant states.
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We study the BCS-BEC crossover in the strongly correlated regime of
an ultracold rotating two component Fermi gas. Strong correlations
are shown to generate an additional long-range interaction which re-
sults in a modified crossover region compared to the non-rotating situ-
ation. The two-particle correlation function reveals a smooth crossover
between the s-wave paired fermionic fractional quantum Hall state
and the bosonic Laughlin state.

8.1 Introduction

In recent years techniques based on Feshbach scattering resonances [Feshbach, 1958,
Feshbach, 1962] have enabled the study of pair condensation in ultracold Fermi gases
[Greiner et al., 2003, Jochim et al., 2003c, Zwierlein et al., 2003]. For condensation to oc-
cur, one can distinguish two distinct physical mechanisms: (1) formation of bound
pairs of fermionic atoms (molecules) which are composite bosons and hence undergo
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), and (2) condensation of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) pairs in analogy with low temperature superconductivity. In separate publications
[Eagles, 1969, Leggett, 1980] both Eagles and Leggett argued that these scenarios were
limiting cases of a more general theory, the so-called BCS-BEC crossover.

It was only recently that this crossover phenomenon was observed in rotating trap experi-
ments. A vortex lattice generated in the molecular BEC phase was observed to persist into
the BCS paired phase as the interaction is adiabatically tuned from repulsive to attractive
across the Feshbach resonance [Zwierlein et al., 2005]. Other experiments, where the rota-
tion frequency was increased such that the degenerate gas enters the 2D regime, have led to
the direct image of Tkachenko waves [Coddington et al., 2003]. In this fast rotation regime
the effects of strong correlations, such as those responsible for the fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) effect, remain unobserved. It has been predicted that ultracold atomic systems can
be brought into the FQH regime by rotating the trap at frequencies Ω close to the trap-
ping frequency ω [Wilkin & Gunn, 2000, Paredes et al., 2001]. In addition, non-rotating
2D gases have enabled the observation of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless crossover in
a trap [Hadzibabic et al., 2006] and in an optical lattice [Schweikhard et al., 2007].

In the present chapter we study the BCS-BEC crossover in the strongly correlated regime.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.5288
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Usual mean field theory breaks down as the number of fermions becomes comparable to the
number of vortices, which is essential to reach the FQH regime. We exploit the analogy
with a FQH system and utilize the Chern-Simons gauge transformation [Zhang, 1992],
which enables us to study superfluidity in the strongly correlated regime by consider-
ing pairing of correlation-free composite fermions. These composite particles consist of
a fermion and an even number of flux quanta. The pairing of fermions in the strongly
correlated regime is then studied by standard BCS mean field theory applied to these
composite fermions. We show that the BCS-BEC crossover in the strongly correlated
regime can be considered as a crossover between two FQH states.

We consider a two component Fermi system consisting of a balanced mixture of fermionic
atoms in different hyperfine states represented by |↑〉 and |↓〉 confined by a 2D rotating
harmonic trap. In the rotating frame, the Hamiltonian for this system in the FQH regime
(Ω− ω → 0−) in the absence of interactions is given by

H =
∑
σ

∫
drφ̂†σ(r)

1

2m
[p + A(r)]2 φ̂σ(r), (8.1)

with m the mass of a fermion and A = mωyx̂−mωxŷ is analogous to the vector potential
associated with the external magnetic field in the electronic FQH effect. The operator
φ̂σ(r) annihilates fermionic atoms with spin σ at position r. In order to simplify the above
Hamiltonian we choose to work in a frame where the vector potential A is gauged out.
This is done by performing the Chern-Simons transformation by attaching gauge field
cα(r) = −~/ν

∑
σ

∫
d2r′εαβ ρ̂σ(r)(r− r′)β/|r− r′|2 to each bare particle resulting in

H =
∑
σ

∫
drϕ̂†σ(r)

1

2m
[p + A(r) + c(r)]2 ϕ̂σ(r), (8.2)

where ϕ̂σ is the annihilation operator and ρ̂σ is the density of composite fermions of spin
σ, and ν is the filling fraction, which is the ratio of the number of atoms to rotational flux
quanta. The transformation is such that the average gauge field c̄ cancels the external
field, thus A(r) + c(r) = A(r) + c̄(r) + δc(r) = δc(r). However, we are left with gauge
field fluctuations which are caused by density fluctuations. If we write the interaction
part of the above Hamiltonian as Hint = (1/2m)

∑
σ

∫
d2rϕ̂†σ(r) [2pδc + δc2] ϕ̂σ(r), we see

that even in the absence of interactions between the bare particles, the Chern-Simons
transformation gives rise to two- and three-body interactions [Jacak et al., 2003].

8.2 Scattering in two dimensions

The two-body part has been attributed to have important consequences for the formation
of pairs in the electronic FQH effect [Jacak et al., 2003]. We will neglect the induced
three-body interaction and consider the induced two-body interaction V ind, which has the
form

V ind(r) =
2~ω
ν

ln(r/λ), (8.3)

for r < λ and which we approximate by V ind = 0 for r > λ. Here λ is the typical length
scale associated with density fluctuations, and we assume that the induced interaction is
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washed-out beyond this range. The long-range interaction comes on top of the short-range
two-body interaction, which is dominantly s-wave interaction for fermions in different spin
states. We characterize the strength of the interaction via the scattering length a, that can
be varied by using a Feshbach resonance. This resonant short-range interaction remains
the same in the gauge transformed composite particle picture [Bhongale et al., 2004].
However, the additional repulsive long-range interaction can strongly modify the resonance
properties, and will have the effect of lifting up the bound states in the potential and
change the width of the resonance, resulting in a shift and modification of the crossover
region. This can be treated systematically within the Chern-Simons composite particle
picture, where we first need to understand the details of this composite particle interaction
potential.

The composite fermions experience both a resonant short-range and the logarithmic long-
range interaction. We solve a 2D scattering problem with long-range potential Eq. (8.3),
where we note that even though the FQH effect exists in 2D systems, ultracold atomic
systems under extreme rotations are in fact quasi-2D. Quasi here means that the con-
finement in the third dimension is strong compared to the remaining two. Hence, the
interaction at short range is 3D in nature, and we use the relationship between the 2D
and 3D scattering length [Petrov & Shlyapnikov, 2001] to set a boundary condition at
r = 0. This is done by making use of a 2D contact potential [Kanjilal & Blume, 2006].
We solve the 2D scattering equations as a function of relative wavenumber k and the 3D
scattering length (a3D). For every value of a3D we can define an energy-dependent 2D
scattering length a(k), which is related to the scattering phase shift δ(k) via

cot δ(k) =
2

π

(
γ + ln

ka(k)

2

)
, (8.4)

with γ the Euler constant. We now characterize the two-body interaction strength, which
is a result of both interactions, via a coupling parameter related to the scattering length
calculated for two particles at the Fermi energy:

g2D(kF ) =
2π~2

m
(ln

2

kFa(kF )
− γ)−1. (8.5)

In Fig. 8.1 this coupling parameter is given as function of the 3D scattering length, for
three different values of λ. The zero-point oscillations in the third dimension can cause
density fluctuations which result in gauge field fluctuations. We believe this will give a
natural limit to what λ may be. On the BCS side we see that beyond 1/(kFa)3D = −1.9
(for λ = 0.55 l0) no two-body bound state exists. Since this implies that no many-body
pairing instability will occur [Randeria et al., 1989], BCS pairs will be broken.

8.3 Paired composite fermions

In the following, we use a (unitary) Chern-Simons transformation to create dressed com-
posite fermions [Ezawa, 2000]. This transformation provides a direct relation between the
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Figure 8.1: The 2D interaction strength parameter g2D is plotted for different values of
λ. For this (quasi-2D) system a confinement-induced resonance is observed for all values
of λ. For λ = .55l0 the atomic bound state is "pushed" out (for 1/(kFa)3D ≈ −1.9) by the
rotation induced interaction, which inevitably leads to a (narrow) resonance. The inset
shows the shift and narrowing of the unitarity regime for increasing λ. The ratio of axial
to radial trapping frequency is here set to be 10 : 1.

wavefunctions of the fermions (ΨF ) and composite fermions (ΨCF )

ΨF = ΨCF

∏
i<j

(zi − zj)1/ν
∏
i<j

(ξi − ξj)1/ν
∏
i,j

(zi − ξj)1/ν

× exp

[
−
∑
k

|zk|2/4−
∑
k

|ξk|2/4

]
, (8.6)

where z and ξ are scaled in units of harmonic oscillator length l0 and represent the complex
coordinate of the spin up and spin down components respectively. The wavefunction of
the dressed composite fermions is not blurred by two-body correlations [Morinari, 2000].

We will consider a system at filling fraction ν = 1/2 (since this will be the experimen-
tally most accessible regime), which means we have transformed fermionic atoms to free
interacting composite fermions which will fill a Fermi sea. Comparison of Eq. (8.6) to
well-known paired FQH states, e.g. Haldane-Rezayi and Moore-Read states, shows that
the pairing part of these FQH states corresponds to the wavefunction of the composite
fermions. Now in the presence of some weakly attractive interaction, for instance caused
by an attractive atomic interaction, these composites can form BCS-like pairs. Hence,
we write the Hamiltonian for the composite fermion system in the standard BCS form
and apply (standard) mean field theory. We start with the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian in
diagonalized form HCF =

∑
k,σ Ekγ

†
kσγkσ + const. [Read & Green, 2000] where γ†σ,k is the

creation operator for an quasi-particle with energy Ek =
√

(εk − µ)2 + ∆2
k, and εk is the

single particle kinetic energy. Following [Randeria et al., 1989] we solve the number and
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gap equation self-consistently and find the the chemical potential equals µ = εF − |Eb|/2,
where εF is the Fermi energy and Eb equals the dimer binding energy in free space inferred
from the energy dependent scattering length, both at zero temperature. In the low energy
limit the gap function becomes a constant ∆ =

√
2εF |Eb|.

Since we consider s-wave spin singlet paired fermions, the configuration space first quan-
tized wavefunction for 2N = N↑ + N↓ composite fermions can be written as ΨCF =
A (Ξ11′Ξ22′ ...ΞNN ′) [Read & Green, 2000], where the anti-symmetrization is separately
performed over up and down spins (the primed and unprimed indexes) [Schrieffer, 1964],

Ξjj′ =
∑

k
vk
uk
eik·(xj−xj′ ), and

( u2
k

v2
k

)
= 1

2
(1± (εk− µ)/Ek). Now we are able to determine

the form of the pairing wavefunctions of the (composite) fermions in the BCS and BEC
regime.

To obtain a qualitative view of the crossover between the FQH states we consider a system
consisting of four fermions. On the BCS side we use ‘pair’ coordinates (Rcm, R, r) where
Rcm denotes the center of mass position, R the distance between the centers of mass
of the two pairs, and rjj′ = xj − xj′ the interparticle separation of the two fermions
forming a pair. These four particles have three (equivalent) ways to form pairs which all
are explicitly reproduced by Eq. (8.6). Since the composite fermions experience a weakly
attractive interaction we know |Eb| � εF and the pair wavefunction of the composite
fermions for kF r � 1 is found to be Ξjj′ ∝ sin(kF rjj′ − π/4)/

√
kF rjj′ .

Via a Feshbach resonance, we tune the s-wave atomic interaction such that the composite
fermions experience a weakly repulsive interaction, i.e. |Eb| � εF . The pair wavefunction
now describes bosonic molecules since Ξjj′ = (∆/2πεF )K0(κrjj′) exactly equals a (deeply
bound) dimer state in 2D, where κ = ik. Advancing towards the BEC side means the size
of the molecule (r) has become small as compared to the average inter-particle spacing
(∼ k−1

F ) resulting in

ΨF = Ξ11′Ξ22′(r11′r22′)
2R8 exp

(
−R2/4−R2

cm

)
. (8.7)

Being a degree of freedom, the coordinates r11′ , r22′ can be effectively integrated out. We
have obtained a state consisting of composite bosons, which, form a BEC in the presence
of the weak repulsive interaction. Transforming to ’molecular’ coordinates Z, which denote
the positions of the molecules in complex coordinates, results in

Ψ1/8 =
∏
i<j

(Zi − Zj)8 exp

[
−
∑
k

|Zk|2/2

]
, (8.8)

which is a bosonic Laughlin ν = 1/8 state [Laughlin, 1983]. The exponential contains
|Z|2/2 terms since the molecular harmonic oscillator length equals l0/

√
2. Now we have

seen a crossover of a paired FQH state at ν = 1/2 on the BCS side to a bosonic Laughlin
ν = 1/8 state on the BEC side for four particles. Note that on the BEC side there are
half the number of particles and the mass of each "elementary" particle (molecule) has
been doubled. This explains the change of the filling fraction, i.e. the ratio of number of
particles to the number of flux quanta (in this case ~/m) from ν = 1/2 to 1/8.

This crossover between two strongly correlated states1 is believed to be valid for a larger
number of fermions. To verify this, we have calculated the two-particle correlation function

1Note that we implicitly assume that the state on the BCS side corresponds to the ground state or
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Figure 8.2: The two particle correlation functions G↑↑(r) and G↑↓(r) are shown for
N↑ = N↓ = 100 and η = l0. Notice that for large r/l0, G↑↑(r)−G↑↓(r)→ 0.

G(r1−r2) =
∫
..
∫
d2r3..d

2rN |ΨF |2 for N↑ = N↓ = 100 particles using a metropolis Monte-
Carlo algorithm. Since we know the form of the paired FQH state as a function of the
BCS coherence length (η = ~2kF/πm∆) we parametrize the Monte-Carlo calculation by
η. In Fig. 8.2, we plot both G↑↑(r) and G↑↓(r) for η/l0 = 1. We see that G↑↓(r) shows
a peaked behavior for small r that is absent in G↑↑(r). At the same time for large r,
G↑↑(r)− G↑↓(r) → 0 implying the existence of a sum rule special to the Haldane Rezayi
like state of Eq. (8.6), valid throughout the region of our current interest.

Since in the k → 0 limit, the s-wave T -matrix is a smooth function of the a3D s-wave
scattering length [Kokkelmans et al., 2002], the functional form of the T -matrix and hence
the gap ∆ near the Feshbach resonance will remain unchanged hinting a smooth crossover.
The crossover behavior of the correlation function is clear from Fig. 8.3, which shows that
as η becomes small compared to l0, G↑↑(r) gets modified continuously and tends towards
a limiting form. However the most important point to note is that the limiting form of
G↑↑(r) is exactly that of the G(r) for the (1/8)-FQH state given by the Laughlin form in
Eq. (8.8).

8.4 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, we have shown that the strong correlations associated with rapid rotations
can cause strong modifications to the crossover, altering the width and position of the
crossover. Additionally we have seen the fluctuation induced interaction can be sufficiently
strong to break BCS pairs and consequently lose superfluidity. Using s-wave paired FQH
wavefunctions, we have shown that the crossover is smooth and the paired FQH state of
fermions smoothly goes over to 1/8 bosonic FQH state of molecules when one goes across
the Feshbach resonance such that η � l0.

A detailed calculation of the crossover physics of this region will require the ex-

at least a metastable excited state. However, since we are mainly interested in the form of the pairing
wavefunctions across the resonance, the issue of a state being the absolute ground state or not is not of
primary importance to us.
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Figure 8.3: In the strong pairing limit the correlation function G↑↑(r) has a limiting
form which equals the G(r) form of the 1/8 FQH wavefunction Eq. (8.8).

act nature of the rotation-induced long-range interaction Eq. (8.3). Within such
an treatment for instance Nozières-Schmitt-Rink calculations of the crossover region
[Nozières & Schmitt-Rink, 1985] can be carried out. Also these calculations can be ex-
tended to situations with p- and d- wave pairing schemes in ultracold Fermi gases. These
scenarios, while having close resemblance with for example the 5/2 FQH effect, will be
extremely useful and will be dealt with in a future publication.

It is experimentally difficult to reach the FQH regime [Bloch et al., 2008]. A promising
technique is the combination of rotation with optical lattices [Bhat et al., 2007], which is
for instance able to reduce the number of particles per vortex.

At the same time paired FQH states such as 5/2 are known to possess exotic non-
abelian quasi-particles excitations. While existence of non-abelian statistics is the basis
for topological scheme of implementing quantum logic in a quantum computer, the 5/2
state is proved to be computationally non-universal. However, there have been proposals
[Bravyi, 2006] in which this symptom can be remedied by dynamically tuning-in additional
non-topological interactions. Dynamic control, while hard in the solid state configurations
of the FQH effect, transitions between different FQH states like the one discussed here
may be extremely useful for implementing such topological schemes.
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Summary

Universal relations between Feshbach resonances and molecules

The susceptibility of ultracold gases to precise manipulation via external fields makes them
ideal systems to study fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena. Various regimes,
which are not possible to reach in condensed matter or nuclear physics, can be probed
with these quantum gases. Especially the tunability of the interactions and confining po-
tentials make that these ultracold gases offer unique possibilities to explore and study
universal behavior. The tunability of the dominant two-body interactions in dilute ultra-
cold atomic gases stems from the presence of Feshbach resonances. Via these resonances
pairs of ultracold atoms can be associated to form ultracold molecules. In fact, mea-
surements of Feshbach resonance positions can be used to reveal part of the underlying
molecular structure. Vice versa, accurate molecular Born-Oppenheimer potentials can be
used as input for full numerical coupled-channels calculations to reliably predict Feshbach
resonances. For most of the heteronuclear mixtures currently studied however, the relevant
molecular potentials are not accurate enough. As the coupled-channels method is often
too elaborate and too time consuming to be used to fit the measured data to enable the
construction of more accurate potentials, a need for accurate models which complement
this established method is created. In this thesis we have developed a simplified model for
resonant scattering of two ultracold atoms which fulfills this need.

The asymptotic bound-state model (ABM) is a hierarchical model which can be systemat-
ically increased in complexity and accuracy. In its most simple form, the ABM only needs
two parameters to predict the position and strength of Feshbach resonances: Two binding
energies corresponding to the least bound state of the two molecular potentials involved.
We demonstrate that this model, although it is solely based on bound states, can incor-
porate threshold effects. Additionally, the model can be extended to include: Multiple
vibrational levels, overlapping resonances, and magnetic dipole-dipole interactions. This
versatile model allows for a description of Feshbach resonances in a large variety of systems
without accurate knowledge of the relevant molecular Born-Oppenheimer potentials.

Being computationally light, the ABM can be used to analyze measurements of Feshbach
resonances and hereby expose the basic underlying molecular structure. Additionally, the
ABM is well suited to map out all available Feshbach resonances in a system. This ability
is particularly useful when an optimal resonance is required for a certain experiment.
For the 6Li-40K mixture we have utilized this ability to experimentally observe a strong
Feshbach resonance which offers promising perspectives to reach the strongly interacting
universal regime in a mass-imbalanced Fermi gas. By analyzing the various inelastic decay
processes and the accuracy of the ab initio Born-Oppenheimer potentials, we predict a
strong resonance in a mixture of metastable bosonic and fermionic helium atoms. For the
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homonuclear (bosonic as well as fermionic) helium gas we do not find strong resonances.

For an ultracold gas of 40K atoms, an elaborate combined theoretical and experimental
effort is presented to map out the Feshbach resonance structure. On the experimental
side we observed 36 Feshbach resonances, 31 of which were observed for the first time.
These observations are in excellent agreement with coupled-channels calculations which
use unmodified Born-Oppenheimer potentials as input. On the theoretical side, we present
a comparison between different simplified models of resonance scattering and the full
numerical coupled-channels calculations.

We have developed the resonant state model (RSM) to describe the resonant scattering
of two ultracold atoms. This model is founded on resonant states, states whose energy
corresponds to the natural (eigen) frequencies of the two-body system, and their non-
trivial properties. Threshold effects are implicitly build into the RSM. The RSM can
describe the effect of the continuum of scattering states, states which are neglected in the
ABM, on the position and strength of a Feshbach resonance by only a few resonant states.
Especially when a low-energy resonance is embedded in the continuum of scattering states,
the effect of these states on the Feshbach resonance cannot be neglected. The RSM can
be viewed as the natural generalization of the ABM. As the RSM can be based on just a
few resonant states, it retains the computational simplicity of the ABM.

Using the tunability of two-body interactions induced by a Feshbach resonance, we de-
scribe a crossover for a rotating Fermi gas between two strongly-correlated many-body
states. We demonstrate that the correlation induced long-range interaction will shift the
crossover with respect to the non-rotating case.



Samenvatting

Universele relaties tussen Feshbach resonanties en moleculen

Ultrakoude gassen zijn bijzonder ontvankelijk voor precieze manipulatie via externe
velden. Dit maakt deze gassen tot ideale systemen om fundamentele quantummechanische
fenomenen te bestuderen. Verschillende regimes, welke niet toegankelijk zijn binnen de
vakgebieden van de gecondenseerde materie of nucleaire fysica, kunnen worden onderzocht
met deze quantumgassen. Dat de interatomaire interacties en de opsluiting instelbaar zijn
maakt dat deze ultrakoude gassen unieke mogelijkheden bieden om universeel gedrag te
verkennen en bestuderen. De instelbaarheid van de dominante twee-deeltjes interacties in
ijle ultrakoude atomaire gassen komt voort uit de aanwezigheid van Feshbach resonanties.
Via deze resonanties kunnen paren van ultrakoude atomen verbonden worden zodat deze
ultrakoude moleculen vormen. Metingen van de posities van Feshbach resonanties worden
in werkelijkheid gebruikt om een gedeelte van de onderliggende moleculaire structuur te
onthullen. Vice versa kunnen nauwkeurige moleculaire Born-Oppenheimer potentialen ge-
bruikt worden als invoer voor volledig numerieke gekoppelde kanalen berekeningen om be-
trouwbaar Feshbach resonanties te voorspellen. Voor de meeste heteronucleaire mengsels
welke tegenwoordig bestudeerd worden zijn de relevante moleculaire potentialen echter
niet nauwkeurig genoeg. De gekoppelde kanalen methode is vaak te uitgebreid en te tijd-
rovend om gebruikt te kunnen worden om de gemeten data te fitten zodat er preciezere
potentialen geconstrueerd kunnen worden. Dit maakt dat er een behoefte is ontstaan
aan nauwkeurige modellen welke complementair zijn aan de gevestigde methode. In dit
proefschrift hebben we een vereenvoudigd model voor het resonant verstrooien van twee
ultrakoude atomen ontwikkeld dat aan deze behoefte voldoet.

Het Asymptotic Bound-state Model (ABM) is een hiërarchisch model dat systematisch
complexer en nauwkeuriger kan worden gemaakt. In zijn meest eenvoudige vorm heeft het
ABM slechts twee parameters nodig om de positie en sterkte van Feshbach resonanties te
bepalen: twee bindings energieën van de minst gebonden toestand behorende bij de twee
relevante moleculaire potentialen. We laten zien dat dit model, ondanks dat het bestaat
uit enkel gebonden toestanden, drempeleffecten omvat. Bovendien kan het model uit-
gebreid worden zodat het verschillende vibrationele niveaus, overlappende resonanties en
magnetisch dipool-dipool interacties kan beschrijven. Dit veelzijdige model maakt het mo-
gelijk om Feshbach resonanties te beschrijven voor een grote verscheidenheid aan systemen
zonder nauwkeurige kennis van de relevante moleculaire Born-Oppenheimer potentialen.

Omdat het ABM weinig rekenkracht vereist kan het gebruikt worden om metingen van
Feshbach resonanties te analyseren en hiermee de onderliggende moleculaire structuur
bloot te leggen. Daarnaast is het ABM uitermate geschikt om alle beschikbare Feshbach
resonanties van een systeem in kaart te brengen. Deze eigenschap is met name bruik-
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baar wanneer een optimale resonantie nodig is voor een specifiek experiment. Voor het
6Li-40K mengsel hebben we deze eigenschap gebruikt om een sterke Feshbach resonantie
experimenteel waar te nemen. Deze veelbelovende resonantie bevat perspectieven om het
universele sterk wisselwerkende regime te bereiken met fermionische atomen met verschil-
lende massa. Door verschillende inelastische verliesprocessen en de nauwkeurigheid van
de ab initio Born-Oppenheimer potentialen te analyseren hebben we een sterke Feshbach
resonantie kunnen voorspellen in een mengsel van metastabiele bosonische en fermionis-
che helium atomen. Voor het homonucleaire (zowel het bosonisch als het fermionische)
helium gas hebben we geen sterke resonanties gevonden.

We presenteren een omvangrijke gecombineerde theoretische en experimentele studie om
de Feshbach resonantie structuur van een ultrakoud gas van 40K atomen in kaart te
brengen. Aan de experimentele zijde hebben wij 36 Feshbach resonanties waargenomen
waarvan 31 voor het eerst. Deze waarnemingen zijn in uitstekende overeenstemming
met resultaten van gekoppelde kanalen berekeningen waarbij ongemodificeerde Born-
Oppenheimer potentialen worden gebruikt. Aan de theoretische zijde hebben wij resul-
taten van verschillende vereenvoudigde modellen voor resonante verstrooiing en volledig
numerieke gekoppelde kanalen berekeningen met elkaar vergeleken.

We hebben het Resonant State Model (RSM) ontwikkeld waarmee resonante verstrooing
van twee ultrakoude atomen kan worden beschreven. Dit model is gebaseerd op resonante
toestanden, toestanden wiens energie overeenkomt met de natuurlijke eigenfrequenties
van het twee-deeltjes systeem, en hun niet-triviale eigenschappen. Drempeleffecten zijn
impliciet omvat in het RSM. Het RSM kan het effect van het continuüm aan verstrooiings
toestanden, toestanden welk in het ABM verwaarloosd worden, op de positie en sterkte van
een Feshbach resonantie beschrijven met slechts enkele resonante toestanden. Met name
wanneer er een resonantie met lage energie is ingebed in het continuüm van verstrooiings
toestanden kan het effect van deze toestanden op een Feshbach resonantie niet worden
verwaarloosd. Het RSM kan worden gezien als een natuurlijke generalisatie van het ABM.
Doordat het RSM kan worden beschreven met slechts enkele resonante toestanden vereist
het, net als het ABM, weinig rekenkracht.

Door gebruik te maken van de instelbaarheid van de twee-deeltjes interacties geïnduceerd
door Feshbach resonanties, kunnen wij een overgang beschrijven in een roterend fermio-
nisch gas tussen twee sterk gecorreleerde veel-deeltjes toestanden. We laten zien dat de
door correlatie geïnduceerde lange dracht interactie deze overgang zal verschuiven ten
opzichte van de situatie zonder rotatie.
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